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CLOSE IN OBSERVATION OF THE EXPLOSIVE GENERATION OF 

SEISMIC WAVES.  Explosion source:   48" of 5 grain/ft PETN in a 1/16" 

hole in 1/8" Plexiglas.  Optics:   Argon bomb illumination source, plane 

polarized light Ektachrome film, B.&W. 189 framing camera, and inter- 

frame time 4.158 microseconds.   Tensile prestress in model:   114 p.s.i. 

See paper by Thomson, Ahrens and Toksoz for a more detailed analysis. 
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SEISMIC COUPLING 

Gene Simmons, editor 

Proceedings of a Meeting Sponsored by the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, held at the Stanford Research Institute 

on 15 and 16 January 1968. 



PREFACE 

Ab Chairman of this symposium, and later editor of the proceedings, I 

wish to take this opportunity to thank the participants for an excellent series 

of papers and presentations; the Stanford Research Institute for providing us 

with facilities, the Advanced Research Projects Agency for sponsoring the 

meeting, and Dr. R. K. Llnde who made all of the local arrangements. 

Gene Simmons 
Cambridge, March 1968 
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COUPLING OF SEISMIC WAVES 

J. M. DeNoyer 
U. S. Geological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

The objective of obtaining seismic source functions was considered of utmost importance 

during the early phases of the VELA Program.   This aim was hopefully to be accomplished 

through the use of seismograms, a knowledge of propagation characteristics, and appropriate 

deconvolutions to compute source functions from distant seismic signals.  Such a procedure, 

while very desirable in concept, became difficult and in most cases impossible to implement. 

A high degree of activity on this problem was prompted by pointing out its desirability in the 

Berkner Panel Report and by the desire of many participants in the VELA Program to contribute 

to the one most significant problem in the area.  Stephen Simpson was able to show that he could 

design filters which would transform a number of the stismograms obtained from the HARD- 

TACK II recordings into upward directed impulses.  All of these seismograms. however, were 

obtained from the near and regional seismic zones.  His work was significant in the statistical 

theory of time series.  It was, however, not conclusive when considered in the light of geo- 

physics and the complicated multi-path phenomena which produced his initial data.   The objec- 

tive of Simpson's work was to determine first motion radiation patterns and not to determine 

the time history of the ground motion near the source. 

James Brune made an interesting contribution by equalizing surface waves from under- 

ground explosions and earthquakes in a way that made it possible to determine radiation pat- 

terns.   His technique made use of the longer period portion of the spectrum.   He was Indeed 

able to obtain "source functions" which could be related to radiation patterns.   His analysis 

required good signal-to-noise ratios and a detailed knowledge of the dispersion characteristics 

of the propagation path to each station.   This technique has definite application for stations 

where surface wave signals can be expected to be high and where the paths can be calibrated. 

Additional research in surface wave generation has indicated that explosions generate surface 

waves one to two orders of magnitude smaller than shallow earthquakes of equivalent body 

wave magnitude.   This reduction in surface wave amplitude limits the utility of the use of 

source functions 'nd radiation patterns obtained by surface wave phase equalization.  Also. 

details of the source function (reduced displacement potential) can not be obtained from the 

long-period information carried by the surface waves or from the shorter period body wave 
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Information since Inadequate higher frequency components are propagated to large distances 

to describe the reduced displacement potential. 

Knopoff recognized that source functions showing more detail than radiation patterns could 

probably not be obtained from selsmograms at any large distance.  He suggested that Instead 

of computing the source function from the selsmogram, a more rational approach would be to 

start with the source function, pass this function through a filter corresponding to the best 

model of the earth available, and compute the resulting selsmogram at the desired station.   He 

pointed out that attempts to obtain source functions from distant selsmograms would result In 

elaborate descriptions of the earth filter and would not necessarily have anything to do with 

the source function as It existed near an explosion or an earthquake.  Herbst, Springer, and 

Werth demonstrated that this could Indeed be done for distance ranges of several hundred 

kilometers.  Carpenter and Marshal have also obtained reasonable agreement with observation- 

al data for teleseisrnic distances. 

Since these early attempts to compute seismic source functions, much empirical data 

has been accumulated on the coupling characteristics of various rock materials.   The  range 

of seismic magnitudes that can be expected for a given yield is large and depends on the 

properties of the media in which the explosion was detonated.   With the large number of 

underground nuclear explosions now available, it is possible to see order emerging from 

what appeared to be a hopeless scatter of data points a few years ago.   This order has 

come about through a more careful documentation of the media in which the explosions 

were detonated and from improvements in determining seismic body wave magnitude.   We 

are still limited in our prediction capability for new materials.   Some empirical relations 

between the properties of the materials and seismic coupling appear to establish at least 

some of the significant parameters.   Tests of these relations are being implemented in 

experiments such as the planned SCROLL explosion.   It would, however, be desirable to 

realistically investigate the magnitude-yield relationships for many materials without actually 

conduct inn a nuclear explosion.   The reasons for the desirability of the computational ap- 

proach arc economics, time, impracticality cf conducting tests at many of the locations of 

interest to test  detection. 

Fortunately, a lot of progress has been made in developing our ability to predict what 

seismic source functions should be for real geologic materials.   The Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory has been a leader in developing these complicated codes.  Other groups have also 

been making significant progress in this direction.  The ability of computational codes to pre- 

dict reduced displacement potentials is now quite acceptable provided the proper input param- 

eters arc available.  Many of these input parameters must be obtained from laboratory inves- 

tigations leading to the equations of state of rock materials.   Failure criteria and time 
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The purpose til IM« meeting Is to Uxk at »he Individual pieces that can contribute to the 

eatlmatlon M( a MeUmlc alKiial provided the yield of the bomb, the media, and the location are 

■pecUled.   Hopefully, we are nesrlng the point when It will be possible to specify a probable 

material at any point on the earth; calculate the maximum yield that could be detonated In this 

material without belnK detected; or, given a detectable yield within the specified material, 

compute the probability of detection and possibly an estimate of the waveform at each station 

of the network.   The ability to accomplish this objective will make it possible to Include the 

effects of local geology in the USSR and China in our estimates of seismic capability.  A* more 

la learned about the geology and the physical properties of the rock materials in the USSR and 

China it will be possible to Include the seismic coupling characteristics of these earth mate- 

rials. 
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GEOLOGIC STUDIES OF USSR AND CHINA FOR 

NUCLEAR TEST DETECTION 

L. D. Bonham 
U. S. Geological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

ABSTRACT 

Since 1962, the U. S. Geological Survey on behalf of the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency has been interpreting the environment of the Sino-Soviet area 
in relation to underground nuclear test detection.  Small-scale and medium- 
scale atlases of geology, seismiclty, and other environmental topics are being 
prepared to aid in Identification of potential test areas, analysis of seismic sig- 
nals, planning and operation of on-site inspection, and study of test techniques. 
Special studies are being conducted on distribution of low-coupling media and 
for inspection training. 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF GEOLOGIC MEDIA 

G. D. Anderson and R. K. Linde 
Stanford Research Institute 

ABSTRACT 

In order to perform computations to predict how a given energy source distur- 
bance in the earth will couple to the surrounding medium and how the subsequent 
stress wave will propagate, it is necessary to know certain properties of the me- 
dium.   The properties which must be known depend upon the model that is being 
used to describe the medium, e.g., elastic, elastic-plastic, or hydrodynamic.   The 
material properties are generally referred to as the constitutive relation or equa- 
tion of state.   In the case of nonreactive flow, knowledge of a complete equation of 
state is not necessary.  A stress-volume-energy (a-v-e) equation of state is suffi- 
cient to solve the equations of motion. 

Shock wave techniques provide a powerful tool in studying a (cr-v-e) equation of 
state of a solid.  Most solids exhibit an elastic-plastic behavior.  Plane shock waves 
can be used to study the Hugoniot curve (locus of final states of normal stress, spe- 
cific volume, and specific energy behind the shock), the Hugoniot elastic limit (yield 
stress under uniaxial strain) and the path the material follows when it is released 
to a lower stress by rarefaction waves.  Optical and electronic stress gages can be 
used to observe stress-time profiles as shock waves pass over an element of mate- 
rial. 

These techniques have been used to study the material properties of a variety 
of solid rocks, porous rocks and dry and moist soil materials at room temperature 
and at -10oC (to simulate permafrost).   The results of these studies indicate that 
the moisture present in the soil and the existence of polymorphic phase changes in 
soils containing large amounts of silica affect the shock impedance (how the medium 
will couple to adjacent media) and how finite duration shock pulses attenuate as the 
wave propagates.   The majority of the work performed at SRI has been in the high 
stress regime, i.e., 50 to 500 kbar.   Laboratory prepared samples rather than 
naturally occurring samples have been used primarily since the latter frequently 
contain inhomogeneities which are large on the size scale of the experiment. 
Studies of porous metals indicate that simple models of material behavior in the 
low stress region ~ 30 kbar) may not be adequate for reliable prediction of wave 
profiles and attenuation. 

More experimental data on yield strengths, shock profiles, and attenuation 
characteristics are needed.  These low stress data are important because the major- 
ity of the material affected by a sudden release of energy in the earth will experience 
relatively low stress.   The region of validity laboratory tests of scaled down or re- 
constituted earth materials with large scale inhomogeneities should be seriously 
considered.   Finally, an evaluation and classification should be made of the large 
amount of existing shock wave data on geologic materials to assure that it is 
being most effectively and efficiently rsed in present computation programs. 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF GEOLOGIC MEDIA 

Gordon D. Anderson and Ronald K. Llnde 
Poulter Laboratory for High Pressure Research 

Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park, California 

INTRODUCTION 

The partial differential equations of motion which express the conservation of mass and 

momentum in continuous media are Independent of the material to which they are applied. In 

order to apply these equations of motion to a particular material and to solve them to predict 

the motion resulting from a particular disturbance, It Is necessary to supplement the equations 

of motion with an equation or set of equations describing the material properties of the partlc - 

ular medium.   This involves assigning an appropriate model (e.g., hydrodynamics, elastic- 

plastic, etc.) to describe the medium and then prescribing relationships between the material 

parameters necessary to describe the model.   These relationships are commonly called equa- 

tions-of-state or constitutive relations.  Shock wave experiments are not only a powerful tool 

for investigating equations of state, but are essential for describing material response to im- 

pulsive loading such as that produced by natural or artificial seismic sources. We have 

studied a wide variety of materials to date, ranging from pure metals to heterogeneous soils. 

The purpose of this paper Is to familiarize the audience with some of the techniques used, and 

types of laboratory measurements made, and to present some results and point out some prob- 

lems that we feel are pertinent to the seismic coupling program. 

SHOCK WAVE EXPERIMENTS 

Plane shock waves are produced in materials in the laboratory either by placing the mate- 

rial in contact with a high explosive or by Impact with a high velocity flat plate.  Typically, 

pressures range between the order of one kilobar and ten megabars, compressions for solids 

range from less than 1 percent to more than 50 percent, and the time during which the material 
-7 -5 is subjected to these stresses and compressions in the laboratory ranges from 10     to 10 

sec.   For strong shocks in compressible materials (particularly In porous materials) extremely 

high temperatures are reached, so that the material may even vaporize after release of pres- 

sure.   The states of the material on either side of the shock are related by the Ranklne-Hugonlot 

jump conditions expressing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy: 

PoU = p1(U-u1) (1) 

8 
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r-wlul plna tor Ihr purpose o( (urthrr velocity measurement and triggering of electronic equlp- 

mrnl «rr placed very near the face of the target; the actual Impact Is recorded by four tilt pins 

In th» largH surface.   Transducers may be placed In the projectile head, within the target or 

on the back surface of the target to monitor stress. 

The manitanln wire gage (6. 7] Is one type of sensor that Is frequently employed to record 

stress time profiles.   Manganln (84% Cu. 12X Mn, 4 t Nl) Is a plezoreslstlve alloy for which 

the prrcralage change In resistance Is proportional to the pressure, but essentially independent 

of the temperature.   Manganln Is used In the form of a wire or thin film through which a constant 

i urr< ni Is passed   The wire configuration Is shown schematically In figure 4.   The thin wire 

Is embedded In the m.Merlal under study and comes to stress equilibrium with the surrounding 

medium rapidly, so that a measurement of the voltage drop across a portion of the wire as a 

luncllim of time yields a stress-time profile. 

Quartz gages (8] are also jsed routlm     on gas gun shots to study wave profiles [4, 5], 

They have the advantage of gre >ler sei    tlvity at low stresses (=20 kbar) but the disadvantage 

of perturbing the wave shape beli.g studied due to the shock Impedance mismatch between quartz 

and most samples. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Let us now look at some examples of material properties obtained from shock wave experi- 

ments and observe particularly the comp icated behavior of porous materials at low stress 

levels.   We have Included examples of porous ("foam") metal specimens in order to illustrate 

the effect of porosity, present In most rocks, without the additional complicating factors such 

as phase transltloiu and solid Inhomogeneities. 

At very high stresses, when the yield strength is greatly exceeded, the stress configuration 

Is nearly hydrostatic.   In this regime the terms stress and pressure are frequently used inter- 

changably and a hydrodynamlc model Is sufficient to describe the material for most purposes. 

(We shall see a major exception later.)   An energy-pressure-volume (e-p-v) equation of state 

Is then a sufficient description of the medium for the equations of motion to be solved.   As an 

example of high pressure equallon-of-state data let us consider aluminum.   Using the explosive 

system shown in figure 1 to Induce strong shock waves into specimens, an e-p-v equation of 

stale was generated for pure aluminum over the pressure range between about 200 and 700 

kbar    A high speed rotating mirror streak camera was used to record shock a"d free surface 

velocities.   Porous aluminum samples were shocked to obtain e-p-v states to the right of the 

Hugonlol curve (ur solid aluminum.   Hugonlot curves were obtained for aluminum with porosity 

ratios p    p        1.0, 1.4, 17, and 2.0, where p   Is the void-free density of solid aluminum at 
o    oo o 

standard conditions and p     Is the bulk density of the porous aluminum.   In analyzing the data 

It was .ssumed that (1) thr final shock state of the aluminum lies close to the equilibrium e-p-v 
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surface for aluminum, (2) the crushing strength of the porous aluminum is negligible, and (3) 

the initial internal energy of solid and porous aluminum at standard conditions Is the same. 

Under these assumptions the data were fitted to an e-p-v equation of state of the form 

p - be + f(v) (4) 

where b Is a constant and f(v) is a function of volume.  The experimental data and Hugonlot 

curves generated by combining equation 3 and 4 are shown no 5.   Equation 4 Is a Mle- 

Gininelsen equation of state in which Grunelsen's ratio. , Is directly proportional 

to volume, I.e. (Sp/fle)   Is constant over the pressures .■ regime studied.  The 

function f(v) was evaluated using an analytical fit to the Hui r solid aluminum, p- = Ps(v). 

Since equation 4 must hold along the Hugonlot of solid aluminum, 

ps(v) = bes + f(v) (5) 

where eg Is the Internal energy along the Hugonlot of solid aluminum.   From equation 3 we 

know the energy, pressure, and volume along the Hugonlot are related by 

es = eos 4'' ,(V v) (6) 

where p   has been set equal to zero and the subscript S signifies "solid." Substituting equa- 

tion 6 Into equation 5 we can solve for the function f(v) In terms of the pressure-volume fit to 

the Hugonlot of solid aluminum, p0(v), 
b 

f(v) =p„(v)[l -^(v   - v)l +be (7) 
o       L *<      O J O 

The equation of state (5) can also be written In the form 

p-ps(v) =^(e- es(v)) (8) 

where p0(v) and e0(v) are respectively the pressure and specific internal energy as functions 

of volume along the Hugonlot of solid aluminum.  The constant b has been replaced by y/v, 

which was found to be nearly constant in the case of aluminum, but about 10 percent higher 

than its zero pressure equilibrium value.   Using equation 8, Hugoniots of porous aluminum 

can be generated.  Along Hugoniots for porous aluminum 

Pp-PS^F"^ (9) 

where the subscripts F and S signify (porous) foam and solid, respectively.   Along the Hugonlot 

of the foam the energy relationship given by equation C holds, viz., 

eF = eoF+IPF(voo-v) (10) 
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where v     is the initial specific volume of the foam.   Recall that In the analysis we have Ig- 

nored the small difference In Initial internal energy of the solid and foam so that e „ = e „. 
oF      oS 

Combining equations 9 and 10 we can generate the Hugonlots of foams of various porosities: 

PF(v) = ps(v) 

L1 " Ä(voo - V). 

(11) 

The Hugonlots of porous aluminum shown in figure 5 were computed In this way.  An equivalent 

expression in terms of the function f(v) can be obtained by combining equations 5 and 10.   In 

this case the Hugoniot of the porous material is given by 

ye 
f(v) +  

F l-f(v     -v) 
2v   oo 

The Hugonlots of the porous materials (for which y/v > 0) lie to ttie right of the Hugoniot of 

the solid In the pressure-specific volume plane.  This Is due to the large amount of heating 

caused by the Irreversible conversion of mechanical work to heat In the shock compaction of 

the foam.   For many metals the assumption that y/v Is constant over a wide pressure range Is 

quite good, so that knowledge of y/v at one point enables one to make predictions of the 

Hugoniot of a foam at high pressure if the Hugoniot of the solid is known. As we shall see 

later, this analysis breaks down at low pressures where the foam is not completely collapsed 

to solid. 

When performing shock attenuation calculations, It Is necessary to know the release path. 

In porous material the release path is generally quite different in shape from the Hugoniot, or 

loading curve.   Release paths can be determined experimentally by techniques similar to those 

used for determining Hugonlots.  Two examples of Hugoniot curves and release paths In the 

pressure-particle velocity plane for porous soils are shown In figures 6 and 7.   Figure 6 shows 

a Hugoniot and release curve for dry Nevada Test Site (NTS) playa pressed to an initial density 
3 

ofl.55g/cm .   Note the steep slope of the release curve from the highest pressure.  Although 

release curves in porous media are generally much steeper than the Hugoniot (due to the Ir- 

reversible compaction taking place In the shock process), the extraordinary steepness seen In 

figure 6 Is believed to be a manifestation of a phase transition.  The Hugoniot and release 

curves In figure 7 are for NTS playa containing about 19% water by weight.  The bulk density 
3 

of the water and soil combined is again 1.55 g/cm .  The high pressure release curve is not 

so steep in this case; however, the free surface velocities (particle velocities upon release to 

zeri pressure) are very high.  This could be due to vaporization and expansion of the water 

upon release.  The shape of these release curves determines the velocities of rarefaction 
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waves and governs how the compressive stress waves will attenuate when they are overtaken 

by rarefaction waves.  It is therefore imperative that they be accurately known when attenuation 

calculations are performed. 

Even though the stress may be nearly hydrostatic at very high pressures, the material 

may still retain considerable strength, and shock attenuation may be highly nonhydrodynamic. 

(See for example, refs. 9 and 10.)   In fact, the relative strength of materials at high pressure 

is one of the major unknowns at present, and appears to be considerably different for different 

minerals [13]. 

At lower stress levels the behavior of materials under shock loading becomes more com- 

plex.  A simple hydrodynamic model is not adequate to describe even compressive stress wave 

propagation.  The effect of material rigidity (ability to support a shear stress) gives rise to a 

double wave structure and in some cases nonsteady-state stress wave profiles.  The behavior 

of porous materials is further complicated at low stresses because the stress wave- may not 

completely collapse or crush the porous structure.   In cases such as this, knowledge of the 

e-p-v equation-of-state surface of solid material is inadequate to solve problems, because the 

macroscopic states for porous materials do not lie near that surface and cannot be predicted 

from a knowledge of that surface. 

Some examples of stress-wave profiles in porous aluminum and graphite are shown in 

figure 8.   These profiles were generated by impacting the samples with a gas gun projectiles 

(as in figure 3) and were recorded using quartz crystal stress gages.  The stress magnitudes 

arc those transmitted to the quartz, and are somewhat higher than exist in the initially porous 

material prior to interaction with the quartz.   Note the low amplitude (generally less than 1 

kbar) elastic   precursor wave preceding the higher amplitude plastic wave.  In a porous mate- 

rial the amplitude and velocity of this precursor depend upon the porosity, the matrix structure 

of th    "»orous material and upon any material, such as water, that may occupy the pores.  This 

precursor wave does not collapse the porous structure but is transmitted as an essentially 

elastic wave.   It must be emphasized, however, that the amplitude and velocity of this wave 

cannot, in general, be simply predicted from the yield strength and elastic moduli of the solid 

material.   Figure 8(f) shows a doable (elastic-plastic) wave profile in solid aluminum with 

about a 5 kbar elastic precursor.   The precursor in foam aluminum shown in figures 8(a) and 

8(b) is less than one kbar.  The plastic wave following the precursor may still not completely 

crush or compact the porous structure, even though its amplitude is several kilobars.   Hugoniots 

for solid and porous tungsten are shown in figure 9.  The Hugoniot of porous tungsten shows 

In a porous material, high stress concentrations exist at contact points when a load is 
applied. Thus, even the "elastic" precursor will in general cause a small amount localized 
plastic flow which enlarges contact surfaces and relieves high stress concentrations. 
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that some porosity still persists even at stresses near 150 kbar.  At first sight, one might 

think that the offset between the Hugonlots of solid and porous tungsten at 150 kbar would be 

due to thermal effects.  Some of the offset Is due to heating, but heating does not account for 

all of It.  Using a Mle-Grilnelsen equation of state, the expected offsets due to heating were 

estimated using the best value and two extreme values of y ,* with y/v held constant In equa- 

tion 7.  As can be seen from figure 9, the offset of the data from the solid tungsten Hugonlot Is 

greater than what heating would produce, thereby Indicating some remaining porosity at 150 

kbar.   Examination of specimens recovered after shocking disclosed residual porosities com- 

parable to the porosities indicated at high pressure.   Similar behavior was observed In copper, 

as shown In figure 10.  This figure also shows the significant effect of foreign material In the 

pores.  The black points represent the Hugonlot of the copper foam containing some oil in the 

voids.  The Hugonlot of the very same foam after the oil was removed Is represented by the 

open points.   Clearly, the oil,which partially saturates the pores,adds considerably to the effec- 

tive strength of the foam. 

The Hugonlot curve represents the locus of final states the material can achieve by a 

shock process, and the shock velocity Is proportional to the square root of the slope of the 

chord connecting the Initial and final shock states In the stress-volume plane.  Upon release 

of the stress, a particle proceeds along some release path such as the release curves shown 

In figures 9 and 10.  The velocity of a relief wave (relative to the shock front) Is proportional 

to the square root of the slope of the release curve In the stress-volume plane.  Therefore, a 

comparison of the slopes of the Hugonlot and release curves ijlve an Indication of how rapidly 

a rarefaction wave will overtake a shock wave and attenuate it. 

Particularly at low stresses, the Hugonlot and release paths for foams can be very differ- 

ent, due to the fact that the shock wave compacts the foam (at least partially), and upon release 

of stress the foam may recover only a small fraction of Its Initial volume.  Thus porous mate- 

rials are generally highly attenuating media.  Observe the Hugonlot data for the partially satu- 

rated copper foam (figure 10).  The Hugonlot Is represented by the heavy dashed line, and has 

a rather shallow slope up to about 20 kbar.   After release of pressure, however, recovered 

samples were found to have a volume considerably less than the Initial specific volume (points 

labeled "recovered volume" In figure 10).   The release curves must then have slopes given 

approximately by the dash-dot line drawn between the points In figure 10.  The difference be- 

tween the slopes of the Hugonlot and release curve Is quite evident.  It may be seen that for 

this example, the slope of the release curve Is similar to that for Initially solid material. 

Similar behavior Is noted In figure 9 for porous tungsten. 

\ 
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SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

KnowledRe of material properties is necessary to solve the equations of motion to pre- 

dict wave propagation.   Shock-wuve experiments may be used to study dynamic material pro- 

perties at stresses ranging from less than one kllobar up to several megabars.   In the shock 

experiments, the material Is subjected to compressions varying from less than one percent 
A A 1 

to more than SO percent.   Strain rates vary from 10   to 10   sec     In the laboratory, and ex- 

tremely high temperatures are sometimes achieved In compressible materials (such as porous 

media).   At very high stress levels solids can, for many purposes, be treated at« fluids.   In 

this case the stress Is approximated as hydrostatic and an energy-pressure-volume cquatlon- 

of-state is sufficient. 

At low stress levels the effect of material shear strength becomes Important and a hydro- 

dynamic model is almost never adequate.   Elastoplastic behavior and phase transitions lead 

to multiple W2- « structures.   At low stresses, wave propagation in porous media becomes 

complex.   Foams made of relatively simple materials such as aluminum, copper, and tungsten 

propagate and attenuate waves in a quite dissimilar manner from the way that solids do; porous 

geologic materials are even more complicated.   Experimentation and calculation clearly show 

that stress-wave propagation and attenuation in a porous material cannot be accurately pre- 

dicted In the low stress region from the knowledge of how the solid material behaves in the 

same stress region.   In perform'.ig calculations of wave propagation through large geologic 

formations, such as granite which may contain many cracks and voids, one would not expect 

accurate computational results if the properties measured in the laboratory for a normal vold- 

and crack-free piece of granite were used.   The influence of porosity, foreign material included 

in the pores, and the structure of a porous medium cannot be overemphasized. 

At present there appears to be no simple way of deducing the material properties of a 

porous medium at low stresses from the material properties of the solid from which the porous 

structure is formed.   Future work should emphasize study of the low stress region because 

most of the material affected by a sudden release of energy within the earth will experience 

relatively low stresses and the behavior of the material in this stress regime is most complex. 

Small scale shock-wave experiments are useful for studying which models to use to describe 

material behavior.   However, serious consideration is needed to assess the validity of using 

the results of small scale experiments to describe large-scale wave propagation in the earth. 

The experimenter must take into consideration the fact that large-scale geologic formations 

have cracks and Iphomogeneities, and he must attempt to scale these effects into experiments. 

The theorist who attempts to make computations must make sure that the experimentally deter- 

mined material properties he is using come from samples that represent the medium he is 

trying to describe. 

The effects of nonsteady-state behavior of materials must be critically evaluated to assess 

iheir importance in the field.   While early-time wave propagation effects may be of secondary 
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importance to ultimate late-time results, they may be all that we are measuring in the labo- 

ratory. Thus, the input data to the computer codes (particularly Hugoniot elastic limit data) 

may be wrong.   These data should be verified through experiments on "thick" specimens. 

Finally, the dynamic strength of materials at high pressure (i.e., at stresses substantially 

above the Hugoniot elastic limit) appears to vary considerably from material to material and 

is perhaps one of the most important areas for further investigation. 
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(a)    FORERUNNER DETAIL,    (b)    DOUBLE-WAVE  PROFILE  IN 
A« FOAM f-^l^e) IN AJ FOAM {&"■*) 

(c)    FORERUNNER DETAIL     (d)    DOUBLE-WAVE  PROFILE  IN 
ATJ GRAPHITE (-j— =1.28) IN ATJ  GRAPHITE 
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FIGURE 8.   STRESS WAVE PROFILES IN POROUS ALUMINUM AND GRAPHITE 
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FIGURE 12.   STRESS WAVE PROFILE IN <100> SINGLE CRYSTAL SODIUM CHLORIDE 
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FIGURE 14.   STRESS WAVE PROFILE IN POLYCRYSTALLINE SODIUM CHLORIDE FROM 
MISSISSIPPI TATUM SALT DOME 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIKSOK MOTKS 

Thoman .1. Ahrriui 
( .ililiiinia IiiHiiiui«  of Trchmilojty 

Setsmoiotttral Laboralnry 
Paitadrru, CallfornU 

ABSTRACT 

Hocks and rock-formtng iiilru-r.ils exhibit dynamlr yielding under (ine-dlmenaliNial 
shock stresses varying from several kbars to approximately 100 kbam.   The depen- 
dence of the dynamic yield point, or the Hugonlol elastic limit, nn mineralogy, poros- 
ity, and grain size In multlmlneralic rocks has not yet been studied.   For shock 
stresses greater than the Hugoniot elastic limit, the achieved states lie along the 
deformational portion of the Hugoniot curve.   Although non-porous rocks shocked to 
states along the deformational Hugoniot are often assumed to behave as fluids or 
elasto-plastic solids, few data as to their actual rheological behavior in this stress 
range are available. 

In some materials, notably calclte and possibly carbonate bearing rocks and 
some silicates, the onset of dynamic yielding may be controlled by phase transitions. 
In virtually all the minerals which have been studied, including various forms al 
quartz, microcllne, plagloclase, dlopslde, ollvlne, and calclte one ur more phase 
transitions are indicated along the deformational Hugoniot either by anomalously 
high compression or the formation of multiple shock fronts.   The crystallographic 
nature of these phase transitions are known in several cases from other high- 
pressure static or dynamic measurements.   The available release adiabal data for 
quartz, fused quartz, and plagloclase all indicate that unloading from deformational 
shock states (at stresses as low as 150 kbars) takes place along steep pressure- 
volume curves.   These rel< ise adlabats are thought to be characteristic of the high 
pressure phases, but elasti -plastic effects cannot be ruled out.   Release curves 
from higher shock stresses (-300 kbar) indicate breakdown or melting of the high 
pressure products during pressure release. 
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF ROCKS 

Thoma« .1, Ahrcnft 
California Inatllulr of TechnoloKy 

Sclamolofciol Laboratory 
Paaadena, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Equalion-of-ttate data for rocka and minerals are needed for describing the intense 

■(r*M-wavt propacallon and terminal response (cavity formation and craterlng) in the vicinity 

•t a nuclear or chemical explosion In an earth material.   The constitutive equations (or in 

more general terms, equations of stale) relate the dynamic stress, strain, and thermodynamic 

variables such as encrxy and temperature in a material.   For purposes of predicting seismic 

roupllnft. shock wave equaitou* u( state and thermodynamic data are employed in cilrulations 

which are used to dear rib*- :ho wave propaication in the high pressure (hydnKlvnamic) and in- 

lermedlate pressure (elasiu-plastic I regime. 

In the very high pressure, or hydrodynamlc, regime which Is In the Immediate vicinity of 

the explosion, the magnitude of any one of the principal stresses (for example, the radial 

stress) will far exceed any possible stress difference which Is supportable by the medium, 

and hence (he medium Is usually treated as a fluid.   Experimental data for rocks and minerals 

Indicate that phase transitions take place In nearly all of the common rock forming minerals 

and play an Important role In determining the behavior of earth materials In this regime.   In 

porous materials (e.g., soil) the Initial density and moisture content Is also known to be an 

Important parameter In affecting the constitutive relations in this stress range.   In terms of 

shock stress, the fluid or hydrodynamlc regime is thought to extend from the multimegabar 

range down to hundreds and tens of kllobars for solids and porous materials, respectively. 

Equatlon-of-state data can presently be obtained by using explosive and hypervelocity impact 

techniques in only the lower portion of the hydrodynamlc regime. 

The transitional or elasto-plastic regime is thought to extend from a fraction of a kilobar 

to a few kllobars or hundreds of kllobars for porous and solid materials, respectively.   It is 

within this stress regime that elastic and deformatlonal shock fronts form and that dynamic 

yielding takes place.   Materials after yielding may also exhibit finite strength effects in this 

pressure range.   The latter behavior Is often described in terms of an elasto-plastic model 

of the material.   The porosity of an Initially distended material Is partially or completely 

Irreversibly reduced as a result of propagation of stress waves in this pressure regime.   The 

dynamic yielding properties of the medium determine both the stresses required to permanently 

'Contribution No. 1522, Division of Geological Sciences, California Institute of Tech- 
nology, Pasadena, California. 
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reduce material porosity, as well as the amplitude of the elastic precursor which forms over 

a certain range of shock stresses. 

At a distance far enough from the source that the dynamic stress levels have decayed to 

the dynamic yield strength of the medium, an elastic type of behavior is usually assumed—as 

a first approximation—for the behavior of the material.   In the elastic regime, the equation- 

of-state is usually obtained from laboratory low-amplitude shock, acoustic (ultrasonic), and 

quasi-static experiments.   At the point at which the stress waves propagating from an explo- 

sion enter into the elastic regime, further description of propagation is usually obtained using 

seismological techniques (elastic ray and wave theory). 

The measurement or calculation of the shock-wave propagation in vicinity of a nuclear 

explosion can thus be considered as a way of obtaining the source function input for the seis- 

mological problem of detection of clandestine underground nuclear explosions. 

EQUATION-OF-STATE DATA FOR ROCKS AND MINERAl^ 

A generalized Hugoniot curve, representative of several of the rocks and silicate minerals 

which have been studied to date, is shown in figure 1.   Also indicated are the release adiabats 

which lead from states along the Hugoniot to states at zero pressure.   While the Hugoniot 

curve represents the locus of shock states, the release adiabat represents the thermodynamic 

paths which material, that has been shocked to a high pressure state, follows upon being re- 

turned to zero pressure.   Thus the unit mass in the vicinity of an explosion, upon being en- 

compassed by a shock, achieves a thermodynamic state which corresponds to pressure and 

volume (P.  V) along the Hugoniot.   As this unit mass encounters the following rarefaction 

waves, the thermodynamic states which are followed lie along the release adiabat curve cen- 

tered at P, V.   Much of the shock wave research performed on rocks and minerals has been 

concerned with measuring Hugoniot and release adiabat curves of various earth materials. 

Experimental techniques used in measuring Hugoniot release adiabat states are given in gen- 

eral for solids by Doran [1], and with specific reference to rocks and minerals by Ahrens 

and Gregson [2).   Techniques for measuring release adiabats are discussed by Ahrens and 

Ruderman [31. 

Hugoniot data for a wide variety of rocks and minerals, much of it to 1 megabar, have 

been tabulated in terms of the quantities usually measured, and shock particle velocity.   Data 

reported to 1963 are tabulated by Rinehart [41, and a more recent tabulation which includes 

recent Soviet and Los Alamos results is given in the "Compendium of Shock Wave Data" (Van 

Thiel, [51).   A useful tabulation of Hugoniot data for basic rock forming minerals is given in 

the "Handbook of Physical Constants" (Clark, [6]).   An extensive series of measurements of 

various rocks were recently reported by McQueen, Marsh and Fritz [7J.   Hugoniot data for 

porous rocks and carbonates are given by Adadnrov, et al. [8|, Ahrens and Gregson [2|, 

Flanigan [9| and Bass [101. 
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Hugoniot data for alluvium of various initial densities, moisture content, and in frozen 

and unfrozen states are available from 40 kbar to ~2 megabar from the work of Bass [101, 

Anderson, et al. [111, Anderson, [121, and Isbell [13|.   Release adiabat data are available 

for only a few nonporous materials such as quartz, fused quartz and plagioclase.   Because of 

their importance in the detection of underground testing and the prediction of response of pro- 

tective construction, considerable release adiabat data are available for porous earth media 

such as dry and wet alluviums [111 and quartz sand in dry, wet and frozen form [121.   Some 

release adiabat data have been reported for wet and dry tuff by Weidermann and Curth [14], 

and Ahrens, et al. [15] in the 160 to 400 kbar range.   At high pressure some data are also 

being obtained by Isbell [13 j. 

The general shock behavior of rocks and minerals can be discussed in terms of the hypo- 

thetical Hugoniot and family of release adiabats sketched in figure 1.   Shocks with amplitudes 

that lie between 0 and A, are associated with states lying along the elastic Hugoniot.   The 

elastic Hugoniot represents the locus of shock states achieved by finite one-dimensional com- 

pression for which no internal rearrangement takes place at the shock front within the material. 

Elastic shock velocities for nonporous rocks and minerals are usually equal to or slightly 

greater than the corresponding longitudinal elastic wave velocity (table 1).   These data have 

been obtained mostly using the inclined mirror method for recording shock profiles in the 

sample [Ij.   In general, initial shock velocities which are equal to or slightly greater than 

corresponding longitudinal elastic wave velocities are observed in all of the silicates with the 

exception of diopside and augite, where the velocity of the initial shock is appreciably less 

than the longitudinal elastic wave velocity.   In these cases, unless the elastic shock wave am- 

plitudes are considerably lower than in other silicates, the failure to detect an elastic shock 

is not understood.   In the case of material such as porous limestone, sandstone and halides, 

elastic shock amplitudes in the 0.5 to 10 kbar range have been measured.   Virtually no data 

on the dynamic yielding of porous alluviums and tuff are yet available. 

In general, the Hugoniot Elastic Limits (HEL) of 40 to 50 kbar observed in such solid 

rocks as HARDHAT granodiorite and Vacaville basalt are of the same magnitude as those of 

the constituent minerals of these rocks.   The dependence of the elastic shock amplitude in 

porous rocks on porosity, mineralogy and grain size is largely unknown.   Another effect, 

stress relaxation, in which the HEL is observed to vary with driving shock pressure, and 

shock propagation path length has been observed (Wackerle, [16 j; Ahrens and Duvall, [17)) 

but has not yet been explored in most rock types and minerals.   The relation of the normal 

stress in the direction of wave propagation (which, in general, is the only stress which is 

measured in shock experiments) to the other principal stresses for states along the deforma- 

tional Hugoniot are needed in order to predict whether material which has been shocked to a 
deformatioiial shock state will respond elastically or plastically to further compression or to 

pressure release.   For shocks below the HEL, in the elastic regime, the longitudinal stress 

a    is related to the transverse stress a , parallel to the wave front by 
x y 
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o  = [-^—h (l) y     \1 - r/ x 

where r is the appropriate elastic Poisson' s ratio. In contrast, in the very high pressure, 

hydrodynamic, regime where the stress differences reflecting material strength are small 

compared to a , it is assumed that 

CT   s a (2) x      y 

In the intermediate stress range the relation of a   to CT   must be explicitly specified.   To ac- x       y 
complish this, a rhoological model of the material is often constructed.   For example, it 

may be possible to describe the material as an elasto-plastic solid.   In this case, at a given 

compression, the stress difference between the normal shock stres.; and the transverse stress 

is 2T.   It follows that material shocked to a state lying along the deformational Hugoniot will 

then support a shear stress of magnitude T and the Hugoniot will be offset above the (isothermal) 

hydrostat by a stress 

^x = r (3) 

Equation 3 neglects the effects of shock heating, which below several hundred kilobars are 

small for nonporous materials.   In general, r may be a function of such variables as stress, 

temperature and time.   Sufficient low-pressure shock and hydrostatic compression data exist 

for a few geologic materials which allow meaningful examination of the magnitude of the stress 

offset between the Hugoniot and the hydrostat.   Unfortunately in the few materials for which 

this stress offset can be examined it appears to vary widely, and seems to bear no simple re 

lation to the stress difference existing at the HEL.   For example, the maximum shear stress 

in CaCO„ in various directions, is at least as high along the deformation Hugoniot as it is at 

the HEL, and apparently increases with increasing shock stress (and hence with increasing 

mean stress), along the deformational Hugoniot (figure 2).   This result is particularly striking 

in that generally calcite is thought to be a fairly weak mineral and that both the shock [2J and 

hydrostatic data [8] indicate that one or more phase transitions take place below 100 kbar. 

For SiO„, below the onset of quartz-stishovite transition (McQueen, et al., [18]), the Hugoniot 

for both single crystal and polycrystalline materials appears to be offset slightly above the 

hydrostat (figure 3) while for polycrystallir.e A1„0„ (figure 4) the shock and hydrostatic results 

indicate that a shear stress comparable to that existing at the HEL is supported to perhaps 

300 kbar.   The results for MgO (figure 5) are striking; although this material has a fairly high 

Hugoniot elastic limit and under ordinary conditions appears to be a strong material, essen- 

tially no offset in stress of the deformational shock state is indicated by comparison with the 

shock data (McQueen and Marsh, [19]; Al'tshuler, et al., [20]; Ahrens, [21]) with hydrostatic 

data (Perez-Albuerne and Drickamer, [22]).» 

♦Recent analysis (22A) indicate that the shock data Fo MgO are consistent with a 15 kb offset 
of the Hugoniot curve above the hydrostat. 
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If elasto-plastic effects are ignored or, as in the case of MgO, appear to be absent, the 

adiabatic release paths from the final shock states A and B, AA' and BB'; indicate, that a zero- 

pressure volume that is greater than the Initial volume is achieved upon pressure release. 

This effect is due to the shock heating arising from entropy gain of material encompassed by 

the shock front.   The calculation of the pressure-volume-energy adiabats for materials which 

do not undergo phase transitions for minerals and rocks are similar to those for metals. 

Several calculational schemes are available for generating release adiabats when no phase 

transitions occur; for example one is described in Rice, et al., [23). 

PHASE TRANSITIONS AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE HUGONIOT AND RELEASE ADIA- 

BATS.   Virtually all the silicates, particularly rock forming minerals such as quartz, plagio- 

clase and olivino (forsterite and fayalite) as well as many of the oxides for example Fe. O. 

and TIG., carbonates and halides which have been examined by shock-wave techniques, exhibit 

one or more phase transitions.   In the silicates several of these phase transitions are related 

to the change in coordination of silicon from 4 oxygens to 6 oxygens in more closely packed 

structures.   The zero pressure volumes for most of the silicates and many of the oxides in 

the high pressure, most highly coordinated state phases, are reduced by 20 to SO",', ([7, 19|; 

Wang, [2-i]; Anderson and Kanamori, [25]).  As a result of these phase changes, the Hugoniots 

of essentially all the rocks that contain the open structured silicates reflect phase changes 

taking place within their constituent minerals upon shock compression.   For example the 

Hugoniot for Vacavllle basalt containing ollvlne and auglte (figure 6) or a granodiorite (fig- 

ure 7) containing predominately quartz and plagloclase will be affected by the phase changes 

In these minerals.   In general the minerals within polymlnerallc rocks are not shocked tu 

states along the Hugoniot of the component minerals when the rock Itself undergoes shock 

compression.   It appears from the results obtained by simply adding un Hugoniot volumes at 

a given pressure,on a mass fraction basis, for constituent minerals ihn    ne Hugoniot of an 

Initially unknown nonporous rock may, however, be closely approximated.   Calculations of the 

zero pressure densities of phases produced In various minerals and rocks [24, 251 shocked 

to high pressure [7, 19j Indicate that at sufficiently high pressure, achieved densities are 

comparable, but in general not equal to, those which would be achieved by a mixture of oxides. 

Aside from the effect of phase transitions on the shape of the Hugoniot as ir.dicated in figure 1, 

the release adiabats may be steeper than the Hugoniot.   This generally Indicates that some of 

the solid has transformed from, for example, Phase 1 to Phase 2 and that the Phase 2 material 

does not revert to Phase 1 upon release to zero pressure (figure 1).   In a case of jxjlycrystal- 

line quartz (figure 8), the Phase 2 material Is believed to be stishovlte ((18); De Carll and 

Milton, [26]).   In the case of plagloclase similar shaped release adiabats (Ahrens and Peter- 

son, [27]) Indicate that this material Is likely also to have a rutlle-llke modification similar 

to the high pressure form of KAl-Ge-Og (germinate orthoclase) prepared by Kume, et ah (28| I, 

Recently Ringwood, et al. [29] reported that KAlnGe.Og and NaAl.Ge.Oo (analogous to ortho- 

clase and albite, respectively) transforms to the dense rutlle-llke hollandlte structure. 
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I)l-   Call-,    IMIl, 

Irrrvrrolblr l»Kj»i   r  >• rvtW'lr«! •!•» io Ih» f«W«««  «tUlMl 4M« I«« |Mt«»M»( •!*<  f<xk.« 

runJjinltH; UM   »ilM 4lr»  •»»-h *• g»*«*-l»..rH«.   Ml.   pUt •     »Mri f«*r<« *««4 1* 4»  4« t     «<l  »arf ». 

Irutvn ronrilllnn.     In Ihr ■ jar    (  t» *»»«l». Mir Ihr  »■•!*  "I «UMo |4*«<k  I»««»«*-»   I* <|f4-«MM4*« 

Ihr  rrlraiM- JIIUIMI« I« (••! rlr«r.*   tut   •!»■•»  ' ..n>prc**v>* l«> M<^ )«••*•««•  '•&•!•  t>.   tt^M*   I 

Ihr Mui:"nl"i !■( ihr mlnrr^l I« •la'vn a« U M «rrc I» »>«<«■■» tt»»< ««ftrvh •"' •** *»*•»♦ |«M«« . 

Ph4»r 2.    ( t>m iirroaurr  rr|r-i*r  uVxtC IM)     Ihr 4rmm Hi&  pf**m$* f****0 »••••»*• •• *•»<> 

prmiiurr.    For milllr trnlh hi(h •towk pf«*«wrt*.  II I« r«fvt»«l IK»I «fr* »•!•••• In »•#■>> 

prrmiurr Ihr »horkrd nuilrrul «III r<i«UMi »wftkl»«* r»«l*«t»l »««ftMl ««rfri U> W» I«»« «4 

hrjl llul Ihr hlch-pf r**urr (tfuar  I* rllhrf *allr»l«  «MCablr.   »«4 te«««M« • «MU.   a« |»rK»|M 

(urn* tnlo A (;4%r"»u» plu*r.     1>r  mrllmc l"«h*«»  r  I* l«ltr«l«4 l*i  Urn rvlr«M i<H>nl <«f«« 

EE'. 

COSCU'SIONS 

Allhouch Ihr tfviumir ytrtdlt« >4 »IKCW m*««!« >.< r««fc !<># «ni«« Mitt»f*U I* Ulf M ««11 

mUblUhrd.  Ihr (trprntrfwr <4 Ihr <tr<UNtl' tteM «lrr«Kfh <4 fK>h( rf «OlliMr **4 fkif««* «^U 

rUiU «"r.jinini: Ihrnr mlnrral* and Ihr if prramMMl I|»|V«B>»«K« U* |K>f <u«Mf.  uiia»f »In^f »«d 

Krair »Ur t« pw>riy kn»«tt.   Tb* thmUtu pr^«prri««» «4 «w4h pr»r<ue« ««i «olid »««k« «ktrh 

h4vr (»rrn »hurkr«) abtt-r Ihr HI. I. *r» «l*  «u4 ««II kiv««.    TW ttaMk pf««*w«« •• «Mrh it ■ 

r>'t-rr»ll>lr rru»hlnc "t iniiullt f»»»»»»« malriul •• ««II »• ih« rUrM b, «kkk «ulid furk.« r« • 

hlbll Ihr rUM»-pU*llr tirKavlor  I* *l««   »4 ««11 r««<M>IU*Ml      TW  U< * <4 k» «U«^  <4 Ih« 

rU»!   -pl4»l|i brlurlor l»r •■•ltd r»rk» pr'<4iabh •»•• r««<«li«4 tt-am IW t«<1 Owl Mt*«* <4 Ih««« 

malrrul» 4l»<> have pttaa« i(4n»iU<>A» «t «*r-f V<« «fcu^k pr«»««/«« «Wrh UMU U> c>u«^|t<«*« 

Ihnr I«h4»i<«t     The nalur« u( |«M«« iraiMMiru«» t« »olta» ««d !•>#«■• r^xk* «ad |M#iir<«Urb 

Ihnr rdr.i un rrWr«*« adutul* «4 ^     •»• «viirrul* i* »4 k«»««« Mdlui««lli ««11 w> »• l» prf 

mil rrrn apprutinvalr prcdirlluA. 

RECGMMD(DATK)M 

With Ihr (»al «4 rnhaaruic Ih« lulkoMil «bilih i" pr«4t<l Ih« a«l|M •K««U Ira« ««Irr - 

ltr<>und nwrlrar rtpluai»««.  I Ihink l«4h ihr ca'hrrutc ^ «<—i*"*-^  «Cite d«U ««d r««U«c 

i<<Jr < 4l< uUUi-n* «hr^ild •' nltn^r.    Thr wtntrrual dr •< r Ifd ho« 14 «U«««-««!« ptptfik'. 

•huuld rmpl<r» rqiull»!!« <4 »lair thai Ukr iM.   a((<«sJd r«r M«* o^4rU u4 ditumu ilrldmc 

and rhruluciral brlM« tur.   phaar lraa«>U>4>*.   «ad tarMw» «tttprd reka«« adiabai*.    kpr<Ui<alli 

Ihr rllnl ul «arrtll«     Iht   Mu* -n. « rlaalK  lim»:.  Ihr m«<*Ufw4» o4 cla*«^   plaWK  rllr<la ««I 

Ihrlr drprndrnrr u« |K»rukih  »hcjld br rtaminr«!      TW H!r<la .4 r«««r*Nblr a<«l iitri«r»W>l« 

phaar chafer• «ad Ihr Hlrrla ul latiulh a(c«p a«d Ihcn a*«lk^ r«l««ar «dUfaala i« ahutk 

prt>fH(jil|uA ahuuld t>r 9iMallUII««h lat«alicalr<t av «a h; «aarrtaUi «htrh a«» Ihr «». »r im|k>r - 

lanl parantrlrra |af adr^xalr pr«-<It<*k  ft   4 artamk aifMal« 

'HrlraM- adutMl data tur gi«tudiurilr •/« rr|»urit4 m 1*A 
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TABLE I.   HUGONIOT ELASTIC LIMITS (HEL), ROCKS AND MINERALS 

Material 
Initial 

Densltv 
(g/cm3) 

Elastic 
Shock Velocity 

(ram/ijaec) 

Longitudinal 
Elastic Velocity 

(mm/Msec) 

Hugonlot 
Elastic 
Limit 
(VbarF 

T102         |100| 4.25 -8.7" 8,00b -70c 

T102         |0011 4.2S -10.7a 10.65b -100c 

MgO          (100| 3.576 8.91. 9.19d 8.83 - 9.l3e 37^ 
MgO          (100| 3.578 lO^ 8.83 - 9.l3e 89 1 I0d 

SlOj          (1210 ( 2.657 5.95' 5.74' 60' 
SlOj          (lOiOj 2.657 6.13' 5.99' 85' 
sio2        (0001 ( 2.657 7.28' 6.37' 148' 
CaCO)      (12101 2.71 7.32« 7.299h 22« 
CaCOa      (10T0( 2.71 7.45' 7.346h 24« 
CaCOj      (0001 ( 2.71 5.55* 5.535h 19« 
C»C03      (1011 [ 2.71 7.05«! 7.237h 19« 
Hot PrtlMd. TIO2 4.24 9.3» 9.15 - 9.26e 75c 

4.18 8.9 - 9.3» 55c 

4.07 8.7 - 9.0» " 33c 

SlOj 

Arkanaai novacullte 2.828 6.15) 6.057 - 6.07« 70) 

Eureka quartzlte 2.629 5.961 6.057 - 6.07« 70) 

Sioux quartzlte 2.626 5.95) 6.057 - 6.07« 48) 

AljOj, (Lucalox) 3.H 10.88 ■ 10.9«k I0.84S1 112" 
Twin Slaten 

Dunlte 
3.289 ■ 3.3151 8.45 - 8.72' 8.32 - 8.42m 76 - 93l 

Mtcrocltne 
(001) 

2.55 - 2.56 ■ 09 - 7.56' 6.95" 79 - 85' 

Muakwa Lake 
(MlfocUie 

3.63 - 3.64 6.8 - 7.6" 6.88n 37 - 56" 

Polycryttalllne 
Aufttc 

3.47 - 3.48 7.3 - 8.0' 8.2 - 8.3' 33 - 71' 

PolycryiUUIne 
Dtopslde 

3.23 - 3.28 7.9 - 8.0' 7.3 - lO.o' 69 - 94* 

Dlopelde (0011 3.2 6.61 5.8' 42' 

a.   Ahrena and Und« ( »0|. 

t.   Velocltlea and moduli from Birch, (M| Clark (Cj. 

r.   Undr «nd D»C«rll |311. 
d.   Ahrena (21). 

e.   Frui.  moduli compiled in Andereon and Uebermaiin(32|. 

1.   rowlea(l)|. 

g.   Ahrena and üregaon (2 j. 

h.   Peaelmck and Robu (S4(. 

1.   Ahrena. el al. |J1| 

1.   Ahrena and Duvall | i1\. 
k. Ahrena, el al. (I5|. 

1. Andereon and Schreiber (M j. 

m. Clark |6(, (Duaby Birch. 4 - 10 kban. 
n. Aleaaandro« and Rbytova (37|. 

o. Ahrena aad Peieraen (}7 j. 
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SHOCK-WAVE DATA AND EQUATIONS OF STATE 

R. McQueen 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

University of California 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 

INTRODUCTION 

Since it is obviously impossible to measure the equation of state of all the materials of 

interest for various military and scientific applications, a study has been undertaken to mea- 

sure the Hugoniots of a few selected materials and to compare these Hugoniots with ones com- 

puted from the known equation of state of their constituents.   Such materials fall into two large 

categories:   those in which there is no chemical interaction of the constituents, that is simple 

mixtures; and those in which there is a chemical reaction or bonding of the constituents on an 

atomic scale.   In the case of simple mixtures probably the most common naturally occurring 

examples are rocks.   Other simple mixtures are synthetic materials such as the various 

plastic bonded solids and the commonly available Elkonites (mixtures of good electrically con- 

ducting materials, copper and silver, with very hard materials, tungsten, molybdenum and 

tungsten carbide).   For these materials there is no problem associated with the bonding and 

crystal structure.   However, because these are heterogeneous materials the problem of how 

hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equilibrium behind the shock wave are obtained is more 

complicated.   Since the shock wave not only sees particles of different shock impedance but 

travels through these particles at different velocities it is apparent that the specimens under 

investigation must be made of very small particles if equilibrium conditions are to be obtained 

in the short times available, particularly the thermal equilibrium. 

We have included alloys as a separate class for two reasons.   One is that a large number 

of so-called alloys are actually simple mixtures.   The other reason is that metallic bonding 

produces a much smaller volume and energy change from ideal mixing than do ionic and 

covalent bonding.   It then becomes of interest to see how well the theory of ideal mixtures 

can account for the Hugoniot curves of various alloys. 

For a large class of compounds simple mixing models are obviously inadequate and it 

would be far better to attempt to derive a high-pressure equation of state by other means. 

For example if the equation of state of an ionic solid were desired it would probably be far 

better to use the known bonding energies and some assumed potential rather than to attempt 

to mix the two components.   There are some types of compounds that are somewhat amenable 

to mixing calculations.   For example, to a certain extent the silicates can be considered to 
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be made up of mixtures of their basic neutral oxide components. Hence, If the equation of 

state of the oxides are known, the similarities that exist in the bonding suggest that simple 

mixing models may be adequate for most purposes. 

CALCULATlONAL MODEL 

There are several models that could be used In an attempt to predict the Hugoniots of 

mixtures from the known equation of state of their components.   One approach might be to 

consider the mixture as a laminated structure and to compute an average shock velocity based 

on the shock transit time through the various layers.   Such a method is appealing In that one 

Is attempting to compute the quantity that Is subject to direct measurement.   Another approach 

would be to interpolate pressure-volume Hugoniots at constant pressure on the basis of the 

volume occupied by the various components.   This method appears to be a bit more straight- 

forward and is more or less the method being pursued here with minor modifications. 

It is clear that for a pure mixture the isothermal equation of state measured in a high- 

pressure static device should be precisely that obtained by the addition of the volumes occupied 

by the various components at any pressure. 

For a Hugoniot curve, this simple mixing is slightly complicated by the different temper- 

ature increases in different constituents resulting from pressure Increases produced by a 

shock.   However, this is a small effect compared to the compressional energy stored in each 

of the components by the shock.   The change in pressure resulting from the redistribution of 

energy because of these temperature differences is less than the uncertainties in pressure 

changes produced by our limited knowledge of the behavior of the Grtfneisen parameter at high 

pressures.   Accordingly, a simplified method of calculating the shock pressure of a mixture 

is used.   A "zero-Kelvin" curve is calculated for each component.   For the present application 

we have used a constant specific heat, C , and a constant value for 3E/3P),..   Once the P = 0 

zero-Kelvin density is obtained the rest of the curve is calculated by simultaneously satisfying 

the thermodynamic law 

dE = -PdV       (dS = 0) 

the experimental Hugoniot and the Grltneisen parameter.   The specific heat, of course, van- 

ishes as T goes to zero, but we only make a small error (small relative to the uncertainties 

in P in the Hugoniot data) in the low T range of this extrapolation.   Since we go down and up 

in temperature in the same way, the "zero-Kelvin" curve may be regarded as an artifice of 

the calculation, although the resulting P - p curves will actually be quite near the real zero- 

Kelvin curve.   A zero-Kelvin curve may now be obtained from the mixture from the following 

equations: 

1^ = Vk = ^m.V.W 

h - SmiEl(P) 
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where p, V and E are the density, specific volume and specific energy of the mixture on the 

zero-Kelvin curve; m. are the mass fraction of the components in the mixture; and V. and E. 
i .. ' 11 

are the volume and energy for the i    component as a function of pressure along the zero- 

Kelvin curve.   To extend the energy function up in pressure at constant volume we need the 

GrUneisen parameter of the mixture, or equivalently, the quantity (oE/^P)       V/y.   To center 

the Hugoniot of the mixture at some temperature other than zero, we need the specific heat at 

constant volume of the mixture.   For these two quantities we use the equations: 

V/y = ^m.{V/r). 

C      ^.m.C . 
v 1   VI 

We now have an E(P, V) relation for the mixtui i  niven by 

E = Ek + (P     l'k)-V/y 

This function is used in the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship to calculate the Hugoniot of the mix- 

ture.   A slight error is introduced in this procedure because it is necessary to compute pres- 

sure offsets at a constant volume of the mixture while the y's used in this calculation have been 

computed at constant pressure from constant volumes of the components.   This is not consid- 

ered to be a limiting defect since the values of y at high pressure are not accurately known. 

CALCULATION OF ELASTIC WAVE VELOCITIES OF MIXTURES 

In addition to measuring and calculating the Hugoniots of mixtures there is another quantity 

that is sub*- '   o experimental investigation.   This is the propagation of elastic waves in a 

heterogemv v.! substance.   As before it is desired to sum the extensive quantities since these 

T" iiddiim.- lur the mixture. 

The purely extensive quantity most closely connected with the bulk sound speed, CR, is 

-rV/rP)      It is this quantity which is additive for mixtures provided the intensive variables 

P and T have come to equilibrium.   However, in a sound wave, whether or not temperature 

equilibrium is achieved between different components of the mixture depends on grain size. 

If no heat flow occurs, individual "grains" are compressed and released isentropically.   Then 
2   2 the extensive quantity S, the entropy, is constant, and the expression -?V/?PL = l/p C   is 

linearly additive; that is, the function should be a linear function of the mass fractions m., 

and therefore a linear function of the specific volume (l/p) of the mixture. 

The same arguments apply with respect to the longitudinal wave velocity, CT , which lead 
2   2 to the result that -3L/STL = l/p C. should be a linear function of the mass fractions.   Here 

L is the length/ unit mass and T the appropriate tension.   However, among the class of exten- 

sive functions some are more extensive than others.   In contrast to the bulk compression we 

do not expect this function to be exactly linear.   It would be if the phases were stacked up in 

series, but they can occur in parallel.   If they are in parallel,the stiffer member of the system 
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can take up more of the tension and fiL/dT will decrease.   This would be an interesting feature 

to check in some properly prepared specimens where one could vary the orientation of some 

laminated materials, or perhaps, some fiber imbedded materials. 

Since shearing motions do not Involve extensive quantities particularly, these arguments 

say nothing about the shear waves directly, but its variation is now specified by the Isotropie 

relationship 

CB = C2L - 4/3 CS 

where Cg is the elastic shear wave velocity.   Thus in principle it should be possible to esti- 

mate the value of the elastic moduli of an Isotropie mixture from its constituents. 

If these thermodynamic arguments are to be applicable to a material, it must be homo- 

geneous for distances larger than a fraction of the wave length of the elastic wave and heter- 

ogeneous on an atomic scale (i.e., chemical reactions should not drastically change the com- 

ponent materials).   A material can have voids, have a soft component in a hard matrix, or vice 

versa.   It can be fibred, layered, have preferred orientations of highly anlsotropic materials, 

or a host of other peculiarities that cause it to deviate from results predicted by the simple 

thermodynamic mixing we have used here.   Strong shocks tend to get rid of voids and struc- 

ture (at least make it less important) and tend to make materials more Isotropie.   We expect 

these difficulties to plague a zero-pressure sound speed measurement much more than the 

Hugoniot data. 

As an alternative to the ideal mixing, we consider a layered model.   The time for a wave 

to travel through many layers is simply the sum of the individual times for each layer.   Hence 

the reciprocal average velocity is the sum of the reciprocal component velocities, weighted 

by the volume fraction of the component.   For a two component system, with m the mass 

fraction of component 2, this leads to 

1 1 
Ü" (1 - m)p1 + mp2 

(1 - m)p1     mpg 

Mixing generally tends to lower velocities.   The layered structure permits each compo- 

nent to transmit the wave as fast as each component can.   The above result usually serves as 

an upper bound for expected values of measured velocities. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The shock-wave experimental techniques used here have most recently been described in 

an article on shock wave compression of rocks [1].   Incidently the same calculational proce- 

dures described in that report are used here.   The results of the experimental investigation 

are grouped into the large categories of mixtures, compounds and mixtures of compounds. 

No work on alloys, other than the Au-Ge alloys which actually are almost perfect simple mix- 

lures, is presented here. 
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A.   The Zero-Pressure Sound Veloclttes and Hugonlots of Some Elkonites 

Elkonite Is the mime of a family of metal composites manufactured by P, R. Mallory and 

Co. Inc.   They are composed of a sintered metal with a high melting point (W, WC, or Mo) 

into which has been infiltrated a metal having a lower melting point (Ag or Cu).   The particular 

Elkonites (and their composition) which were used in this study are shown in table I. 

TABLE I.   ELKONITE COMPOSITIONS 

TRADE p0(gm/cm3) Weight per cent of 
NAME      (meas.)     (calc.) Ag Cu W WC 

20S 15.21 15.67 27.6 - 72.4 
35S 14.68 15.16 32.5 . 67.5 
50S 13.27 13.68 48.9 . 51.1 
4050 13.14 13.85 46.9 - 53.1 

2125C 9.69 10.35 - 74.5 25.5 
1W3 12.40 12.68 . 45.0 55.0 
3W3 13.80 14.70 - 32.0 68.0 
10W3 14.85 15.09 - 24.0 76.0 

(TMO 11.65 11.68 - 42.0 - 58.0 

71i'  I'n.'ipusition was determined by wet analysis.   On the basis of the measured composition 

we have calculated what the density should be and have compared It with the measured density. 

It can be seen that all samples have porosity, some worse than others.   It was also found that 

for a given type of material the composition varied as well as the amount of porosity.   This 

has caused considerable scatter in the Hugoniot data and In the sound speed measurements. 

The results of the sound speed measurements are compared with the calculated sound velocities 

In figures 1 and 2. 

The solid curves in these two figures are the ideal mixing results.   The dashed curves are 

the layer model results.   The data favors ideal mixing and, as expected, the layer calculation 

serves as an upper bound to the measured sound speeds.   One trend that can be observed in the 

data is the Increase in sound speed over that predicted by the mixing model as we go toward 

larger weight percents of tungsten.   One ccild suppose that the rigid material forms continuous 

paths at these higher densities, and in spite of voids or the lower density, lower sound speed 

filler material, the sound wave is transmitted by these "bridges" over a path length approxi- 

mately equal to the thickness of the sample and at a velocity somewhere between that of the 

longitudinal velocity or the rod velocity (i.e., the one given by Young's modulus) of the tungsten. 

On the other hand, as we go toward the copper or silver rich regions, bridges of tungsten 

must become more tenuous and less well braced.   There may be transmission along these 

weaker bridges, but it will attenuate more rapidly and let the copper or silver carry the bulk 

of the wave.   Here, porosity can have a greater effect, in that it now creates copper or silver 

bridges loaded with high density tungsten.   When the tungsten no longer forms bridges it effec- 

tively no longer transmits the signal at its higher longitudinal velocity and its high density 

now becomes a drag on the wave.   These topologlcal considerations Indicate the complexity of 

the problem and also Indicate that elaborate statistical considerations are necessary to even 
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solve the problem for an ensemble of samples.   For large grain sizes one can still expect a 

considerable scatter of individual samples about an average solution even if it were obtained. 

We have not tried to handle the porosity we know to be in our samples in our calculations for 

the sound speed.   We have taken it into account in our calculations for the shock wave experi- 

ments.   Unfortunately we cannot simply extrapolate the shock model to zero compression to 

get the acoustic limit, for any voids in this model would lead to a zero limit for the sound 

speed.   The hydrodynamic model does not take rigidity into account, and the rigidity, of course, 

keeps the voids from collapsing, especially in the very low pressure regime. 

TTie Hugoniots of four Cu - W and one Cu - WC Elkonites have been measured.   The equa- 

tion of state used for the constituents is given in table 11. 

TABLE H.   EQUATIONS OF STATE OF COPPER, TUNGSTEN 
AND TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 

Material Cu W WC 

Po gm/cm 8.93 19.30 15.02 

C   km/sec 3.940 4.029 4.920 

S 1.489 1.237 1.339 

yo 2.00 1.54 1.50 

C   107 ergs/gm-0K 0.386 0.135 0.128 

M (moles/gm) 63.54 183.86 195.87 

The Cu Hugoniot is one of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory's shock-wave standards [2] 

for impedance-match solutions.   The W and WC Hugoniots were partially determined using 

this standard.   Hence the three materials should be compatible.   The Elkonites were also mea- 

sured with this standard.   The data and calculations are compared in figures 3-12 in both the 

U   - U   plane and in the P - p plane.   The agreement of the Cu - W data with the experiments s       p 
is truly satisfying.   In general the scatter in the data is due to variation in density in the sam- 

ples.   Since the composition of each sample was not measured these density variations could 

be due to non-uniform composition or a lack of uniformity in the porosity.   One feature com- 

mon to all the U   - U   shots is the falling off of the shock velocity at low pressure.   Tnis is 

due to the porosity and has been observed for many other materials.   The calculatirns account 

for this in a satisfactory manner. 

The data for the TC 10 material does not agree as well with the calculations as the Cu - 

W series.   There are two possible explanations for this.   One is that the material used for the 

determination of the WC Hugoniot is slightly different than used in the mixture.   It is known 

that the WC for the former contained a Co binder.   The other reason is that the WC Hugoniot 

is reflecting the residual shear stress due to the large rigidity in this material.   The measured 

WC Hugoniot could very well be in a highly non-hydrostatic state, while in the mixture the Cu 
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will flow pliiHticiilly and allow the rigid material to be compressed more hydrostatlcally.   This 

is one of the reasons this study was initiated, that is to develop a technique for measuring the 

Huyjoniots of vcrj rigid materials by imbeddinn them in materials that deform easily by plastic 

flow in the shock front.   The good results with Cu - W series indicate that this might Indeed 

be a very useful technique.   The U   - U   Hugonlot for WC measured here (figure 13) reflect 

the difficulties encountered in applying the usual techniques.   The Hugonlot of SiC, also very 

rigid,  shows this same effect. 

B.   The Hugonlot Equation of State of Au-Ge Alloys 

The Hugoniots of two Au-Ge alloys have been measured using the standard GMX-6 impe- 

dance-match method with Cu used as the standard.   Although these two alloys came from the 

same casting their compositions are different because Ge Is not soluble In Au, and separation 

occurred In the casting. 

The weight percents have been calculated from the densities.   Samples have been sent for 

chemical analysis.   The measured and calculated sound velocities are given In table III. 

TABLE III.   MEASURED SOUND VELOCITIES OF Au-Ge ALLOYS 

"o 
g/cm 3 Wt%Ge 

vl 
km/sec 

meas. (calc.) 

Vs 
km/sec 

meas. (calc.) 

Vb 
km/sec 

meas. (calc.) 

3.388 (3.49) 1.465 (1.72) 2.94 (2.87) 

3.326 (3.41) 1.329 (1.56) 2.95 (2.89) 

15.49 9.3 

16.88 5.8 

The data (p 's and C.'s) used to calculate the end members for Au and Ge were taken from yo 1] 
Clark's [3| handbook. 

The shock-velocity particle-velocity data of these two materials are given In figure 14. 

Two features of these Hugoniots should be noted.   The most important Is that the data do not 

extrapolate to the zero-pressure sound velocity.   The fact that they fall below the sound velocity 

by over 10% is an indication that a transition has occurred.   This transition is shown at a U 

of about 0.15 km/sec.   The other feature is the nonlinear behavior of the two curves.   As with 

some other materials these Hugoniots can be drawn with two straight lines with the break oc- 

curring near a particle velocity of 1.0 km/sec.   To help explain these features we have repro- 

duced the phase diagram (P = 0) of the Au-Ge system [3] in figure 15.   It is well known that 

Ge contracts upon melting and apparently the Au-Ge alloy at the eutectlc also contracts on 

melting.   Shocked Ge undergoes a transition at a pressure near 125 kb possibly due to melting. 

The transition we have indicated for the Au-Ge alloy In the figure U   = 0.15 km/sec also occurs 

at about this pressure.   This seems to be about correct considering the probable effect that 

Au will have on the slope of the phase line and the pressure-temperature relationship along the 

Hugonlot of 'he alloy.   Although the Au-Ge alloys start to melt at this pressure, melting will 

not be complete until a higher temperature is attained; this corresponds to a considerably 
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higher pressure.   T\\e break In the U   - U   Hugoniot curve occurs at a pressure near 700 kb. 

Although this seems a bit high It Is certainly not an unreasonably high pressure for the comple- 

tion of melting. 

To check our ability to predict the Hugoniot of mixtures we have taken the linear Hugoniot 

of Au 

U   - 3.075 ♦ 1.560 U   (where units arc km/sec) s p 

and mixed It with the Hugoniot of transformed Ge.   The transformed Ge Hugoniot was obtained 

from our Ge shock-vave data with our code TRANS.   This code assumes that the metastable 

Hugoniot of a transformed material will have a linear U   - U   Hugoniot.   It then determines s       p 
the new zero-pressure density and nound speed for selected slopes, S.   This calculation has 

been described in detail In the rock paper.   These calculations predict the following equations 

of state for high density Ge. 

TABLE IV.    ZERO-PRESSURE DENSITY AND SOUND 
VELOCITY FOR TRANSFORMED Ge AS A FUNCTION 

OF SLOPE OF THE LINEAR U8 - U   HUGONIOT 

Slope C0 p0 

1.00 6.25 km/sec 7.48 g/cm3 

Co 

6.25 km/sec 

5.43 " 

4.57 n 

1.25 5.43       " 7.27 

1.50 4.57      " 7.03 

The results of these fits are compared with the original Ge data in figure 16.   It is apparent 

that all three slopes adequately fit the data giving little reason to choose one slope over the 

others.   However, the calculated volume changes at the transition can be compared with values 

obtained from static measurements.   The slope of 1.5 gives the best agreement. 

The mix code then takes these equations of state and the GrUneisen ratio and transf irms 

them to zero-Kelvin isentropes. 

The shock-particle velocity and pressure-density results of the mix calculation are shown 

in figures 17 and 18. 

C.   The Hugoniots of Some Oxides 

Of considerable interest is our ability to synthesize the equation of state of minerals from 

the equation of state of these basic oxide constituents.   There is some hope that this can be 

done since it is felt that the oxygen in both the oxides and more complicated minerals is largely 

controlling the compressibility with metallic ions causing variations in density.   This is ad- 

mittedly a great over-simplification and it is hoped that the comparison of these calculations 

with the experimental data will give some clues as to the type of bonding occurring in the high- 

pressure polymorphs that so many minerals have.   In the meantime there are some data avail- 

able to check the model. 
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The HuKonlotN of the major oxides have been meamired here usltu'. a 2024 Al Htandard. 

These HuKonlots will be changed slightly In the near future because of small changes being 

made In the 2024 Al standard.   The Hugonlots of the  -v.-'o: lals are preeentcd Kraphlcatly In 

figures 19-27.   An attempt was made on MgO and Al O   to measure tin  GrUhelsen parameter 

at high pressure by using porous materials (ceramics).   AllhouKh extreme precision is required 

In order to make lilgli quality determinations of ,, such data do allow a straight foiward check 

on the Grllnelsen gammas used in our calculations.   To this end we have simply run the mix 

problem as a single component but with voids.   The figures show that we indeed have an ade- 

quate high-pressure representation of these functions. 

The equation-of-state parameters used in our calculations are presented in table V. 

TABLE V.   KQUATION-OF-STATE PARAMETERS OF THE MATERIALS 
USED IN THE MIXTURE CALCULATIONS 

Mineral (MgO) (A1203) (Si02) 

AE (1010erg8 gm 
• • 

0.0 0.0 1.8 
3 

p0 (gm, cm  ) 3.585 3.987 4.287 

C   (km sec) 6.71 7.94 10.6 

S 1.363 1.3 1.25 

'o 1.324 1.4 0.78 

Cv (107 ergs g m-' 'Kl 0.95 0.752 1.0 

M i\r.m mole) 10.31 101.96 60.09 

FeO) (Ti02) 

0.48 1.7 

5.61 5.76 

4.26 10.0 

1.25 1.25 

1.45 0.9 

0.72 0.94 

71.85 79.90 

This equation of state for iron oxide is to be regarded as a rough preliminary estimate 
for this compound.   The numbers were obtained by extrapolating on m, the average mass per 
atom, 'he high-pressure data on hematite and magnetite. 

lie last three minerals in the above table have a phase transition between their zero 
pressure stat^ and the high-pressure range of interest here.   The equation of state as given in 
the above table refeis to the high-pressure phase, whi.i  is metastable at zero pressure.   The 
AE is the extra energy this metastable phase has ove; the normal state of the mineral at zero 
pressure.   Since the mixture is centered at the normal state, this energy difference must be 
taken into account in the Rankine-Hugoniot equation for the energy. 

The parameters for corundum and stishovite were obtained from forms of these miner- 
als at a density lower than crystal density.   For quartz the fused silica samples were used, 
primarily because of the more numerous data points available.   For corundum, a lower density 
was used because the large and fast elastic wave in crystal density material prevented the 
measurement of a hydrodynamic Hugoniot. 

D.   The Hugoniots of some "Oxide Mixtures" 

Three of the oxides in the last section; periclase (MgO), corundum (ALO-) and iron oxide 

(FeO); are essentially close-packed oxygen lattices with the metal ions dispersed in the inter- 

stices of the oxygen lattice.   In quartz, on the other hand, the silicon ion is tetrahedrally 
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bonded to four oxygen atoms, and the lattice is composed of a rather loose-packing of these 

tetrahedra.   In rutile (TiOJ, the oxygens are octahedrally coordinated about the titanium ion. 

In the high-pressure phase of quartz, stishovite, the coordination about the silicon is the same 

as it is for titanium in rutile.   In the minerals formed from these oxides, the coordination of 

oxygen about a given metal ion tends to remain the same.   If this behavior persists into the 

high-pressure phases of those oxides that undergo phase transitions, we can hope to approxi- 

mate the high-pressure Hugoniot of the mineral by mixing high-pressure oxide equations of 

state.   Table VI lists the minerals and rocks considered here and their oxide molar composition. 

TABLE VI.   OXIDE MOLAR COMPOSITIONS OF SOME 
MINERALS AND ROCKS 

Mineral/Rock MgO A1Ä SiO, FeO     TiO, 

Mole percent of above oxide 

Enstatite (MgSiOg) 0.50   0.50         

Forsterite (MggSiO,}) 0.67   0.33   

Spinel (MgAl204) 0.50 0.50     

Mullite (Al6Si2013)   0.60 0.40   

Fayalite (FegSiO^     0.33 0.67        

Ilmenite (FeT^)       0.50      0.50 

Granite* 0.09   0.81   

Twin Sisters Dunite * 0.57   0.35 0.08        

Mooihoek Dunite * 0.30   0.35 0.35        

The compositions given for the rocks are nominal, and 
such minor constituents as the alkaline and alkaline-earth 
oxides and water have been ignored. 

Enstatite and forsterite are (1/1) and (2/1) molar mixtures of MgO and SiO».   The crystal 

struct^'-e of enstatite contains long chains of SiO   tetrahedra as does quartz, but without the 

complex cross-linking and intertwining that occurs in quartz.   The cross-linking is done by 

ehe Mg ions.   In forsterite, on the other hand, the oxygens are approximately in a close packed 

structure, with the Si ions still at the center of the tetrahedra.   In forsterite the Mg ions form 

a matrix that tends to surround individual SiO. tetrahedra, while in enstatite the matrix of Mg 

iens links chains of SiO. tetrahedra.   Thus enstatite might be expected to adhere more closely 

to the predictions of a pure mixing theory.   Although these considerations are weakened by the 

existence of a high-pressure phase transition the data for enstatite (admittedly sparse in the 

high-pressure region of interest) and forsterite shown in figures 28, 29 and 30 indicate that 

enstatite seems to satisfy the mixing model better than does forsterite. 

The spinel structure, although somewhat complicated, (with 56 atoms in the unit cell), 

does have the oxygen atoms in approximate cubic close packing.   For the ideal spinels used 

here (MgAl.O.), the Mg ions have the diamond structure and are in fourfold coordination 
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between a groi p of oxygen atoms.   The Al ions are in sixfold coordination between an octahedral 

group of oxygeiis.   Conversely each oxygen is linked to one Mg ion and three Al ions.   This 

structure is somewhat more open than either the periclase or corundum structure as can be 
4 3 seen from the zero-pressure densities (MgO - 3.58 g cm , A1?0„ - 3.99 g cm   and MgAl.O   - 

3.58 g cm  ).   Spinel undergoes a transformation with a large density increase as can be recog- 

nized from the U   - U   data (figure 31).   Magnetite, which also has the spinel structure, ex- s       p * . 
hibits a similar Hugoniot.   It is not obvious how this structure rearranges itself to the more 

dense configuration.   However, the final state is even slightly more dense than that predicted 

by the simple mixing of close packed periclase and corundum.   When powdered mixtures of 

periclase and corundum were cold pressed and shocked, the Hugoniot was stiffer than predicted 

by the simple mixing calculations (figure 33).    However, the density of these samples was so 

low fp   ~ 2.1 g cm j that heating effects become extremely Important.   An effort to obtain 

higher density samples of unreacted mixtures is underway. 

Data on ceramic mullite is an acceptable agreement with the calculated equation ol state 

from corundum and stishovtte (figures 34 and 35).   We believe the scatter in the data is due to 

sample thickness in the high-pressun region and lu an uncompleted phase change in the lower 

pressure region. 

Shock-wave data for fayallte are compared with the mix calculation for 2(FeO) • SiO- 

(stishovile) in figures 36-37.    This is the first mineral examined that has a significant amount 

of FeO present.   We believe the agreement should be better, based on the MgO •  SIO. studies, 

and that probably the I <•() equation of state is too soft.    Further evidence that FeO Is loo soft 

Is given by the ilmenite comparison in figures 38 and 39.    We do not have any additional checks 

(or TiO,,, but at least Its equation of state was derived from experimental data. 

Die last two figures (40 and 411 are exceedingly encouraging.    Here we have attempted to 

predict the high-pressure equation of state of these rocks on the basis of their chemical compo- 

sition and densltv.   We note that a slight improvement could be made in the agreement with the 

densities if a slightly stiffer equation of stale (or FeO were used. 

CONCLUSION 

First eflorts in this program have been very encouraging.   It has been shown that hetero- 

geneous materials can come sufficiently close to hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equilibrium 

so that their measured llugonlots are experimentally indistinguishable from that calculated 

from the ideal mixing model.    It has been shown also that mixing techniques offer a new way to 

studv materials that are complicated by rigidity effects.    More work needs to In? done on the 

minerals and mineral synthesis.   On the whole, though it is rather apparent that with a minor 

adjustment of the equation of state of the basic oxides all the high-pressure data could be fitted 

well enough to satisfy any current practical application.   The mixture calculations (or minerals 

should be made sufficiently precise so that disagreements between the calculations and data 

can be interpreted in a meaningful manner.    There should be no reason that mixture calculations 
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could not be used In the low-pressure regions.   However, the existence of phase change and 

rigidity effects has prevented an accurate determination of the equation of state in this region. 

The effect of phase changes can be handled in a completely straightforward manner but will re- 

quire additional information.   The effect of rigidity appears to be a major area of difficulty in 

"hydrodynamic" studies in rocks.   It is not immediately apparent how simple mixing ideas will 

apply to such problems. 
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Figure 15. Phase diagram for the Au-Ge system. As can be seen all 
the alloys will begin to melt at 3560C. The completion of melting will 
depend on the composition. 
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Figure 16.   Shock-velocity particle-velocity Hugontot and calcuUtions for Gv. 
The Hat region at Ua • 4.2 km/arc is the manifettatlon of a tvtro-wavc strurture 
in the shock front due to a transition.   The data above rs • 4.2 has been fitted 
from calculations using the three Hugoniots listed in Table 4.   With so much 
scatter in the data one fit cannot be preferred to any other. 
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Figure 17.   Calculated ahock-velocity particle-velocity Hugonlota and the 
experimental data for two Au-Ce alloys. 
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Figur«-  in.    Calculated pressuri' density Hugonlota and the experimental 
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Flffur« 19.   Shock-Particle Velocity HuRonlotB for MRO.    The high 
denatty data (x) ware obtained from single crvntal specimens cut 
at random orientation.   The large number of available slip planes 
In thla avatem apparently allow the material to come to hydrodynamlc 
equilibrium.   The other curvea were calculated from the crystal 
density Hugonlot but centered at the average density of each group 
of samplea. 
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Fißure 20.    F'ressuro-Volume Hngornotp for MßO with Various Initial 
Densities.   The calculated curves are tlie I'-V/VQ transforms of the 
I)   -U   curves in F'ic. 
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Figure 21.   Shock-Particle Velocity Hugoniots for AI2O- of Various 
Initial Densities.   The high-density samples were made from General 
Electric's commercially available Lucalox.    Although this is a 
ceramic material,the nearly perfect bonding results In a very strong 
material not too much weaker than the single crystal material. 
We have accordingly assumed that the equilibrium hydrodynamic 
curve (the linear curve) should be considerably softer than that 
Indicated by the data.   This curve is drawn through the measured 
aero-pressure bulk sound velocity.   The other two curves were 
computed from this curve and the experimentally determined 
zero-pressure Grunelsen function. 
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Figure 22 
Initial DcnBities. 
curves in Fiß 
there is a residual shear stress in excess of 50 kb for practically 
all the 3.98 ß/cm3 data points. 
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Figure 2 3.   Shock-Particle Velocity Hugoniota for Wackerle'a (3) 
Crystal Quartz Data and Some More Kecent Fused-CJuartz Data. 
The fused quartz data were used to determine the equation of state 
parameters for stishovtte.   Only the data for U   ^.0 km/sec were 
ustd.   The curve through the crystal quartz datfa was calculated 
from the derived stlshovite Hugontot. 
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1- i(jure 24.    PrcBsure-Volii-ne HuRnniots for SlOj.    The remarks (or 
Fir. 2 3 apply here. 
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Flcure 25.   Shock-Pmicle Velocity Hugoniot« for TtO,.   The 
duhed reßlcri st Ue • 8. A km/sec has been Interprctea to be due 
to a two wave atructure caviatd by a phaae change. 
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Figure 26.    Pressure-Volume Hugoniot for TiO».   The curve 
labelled "Metastable Hugonlot' is the one used (with the appropriate 
AE) in the mix calculations.   It should be noted that only the data 
above 1. 0 Mb is used in detcrmininf: the metastable Hugoniot 
parameters C0 and p0 at P = 0.    This looks like a rather insensitive 
way to determine these parameters and for this particular case 
indeed it is.    However, for the present applications only the 
high-pressure regime Is studied which is well represented by the 
calculated Hugonlot. , 
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Figure 2 7.   Shock-Particle Velocity Data for Hematite and Magnetite. 
The upper data points above the transition region were used to 
derive the metaatable HugoniQte of these two materials.   These 
equations of state were then extrapolated on their "m" values to 
obtain an estimate for the equation of state of FeO, 
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Figure 28.   Shock-Particle Velocity Data for rngtatltc.   In this 
figure and these that follow the curvcB are the renult of the r-iix 
calculation.    Unfortunately, there is very little htgh-presaure data 
to compare with the calculations for this material, a Situation 
that will be corrected.   What there is does agree reasonably well 
with the calculated curves.   It is felt that enntatite hm at least 
one high pressure phase change and that these data arc compatible 
with this assumption.    It is very difficult to detect phase clianfes 
when using samples not at cryKt.il density especially If the volume 
change is small and if the phase changes do not go to completion 
in the shock front. 
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Ptfur« 39.   Pr«««ur«-DUMtty DM« for EnaUtito.   Remark« In 
Ftf. IS apply hart.   A eloM •umlnatlon of ttat data In tht region 
fron 0.1 • 0.6 Mb rovoala an apporant paradox, alnco In ganaral 
a mattrUl with a lowor Initial donalty should and up at a sllfhtly 
lovor danalty.   Sine« tha data (Flf. >•) do not «how avldonc« of 
a two wav« atructura all polnta muat ba Inlarprotod aa ropraaantlnf 
final stataa behind the «hook front.   Tha aaaleai «vplanatlon of thla 
dUomma la that thermodynainlc equallbrlum has probably not 
boon attained and thai the higher toroporaturoa reached for materials 
with .\owar Initial donalty has tnereaaod tha reactlan rates sufficiently 
ao that tha phaao change haa gone more nearly to completion. 
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Figur« 90  Shock'Putlcl« Velocity DM* (or Forttortto.    Romarko 
In Fl|«. 28-29 w« «pplleobU here.    Phase changee or« Indicated 
by the date.   The calculated curve la In reaaonably good agreement 
with UM alngle hlgh>preaaure p0 ■ 3.2 g/cm3 data point.   However, 
the p   • J. 05 g/cm3 data does not.   The two sets <rf data are not 
compatible since the effect 0« Initial densities should not be this 
large.   This discrepancy Is being Investigated. 
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Ftgur« SI.   Sbock-Partlcl* Velocity Data for Varloua Initial Dtnatty 
Splnala.   Tha affect e# danalty vartattans la adaquataly wcountad 
for but tha calculatad eurvaa arc all aliftatly too attff ahowlng that 
tha aplnal latttca boeomaa aUghlly mora eompraaalhla than pradtctad 
by tha atrat^M forward mlztaf of MfO and Al^O,.   Tha axlatanea of a 
traoatatloo la vaU aatabllahad. 
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Figur* 33.   Shoek-Partlcl« Valoetty DM* for a Mixtur« of MgO 
and Al203 Powders.   TIMI« camplM uatd har« w«r« cold prtucd 
from .nlxtuMi o# Mf O and AljOg with the aplnal ■totehlemetrlc 
maaa ratio.   Tha ealeulatad eunrt new Ilaa allglitly to th* right 
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eorroetlon requirement for the very low Initial draalty of the 
preaaed aampU«.   Thai« samplaa b«come wry ho* In th« «hock 
compreaslon but It la felt that very Uttl« ehamteal reaction can 
occur In ahort time avallabU In the «hock froot.   Th« partial« 
els« 1« In th« 10(i rang«. 
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The calculated curve ta In good agreement with the data.   The 
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Figure 38.   Shock-PitrtloU Velocity DM« for Ilmonlte.   The 
agreement with the data and calculated curve la romarkably similar 
to that of fayalite giving additional aupport to tho idea that the 
equation of state of the FeO used in the calculation is a bit too 
soft.   Tht existence of a phase change la well indicated here. 
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Figure 40.   Shock-Particle Velocity Data for Two Dunltea and One 
Granite.   The agreement with the data and the calculated curvea 
Is aa good as one could hope for.   If the equation of atate for FeO 
is made slightly stiffer the calculated curves for the two dunltea 
will move to the left.   The iron rich dunlte (Mooihoek) will be , 
displaced the most which could bring even these results into better 
agreement. 
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ABSTRACT 

Murnaghan, Dtrch-Murnaghan and linear U. - Up equations of state a)" 
fit to shock wave data for 9 rocks and 10 minerals.   If a phase change occurs 
parameters of the high-pressure phase are found from both the raw Hugonlot 
and an estimated metastable Hugonlot.   Since the zero-pressure density of 
the high pressure phase Is unknown, the equation-of-state parameters are 
found for a range of p,,.   The zero-pressure densities of the hlgh-pressu^> 
phases are estimated from an empirical relationship between the ditun >  and 
the zero-pressure slope of the Hugonlot.    "Hie parameter (dK dP),  »v rv  is 
related to the GrUnelsen ratio, is found to decrease across phase c. ..ri^es and 
upon iron substitution. 

Most of the materials collapsed to a denser phase when sho>    «d to suffi- 
ciently high pressure.   These polymorphic transitions involve a i jnsiderable 
reduction In volume, ranging from 38 to 60', for feldspar and quartz rich 
rocks such as albitlte, anorthosite and granite, to 20', for such basic rocks 
as diabase and dunlte to about 12', for some dense, already closely packed 
minerals such as spinel, hematite and magnetite. 

INTRODUCTION 

Shock wave data Is the only present souive ol Information concerning the compressibility 

and polymorphism of silicates and oxides al pressures in excess of 300 kilobars.    This data 

complements the lower pressure ultrasonic and x-ray diffraction data and the relatively low- 

pressure, high-temperature phase equilibria studies on silicates and analog compounds. 

Prior to the availability of shock-wave data, discussions of the composition and crystal 

structure of the deep mantle relied heavily on the extrapolation of lo<   pressure data by use of 

semi-empirical equations of state, mi    r   those due to Birch and Murnaghan, and on the study 

of materials thought to be useful analog        materials in the earth's mantle.   It is now possible 

to make direct comparisons of seismic Ui.a with the density and compressibility of a variety 

of materials tested with shock-wave techniques. 

Contribution 1515, Division of Geological Sciences, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, California. .__ 
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Most silicates which have been shocked to sufficiently high pressure undergo solid-solid 

phase changes, supporting conclusions based on the behavior of analog compounds (Birch, [1]; 

Rlngwood, (2|).   The behavior of these high-pressure phases as a function of temperature and 

pressure and their zero pressure propertied can be extracted from the present shock-wave 

data only after a variety of assumptions have been made. 

As a first step in any reduction scheme it is convenient to fit the raw shock-wave data with 
a simple equation of state. 

ANALYSIS 

We have fitted the raw Hugoniot data with the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state 

PH == (3Ko/2)[(p/po)7/3 - (p/p0)5/3]{l - ^[(P/P0)2/3 - l]} (1) 

where the adjustable parameters are K , the zero pressure bulk modulus, and (. which is (3/4) 

(4 - K') where K' is the pressure derivative of K at P = 0.   As initially derived equation 1 is 

an isothermal equation of state but, as Clark [3| has pointed oui it is also appropriate, with 

different K   and 4, for adiabatic compression.   It is also a useful two-parameter equation for 

fitting raw Hugoniot data.   For most isothermal compression experiments \i\ < 0.5 with zero 

being its most frequent value [1]. 

The raw Hugr"^        *^ has also been fitted to a Murnaghan equation of state 

PH = (Ko/n)[(p/po)n - l] (2) 

where K  and n are the adjustable parameters.   The parameter n is K', a number close to 4 

for many elements and compounds.   This form of the Murnaghan equation of state is based on 

the assumption that the bulk modulus is a linear function of pressure. 

A third equation of state which has been used to fit Hugoniot data is the linear U   - U 

equation (McQueen, et al., [4)) which leads to 

PH = Ko[1 " (P0
/p)Wl - X{1 ' (Po/p)}]2 (3) 

Ulis again is a two-parameter equation of state where K   and A are the parameters to be 

found from the data. 

When the shocked material transforms at high pressure to a new phase, the zero pressure 

density, p , of this new phase is usually not known.   This turns equations 1, 2 and 3 into 3 

parameter equations of state where p   must also be determined by the shock wave results. 

This places severe demands on available shock-wave data considering the small number of 

points and the scatter In the high-pressure regime.   In some cases, the density of the pre- 

sumed high-pressure phase is known, e.g., stishovlte, in the case of shocked quartz.   In most 

other cases, the shock-wave data itself is the only direct Information regarding the properties 

of the high-pressure phase. 
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Our uppioach will be to fit the Hu^oniot data with several values for p .   In most cases, 

an equally nood fit can be obtained for a fairly wide range of initial densities, indicating that 

this parameter cannot bo determined with any precision directly from the data.   In a later sec- 

tion we  vlll invoke an empirical relationship between K   and p   to decide which/i   is most 

appropriate. 

An analytic expression for the raw Hugonlot data facilitates the reduction of this data to 

metastable llugoniots, adiabats and isotherms.   For example, the difference in pressure at a 

given (> p   between the raw Hugoniot data, with the low-density phase as starting material and 

the metastable Hugoniot with the high-pressure phase as the starting material is (McQueen, 

et al., [5|) 

±P    |p7(xP - 2/1^)]  1^(2 . ))-/,)! (4) 

where x is the relative dlf erence In density between the zero pressure densities of the high- 

and low-pressure phases (/v - P ) P . > Is t,,e GrUnelsen ratio of the high-pressure phase. 

SE   is the difference In formation energy and p is the density at pressure P on the raw Hugoniot. 

There is a similar offset of the Hi,:oniot from the corresponding hydrostat due to one dimen- 

sional strength effects (Ahrens, personal communication). 

EQUATION-OF-STATE PARAML TERS 

Mo: t of the shock-wave data used in the present analysis was supplied in preprint form 

by Robert G, McQueen and represents work done at Los Alamos by McQueen, Marsh and 

Fritz.   Some of it has subsequently been published by McQueen, et al. |4) and Birch (Clark, 

|6j).    The reader is referred to these two sources for tabulations of the original data. 

All of the materials tested except MgO, Al 0„, MnO„ and possibly eclogite, underwent 

phase changes at high pressure.   TTie parameters ir table I refer to the high-pressure phase. 

A starting density, p , is assigned and the Dirch-Murnaghan parameters <t>      K , p   and £ are 

found by a straightforward least squares fit to the raw Hugoniot data; these are tabulated in 

columns 2 and 3 of table I.   The Murnaghan parameters *      (K    p ) and n = (dK/dP) , repre- o        o    o o 
senting a least-squares fit of equation 2 to the data for an assigned p , are given in columns 

  / -1  3\ 0 

4 and 5.   The parameter (p    M)(0 I will be discussed later.   TTie last column in table I 

gives the pressure range over which the data was obtained.   The relative standard deviation 

of the computed and measured densities is always less than 1', and usually less than 0,5",',. 

There is very little difference in the goodness of fit over the adopted range of p .   For exam- 

ple, the best fit Murnaghan equation to the iron rich dunite Hugoniot data with a zero pressure 
3 density of 4.5 gm cm   gives a relative standard deviation of 0.785',  in density.   For an initial 

3 
density for the high-pressure phase of 4.7 gm cm , the best fit Murnaghan equation has a rela- 

tive standard deviation of 0.782', .   Comparable results are found for all the materials in 

table 1.   As far as providing an adequate fit to the experimental data itself, any of the combina- 

tions of p , K   and i or n can be considered equally satistai tory.   However, quite different 

results would be obtained upon extrapolation or differentiation. 
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Note that I increases and n decreases   s the trial p   Is Increased. o 
Table II gives an example for two starting densities of the computed versus the measured 

parameters as a function of pressure for the Twin-Sisters dunite.   The measured compression, 
density and pressure are given in the first three columns.   The pressure at corresponding 
compressions determined from the best fit Birch-Murnaghan equation with p   = 3.90 gm/cm 
is given In the fourth column.   The standard deviation in pressure is 28.5 kb or 3.10%.   The 
slope of the fitted Hugonlot (dP/dp) = * is given in column five.   The parameters of the best 

3 2 fit Birch-Murnaghan equation with p   = 3.90 gm/cm   are 4 = 0.37 and 0   = 51.6 (km/sec) . 
0 o O „ 

The corresponding parameters with po = 4.00 gm/cm   are (. = +0.20 and 6   = 65.0 (km/sec) . 
Hie computed pressures for this case are within 1 or 2 kb of those computed previously, and 
the standard deviation is 28.7 kb or 3.12%.   The slope of the Hugonlot, as a function of pres- 
sure, is very similar for these two cases.   The density and 4> as a function of pressure com- 
puted from the best fit Murnaghan equation for these two densities are given in the last four 
columns.   Again, the fits are equally satisfactory for both starting densities; note that the <£>'s 
are 4 to 10% higher than given by the Birch-Murnaghan equation which indicates that some 
care must be taken when comparing seismic velocities with shock wave results.   McQueen, 
etal. [4] give an equation for determining the adiabatic bulk sound velocity from the slope of 
the Hugonlot. 

ESTIMATION OF METASTABLE HUGONIOT 
McQueen, et al. [5] presented a method for correcting observed Hugonlot data of a high- 

pressure phase to the Hugonlot that would result if the high density phase were the (metastable) 
starting material.   As formulated by [5], the correction Involves the Grtfoelsen ratio, y, at 
high pressure, the transition pressure, P. and the difference of formation energy of the high 
pressure and low pressure polymorphs, AE   (see equation 4).   McQueen, et al. [4] applied 
this technique in an elaborate study of twelve rocks of geophysical interest.   In previous sec- 
tions, we have fitted Birch-Murnaghan and Murnaghan equations of state to raw Hugoniot data, 
uncorrected for the effects of strength, phase changes and temperature. 

In this section we estimate the offset of the metastable from the raw Hugoniot curve ana 
fit a linear U   - U   equation of state to this corrected data, s      p   n 

The transition pressures and density changes at the transition were estimated from the 
raw data; y of the high-pressure phase was arbitrarily taken as unity.   The change in entropy 
at the transition has been ignored.   The results, however, are not very sensitive to AE .   A 
complete discussion of more accurate reduction techniques are given in [4| and Ahrens and 
Anderson [7],   llie present purpose is simply to investigate the difference In the inferred 
zero pressure properties when corrected, rather than raw, Hugoniot data are used. 

Table UI summarizes the parameters (X, K ) of linear U   - U   equations ue fit to 
O op 

the metastable Hugoniot data by least squares with different assumptions regarding the zero- 
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pressure density of the high-pressure phase. In this table, o is assigned and A and K0 are 

determined by the data. The GrVlneisen ratio of the high-pressure phase is determined with 

Slater's assumption 

ro = 2A - i 

The trial range of p  was found by graphical extrapolation of the high pressure Hugoniot data. 

Other considerations, to be discussed later, indicate that, in most cases the zero-pressure 

density has been underestimated.   The elastic parameter <I>   is simply K /p . 

In figures 2 through 18 the region marked ?„ is the range of metastable Hugoniots which 

corresponds to the indicated range of assumed zero-pressure densities (the heavy bar above 

the zero-pressure axis).   In some of the figures, the points on the metastable Hugoniot cal- 

culated by McQueen, et al. [4] are shown by horizontal bars or crosses.   The heavy bar below 

the zero-pressure axis is the range of p   determined by McQueen, et al. [4].   The X is the 

zero-pressure density found in the present paper. 

The regions on these figures marked ?„ are isotherms computed by integrating the Mie- 

GrMneisen equation of state (see, for example, Takeuchi and Kanamori,  [8]).   The assumed 

vibrational energy £„„ for each material is given in table III.   The results are not very sen- 

sitive to the value of EHO.   Again, the range indicated corresponds to the range of initial 

densities. 

ESTIMATION OF ZERO-PRESSURE PROPERTIES OF HIGH-PRESSURE PHASES 

A wide range of zero-pressure densities and compressibilities satisfy the high-pressure 

shock-wave data equally well.   The range can be considerably narrowed by invoked physical 

or intuitive constraints such as:   (1) the density of the high-pressure phase should be greater 

than the density of the low-pressure phase; (2) the bulk modulus of the high-pressure phase 

should be greater than the low-pressure phase; (3) the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus 

is probably less for the more closely packed phase; and, (4) the bulk modulus probably in- 

creases with pressure at sufficiently high pressure.   Some of these constraints may be violated 

if the high-pressure transformation has not gone to completion. 

We invoke the seismic equation of state (Anderson, [9]), an empirical relationship be- 

tween the zero-pressure density, p , mean atomic weight, M, and the slope, at zero pressure, 

of the density-pressure curve, ^   = OP/9p) .   A least-squares fit to ultrasonic data on 31 

minerals and oxides with mean atomic weights between 18.6 and 33.1 yielded 

p /M = 0.048 *0,323 (5) o o 

Alternatively, since * - K/p, where K is the bulk modulus 

K   = 20.8M'3,V"1 

o ' o 
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Figure 1 shows the experimental data which lead to this equation of state.   Also shown 

are recent X-ray results of Mao [10]; these, of course, are measurements of the isothermal 

bulk modulus.   For present purposes we Ignore the slight difference between isothermal and 

adlabatic moduli.   The dashed curve Is an alternate fit to the data.   The slope of this line was 

taken, for convenience, as one-third, and its level adjusted to fit the higher density, closely 

packed structures with compositions most pertinent to the majority of the shock-wave data. 

The equation of this line is 

p/M= 0.0475 *l/3 (6) o o 

or 

K   = 21 M V o Ko 

for convenience we define 

«//   = (p/M)(l/«   )1/3 (?) 

Table IV gives M, p , ^   and *//  for the low-pressure phases of the materials used in the 

present study and for some other oxides and silicates.   For the rocks the presence of pores 

and cracks complicates the interpretation of both the density and the $   and introduces a scat- 
-l/3 ter into the (p/M) - *   relationship.   The parameter (p /M)0"       is anamolously low for CaO 

and slightly lower for the CaO rich rocks albitlte, anorthoslte and diabase than for the remain- 

ing rocks.   The eclogites, however, are also rich in CaO but the Sunnmore, Norway sample 

(M = 22.2) has a higher than average iP  while the Heraldsburp, California sample has a near 

normal value.   We will adopt the value of i/'   = 0.0475 as being fairly representative and will 

assume that the zero-pressure properties of the high-pressure phases satisfy equation 6.   An 

alternate approach would be to assume that the relative changes in the density and & between 

the low-pressure md high-pressure forms of a given material are related by 

Ap0/p0 = a/3)(A^o/0o) (8) 

A third approach would be to adopt the Murnaghan parameter, n, or the Birch-Murnaglian 

parameter, €, determined for, say, MgO which does not undergo a phase change and then deter- 

mine p and K  from the shock-wave data.   This would be equivalent to the assumption that 

(dK/dP)   is a universal parameter. 

Table V summarizes the estimated zero pressure parameters of the shock induced high- 

pressure phases with the constraint that the density and 4  of the high-pressure phases satisfy 

4/   = 0.0475.   Tabulated, for comparison, are the densities which would result if the rocks 

were made of the pure oxides MgO, FeO, Al.O,, NaO and SIO. (stishovlte).   This is simply a 

convenient high-pressure datum to which the densities of tLe high-pressure phases can be re- 

ferred.   The individual materials will be discussed in the following sections. 
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Except for eclogite, the inferred zero-pressure densities and 0's of the high-pressure 

phases are greater than the low-pressure phases.   The higher pressure data for the eclogite 

is probably in a mixed phase region.   Ignoring eclogite the range of <f>  for the high-pressure 

phases is 42 to 87, compared to the range of 14 to 40 for the open structure silicates, and 31 

to 63 for the low-pressure, but closely packed, oxides. 

The Murnaghan parameter, n, and the Birch-Murnaghan parameter ^ for the high-pressure 

phases constrained by I//   = 0.0475 can be estimated from the results in table I.   Both of these 

parameters ai    related to the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus at zero pressure 

n = (dK/dP) o 

£, = (1/4)[12 - 3rdK/dP)o] 

and, with Slater's assumptions, to the GrUheisen ratio, y: 

n = 2y + 1/3 

I = (1/4)[11 - 6y] 

The GrUneisen ratio is a small number that ranges roughly from 1 to 2.   The range of the 

parameter n, therefore, is about 2.3 to 4.3 and the range of £ is about -0.25 to +1.25. 

Estimates of K , ^, n, y and <t>   from the present work and from ultrasonic and X-ray 

measurements are given in table VI.   The data is of variable quality but several trends seem 

to have been established.   The related parameters n, i and y seem to depend both on composi- 

tion and on crystal structure.   The parameter n is quite high for open packed structures such 

as quartz (6.4), Forsterite (4.8) and simple cubic compounds; CsCl (4.8), T1C1 (6.0) and NH.C1 

(5.5).   It is 4.19 for spinel, and ranges from 2 to 4 for the post-spinels and oxides. 

There is a suggestion that in a given crystal structure n and y decrease and $ increases 

upon iron subJtitution.   This is particularly evident in the post-spinel group where forsterite 

is the sole exception.   The zero-pressure density of the high pressure form of forsterite is 

31% greater than the starting density, compared with the 20-23% density increases for fayalite 

and the dunites.   Forsterite is apparently going to a different, denser, phase than these other 

olivine rich materials; this is consistent with the lower n value. 

DISCUSSION OF THE INDIVIDUAL MATERIALS 

Figures 2 through 18 show the raw Hugoniot data (open circles); computed metastable 

Hugoniots (heavy curves labelled P„) and computed isotherms (heavy curves labelled Pj,) for 

the range of p   indicated by the heavy bar above the P = 0 line; the zero pressure density of 

the high pressure phase satisfying i//   = 0.0475 (shown as X); the range of metastable Hugoniot's 

(shown as horizontal bars) calculated by McQueen, et al. [4] and the range of p   for the high 

pressure phase (heavy bar below the P = 0 line) calculated by McQueen, et al. [4|.   Materials 

having the same crystal structure are discussed together. 
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PERICLASE 

This material has been tested by ultrasonic, X-ray and shock wave techniques, and ap- 
parently remains in the starting structure to at least 2-1/2 megabars (figure 2).   The param- 
eter (dK /dP) for MgO found by ultrasonic techniques at low-pressure (Anderson and Schreiber, 

B 
[11]) is 3.92 for ceramic MgO and 4.49 for single crystal MgO.  dK-Zd? is less than 1% higher. 
The X-ray results of Perez-Albuerne and Drlckamer [12] give 3.27 for this parameter from 
a Murnaghan fit to data to 350 kb.   The raw Hugoniot data of McQueen, et al. [41 to 1258 kb 
gives 3.92.   The Hugoniot data of Al'tshuler, et al. [13] to 2600 kb gives 3.65.   The parameter 
dK/dP remains constant with pressure in the Murnaghan equation of state and decreases with 
compression in the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. ' 

An alternate method of fitting the post-phase change portion of a shock Hugoniot would be 
to adopt the n or 4 from a well determined material such as MgO, and determine p   and K 
from the data. 

The zero-pressure bulk modulus determined from the shock-wave results is 1710 kb 
which can be compared with 1717 kb found by ultrasonic techniques on polycrystalline MgO. 

CORUNDUM AND HEMATITE 
Both Al.O, and Fe.O. have been studied by static and shock compression.   The Los 

Alamos group shocked single crystal and ceramic corundum.   There is a break in the U   - U 
curve for single crystal corundum that could indicate the beginning of a phase change; the 
ceramic data result in a fairly well defined Hugoniot (figure 3) that extrapolates by the present 

o 
technique to a density of 3.91 gm/cm   which can be compared with the starting density, 3.83 

3 3 gm/cm , and the theoretical density, 3.99 gm/cm .   The zero pressure bulk modulus of the 
high-pressure data is 2581 kb using ^   = 0.0475.   Low pressure ultrasonic data gives a value 
of 2521 kb for the adiabatic bulk modulus, and an estimate of 2505 kb for the isothermal bulk 
modulus.   Within the accuracy of the X-ray diffraction studies of the lattice parameters of 
Al-O- (Drlckamer, et al., [14]), the compressibility is independent of pressure to 300 kbars, 
but the rhombohedral angle increases by about 1/2°. 

The hematite (figure 4) goes through a phase change from 350 kb, the zero pressure den- 
sity of which is about 5.90 gm/cm , 12% denser than the theoretical density of the low-pressure 
phase and about 18% denser than the original density of the starting mineral.   In the X-ray 
work, the compressibility of Fe-O, increases with pressure to 220 kb, and the rhombohedral 
angle decreases slightly.   The bulk modulus of the high-pressure phase of hematite is about 
3480 kb. 

The X on the zero-pressure abscissa of this and the following figures is the zero-pressure 
density that satisfies i//o = 0.0475. 
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QUARTZ-STISHOVITE 

The data of Wackerle [15] for shocked quartz is shown in figure 5.  The evidence for the 

high-pressure phase being stishovite is summarized by McQueen, et al. [5).   This is one of the 

few materials for which the zero-pressure density of the high-pressure phase can be deter- 

mined independently of the shock-wave data itself.  Chao, et. al. [16] determined the density of 
3 stishovite to be 4.287 gm/cm .   The zero-pressure density, of the high-pressure phase, pre- 

3 sumably stishovite, found by the present technique, is 4.21 gm/cm   which is in error by less 

than 2%.   The scatter of the raw data is considerable, so this is a severe test of the method. 
2 

McQueen, et al. [G] estimated Q  of stishovite to be 100 (km/sec)   for an assumed zero- 
■ ^       ^ 2 

pressure density of 4.35 gm/cm .   The present estimate gives 0   = 87 (km/sec)   for p   = 4.21 
3 2 3 " gm/cm , and </>   = 91 (km/sec)   for p   = 4.287 gm/cm .   The latter values correspond to a 

zero pressure bulk modulus for stishovite of 3922 kb. 

RUT1LE 

McQueen, et al. [171 studied single crystal and polycrystalline TiO„ both by shock wave 

and X-ray techniques.   At zero pressure the low-pressure phase has \p   = +0.0440, much 

lower than the other materials tested.   If this value is conserved through the phase change, 
3 2 the high-pressure form has a zero-pressure density of 5.71 gm/cm , and a ^   of 116 (km/sec) . 

Because of the high quality of the starting material, and because of the accuracy with which * 2 o 
of the low-pressure form is known, we prefer this value to the 5.38 gm/cm determined with 

\f/ =0.0475. McQueen, et al. [17] estimated a density of 5.8 gm/cm for the high-pressure 

phase assuming the slope of the phase line to be zero. 

This remarkable 34% increase in density for an already closely packed, relatively incom- 

pressible structure is interesting since the low pressure for n of rutile was the model for 

Thomson's early suggestion [1] that quartz could transform at sufficiently high pressure to a 

rutile-like form (stishovite).   There is, however, no evidence from shock-wave data for quartz 

for a phase change to a material denser than stishovite. 

SPINEL AND MAGNETITE 

The spinel was a ceramic material with density 3.41 gm/cm   compared to the theoretical 

density of 3.581 gm/cm .   The magnetite samples were naturally occurring minerals with 
3 

densities ranging from 5 to 5.14 gm/cm   compared to the theoretical density of single crystal 
3 

magnetite of 5.21 gm/cm .   The metastable Hugoniot data indicate that spinel and magnetite 

undergo phase changes involving 12% and 16% increases in density respectively, referred to 

zero pressure.   The raw Hugoniot data give density increases of 10% and 13% respo^tively. 

Thp mptastable Hugoniot data give densities for the high-pressure forms of spinel and mag- 

neiitf which ui", ipspectively, 2% and 7% denser than the oxides (figures 6 and 7). 

Hit  M lo-pressure densities, estimated by extrapolating the metastable Hugoniot data for 

the liltili jncHSure phases, are 3.95 and 5.90 gm/cm'  (■ i  npinel and magnetite.   The value of 
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(p/M)U       j for the low-pressure forms of both spinel and maijnetite is 0.0467.   If this value 

Is appropriate for the high-pressure phases, the inferred density will be raised by about 0.04 

gm/cm .   These values are 12% (spinel) and 14% (magnetite) denser than the theoretical den- 

sities of the low-pressure phases which have the spinel structure and 3% (spinel) and 7% (mag- 

netite) denser than the mixture of oxides.   Fayalite and the dunites, which presumably collapse 

to a spinel structure at high static pressure, apparently go directly to a phase, under shock 

loading, that lias a density very near that of the component oxides.   Forsterite, however goes 

to a phase about 9% denser than the oxides, and about 18% denser than the spinel form. 

The two light lines in figure 6 are fits of the Murnaghan equation of state to the spinel data 

for two trial zero-pressure densities.   They both satisfy the high-pressure data almost equally 

well.   ITie range for P„ and Pv. correspond to the range of p   indicated at P = 0 by the heavy 

bar above the zero-pressure axis.   For p   = 3.60 gm/cm , n = 4.049 and 0   = 55.6 (km/sec) , 
ü Q 

and the relative standard deviation in density is 0.6%.   For p   = 3.90 gm/cm , n = 5.26 and 
2 o ' 

0   = 29.3 (km/sec) , and the relative standard deviation in density is 0.5%. 

PYROLUSITE 

This was a naturally occurring specimen purchased from Wards and seemed to be uniform, 

but there is appreciable scatter in the Hugoniot data (figure 8).   The sample density was 4.35 
3 3 gm/cm   compared with the theoretical density of 5.23 gm/cm .   Assuming no phase change, 

a long extrapolation of the high-pressure data to \p   - 0.0475 gives a zero-pressure density of 
3 5.05 gm/cm   with a large uncertainty.   Pyrolusite crystallizes in the rutile structure. 

OLIVINES 

The fayalite is a naturally occurring specimen from Rockport, Mass., purity unknown. 

The forsterite is a synthetic ceramic.   Both undergo phase changes under shock loading.   The 

raw Hugoniot data for the fayalite extrapolated to zero pressure gives a density of 5.12 gm/cm 

(figure 9).   The calculated metastable Hugoniot extrapolates to 5.25 gm/cm , just slightly less 

than the 5.29 gm/cm   estimated for the density of the pure oxides, FeO and Si02 (stishovite). 

This represents a 19.6% increase in density over the theoretical density of fayalite in the low- 

pressure form. 

The density of the high-pressure phase of the ceramic forsterite (figure 10) is 4.19 gm/ 
3 3 cm   which is 0.34 gm/cm   or 8.8% denser than the component oxides, MgO plus SiO» (stisho- 

vite).   It should be pointed out that the starting forsterite material is 4.4% less dense than 

theoretical, while the starting fayalite material Is 2.5% less dense.   Assuming that the differ- 

ence is due to porosity, this would result in higher temperatures and lower densities in the 

forsterite experiment, if the high-pressure phases have the same crystal structure. 

Forsterite is anamolous when compared with results obtained with fayalite and the dunites 

all of which end up near the density of the component oxides.   Unfortunately, the data for for- 

sterite Is very sparse and the Hugoniot for the high-pressure phase is not well defined. 
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'The spinel form of forsterite baa a density of about 3.54 gm/ em 3, so the hlgh-pr .. nre 

form is about 18% denser than the spinel form . This can be com .. red with the 12% and 18% 

densitl increases of spinel and magnetite which start in the spinel structure. 'The spinel form 

of fayalite has a density of about 4.85 gm/ em 3, 5.3% less dense than the high pressure shock 

phase. 

DUNITES 

'These two rocks are over 90% olivine and transform at pressures above 0.45 Mb. Results 

are com.-rable to those on rock• of similar composition tested by Trunin, ~. [18) . The 

Twln Slater's dunite gives a zero-pressure density, determined from the metastable Hugoniot 

of the high-pressure phase, ol 4.05 gm/cm3; the raw Hugoniot data yield 4.01gm/cm3• The 

high-pressure phase is about 21% denser than the starting material, and has almost exactly 

the same density u the component oxides. 

The iron rich dunite from the Tranavaal contains 90% by volume of Fa55 or 34 mole per

cent FeO. 'The density of the hlgh-presnre phase, from the raw Hugoniot data, is 4.65 gm/ 

em 3, again virtually identical to the 4.64 gm/ em 3 for the oxides. This density increase cor

responds to a zero pressure difference of 22.'7%. If the original material was pore and crack 

free, the starting densities would be perhape 1 to 2% higher. 

Figure 11 shows the data for the Twin Sister's dunite and the fit, for two starting densities, 

of the Birch-Murnaghan equation of •tate to the hllh-prfiiiiiBure data. A wide range of starting 

densities would fit the high-pressure data equally well. 

The heavy horizontal bar below the P = 0 line ie the range of p
0 

found by the analysis of 

McQueen,.!!..!!· [4);the light horizontal bars are the range found for the corresponding meta

stable Hugoniots. Slightly lower densities are found in the present analysis. 

DIABASE 

The two diabase :-ocks give very slmllar results (figures 12 and 13). McQueen, !!..!!· [4] 

discuss the complication of interpretation and point out the anamolous compressibllity of this 

material compared with others they tested. 'These rocks contain quite a bit of CaO which, as 

an oxide, is more compressible than the other common rock forming oxides. The density of 

the high-pressure phase, computed u bef ... re, is about 3.6gm/cm3 or about 21% denser than 

the starting material, and some 0.4 gm/ em 3 less dense than the oxides. However, the pres

ence of CaO also upsets the relationship between mean molar volume and elastic properties, 

as first pointed out by Simmons [19] CaObehaves as U lt had a smaller mean atomic weight. 

Taking this into account would raise the estimated zero-pressure densities of the high-pressure 

phases by about 0.1 to 0.15gm/cm3• 

There is very good agreement between the metastable Hugoniots calculated here and the 

more elaborate calculations of McQueen, .!!.!!.· [4 J. 
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BRONZITITE 

McQueen, et al. [4] shocked two bronzltes which had nearly identical compositions.   We 

analyzed the more complete set of data, that from the Stillwater Complex, Montana (figure 14). 

This rock contained 94% enstatite, 2% olivine and 4% hornblende.   The analysis [4] yields 

zero pressure values for density and * for the high-pressure phase which are less than those 
3 

for the low-pressure phase.   We determined a density of 3.60 gm/cm   for the high-pressure 

phase, about 10% denser than the starting material, and 10% less than the oxides.   Spinel plus 

stishovite is about 17% denser than the corresponding magnesium rich enstatite. 

The decomposition, enstatite — forsterite + stishovite, results in a density increase of 

about 12%.   The transformation enstatite - garnet would result in a density increase of about 

9-1/2% (Ringwood and Major, [20]). 

ALB1TITE AND ANORTHOS1TE 

These rocks contain more than 90% feldspar and both undergo phase changes at relatively 

low pressures which involve large volume changes.   The computed zero-pressure density of 

the high-pressure phase albilite (figure 15) which is 98% by volume anl0 and 2% actinolite, is 
3 3 3.75 gm/cm , a 43.7% increase over the starting density.   This is about 0.1 gm/cm   less 

3 
dense than the equivalent pure oxides, and about 0.25 gm/cm   denser than jadeite plus stisho- 

vite.   Jadeite, however, itself undergoes a phase change above 0.55 Mb [4] fut the density in- 

crease cannot be established with present data. 

The zero pressure density of the anorthosite (figure 15) which is 90%, by volume feldspar 
3 (an.0) and 10% pyroxene (au) is 3.79 gm/cm .   This represents a density increase of about 3 

37.8% over the starting material and is 0.12 gm/cm   less dense than the oxides. 

GRANITE 

The granite sample (figure 17) was from Westerly, R. I., and contained about 28% quartz, 

35% microcline and 31% plagioclase.   The Inferred zero-pressure density of the high-pressure 
3 

phase is 3.85 gm/cm   or about 46% denser than the starting material.   This can be compared 

with the 62% density increase for the quartz to stishovite transformation, 44% for albitite and 

38% for anorthosite, the latter two being feldspar rich rocks.   Apparently both the quartz and 

the feldspars in the granite have transformed to more dense phases.   The high-pressure phase 

assemblage in granite is 6% less dense than the pure oxides. 

ECLOGITE 
3 

We interpreted only the Sunnmore, Norway eclogite initial density about 3.56 gm/cm . 

McQueen, et al.. believe that a phase change is indicated at about 0.37 Mb but that the high- 

pressure data may be still in the mixed phase region or that the phase change is second-order 

rather than first order.   TTie high-pressi're data is clearly anamolous in that the inferred zero- 

pressure density and 0  are both less than the low-pressur» phase.   Consequently the high- 
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pressure data is probably in the mixed phase region and the estimated zero-pressure param 

eters are not useful for present purposes. 
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FIGURE 1.   ♦„     (dP dpi,, v». p0 M KOR OXIDES AND SILICATES.   Data from Anderson [9], 
Mao (10) am' Drlckamer. ct al. |14|. 
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FIGURE 2.  PRESSURE-DENSITY HUG0NI0T FOR MgO.   PH is fitted Hugoniot, PK is derived 
isotherm. 
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FIGURE 3.   PRESSURE-DENSITY HUGONIOT FOR CERAMIC AI2O3.   The heavy horizontal 
bar on the zero-pressure axis is the range of p0 for which linear Us-Up fits have been ob- 

tained (table III). The X is the zero-pressure density satisfying V(,     0.0475. 
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FIGURE 6.   PRESSURE-DENSITY HUGONIOT FOR MgAI204 AND DERIVED METASTABLE 
HUGONIOT AND ISOTHERM.  Also shown are least-square fits to the high-pressure data of 
Murnaghan equations for two assumed starting densities.  This illustrates the difficulty of 

finding p0 from the shock-wave data itself. 
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FIGURE 7.   PRESSURE-DENSITY HUGONIOT FOR Fe304 AND DERIVED METASTABLE 
HUGONIOT AND ISOTHERM 
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FIGURE 8.   PRESSURE-DENSITY HUGONIOT FOR Mn02 AND DERIVED HUGONIOT AND 
ISOTHERM, ASSUMING NO PHASE CHANGE 
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FIGURE 9.   PRESSURE-DENSITY HUGONIOT FOR ROCKPORT FAYALITE AND DERIVED 
METASTABLE HUGONIOT AND ISOTHERM FOR INDICATED RANGE OF p0 
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TABLE I.   BIRCH-MURNAGHAN AND MURNAGHAN PARAMETERS FOR 
HIGH PRESSURE RAW HUGONIOT DATA (" 

MillcrUl "„ 
Birch* 

♦0 

Murnaghan 
( 

Murimghan 

Km*o/3 PlMbl 

Ihjnlte 3,65 26.2 -1.89 2t.l 5.37 0.0560 0.73-1.12 

(Twin Snieriti 3.90 51.6 -0.37 49.5 4.42 0.0501 

4.00 65.0 -0.20 82.0 3.83 0.0417 

4.045 72.0 •0.46 68.« 3.51 O.0466 

Dunilf 4.50 47.9 • 0,095 44.6 4.04 0.0506 0.65-1.19 

(Iron Kichi 4.60 57.7 ■0.51 54.0 3.50 0.0485 

4.e36 f.1.7 ■ 0.67 5«.0 3.2« 0.0477 

4.70 69.5 •0.96 66.0 2.82 0.0463 

DiahaHf 3.40 24.« -0.61 25 7 4.12 0.0528 0.36-1.08 

(Onlrevillfi 3.50 30.8 -0.20 31.6 3.75 0.0508 

Diatn«1 3 40 26.2 ■0.39 2«.5 3.71) 0.0518 0.33-1.03 

(frpdenck! 3.511 32.5 -0.00 34.8 3.31) 0.0409 

1 tiritwitc 3.33 1,2 ■24.3 11.3 6.80 0.0738 0 66-1.04 

iCi-runnt > 3.85* 15.» -1.93 36.6 5.55 0.0578 

3.10 411.6 1.52 40.7 5.34 0.0564 

4.00 5,1.1 0.71 51.8 4.77 0.0534 

4.10 6H.9 ■U.06 66.5 4.00 0.0503 

Favitit« 4 73 29.0 ■0.04 28,3 3.70 0.0533 0,5«.1.14 

4.110 32.1) •0.20 31 4 3.49 0.0522 

5.00 42.7 ■0.71 42.4 2.75 0.0493 

SpinH ,1 6" 27,1 ■2.05 29.3 5.26 0.0575 0.8«   1.16 

i.ao 44.7 -0.75 44.7 4.55 0.O5J7 

J.H64 52.0 0 3» 51.4 4,21 0.0511 

i.ao 51 6 -0.17 55.6 4.05 0.0503 

MatlffOtr 5.40 23.7 -0,59 23.7 4.30 0.0568 0.62-1.31 

5.44* 25,3 0.47 25.1 4.22 0.0562 

5.50 27.3 -0.32 27,1) 4,09 0.0554 

5.70 36.1 ■0,22 35,2 3,53 0.0526 

5.»0 47,5 ■0.79 46.6 2.75 0.0496 

6.10 6,1,1 ■ 1,43 62,7 1,64 0.0464 

\U ni^tiii 5.50 l»,l) •0.3« 39.3 3.07 0.^506 0,90-1.42 

5.70 49.1 ■0.80 50,3 2.44 0,0483 

6 00 72.1 • 1.58'11 

Ifunlr 4,37* »,74 ■7.15 ',.68 9,20 0.0921 1,03-1.24 

5.30 38.0 ■0,30 39.11 7,62 0.0484 

■..HII 174.1 ■3.41" 129.2 2,»7 0.0431 

iVrnUw l.«2 44 6 ■0.39 49,2 3.65 0.0489 0.3.2.6 Hi 

1.45'' II. 4 ■0.24" 50,6 2.9.' 0.0462 1     i3 

1 62 4».4 0,1«' 11,« 3.06 0.0481 4 

1.57' 50.7 ■0.36" 51.1 3,27 0.0477 0-0.3   i5 

3.57' 47.» ■0.26 48.4 3.92 0.0486 O.J-1.26 

3.57 49,7 ■0 29* 51.5 3.09 0.0475 '     161 

( tirunduni 3.«33 »I.I .LM'1' .'«,9 7,94 0.0612 0,31-1.64 

Fl'rr«mii 

I'vri'lui Hi- i.U ia.] 0 7« 15,4 4 57 0.0602 0.1«.1.20 

4.3« 14 « 1.37 14,2 b.Oi 0.0621 

Stiitmvitr •.35 102.3 ■O^' 10«.7 2 29 0.0458 0.6.2.0 12 

4.35 1114.5 ■O^* 110.0 1 91 0.0453 i4 

4.21 102« •0,9« 107.9 1   97 0.0449 '3 

'I I nlriti uthrr«iBr ixXrd (Uu from McQur^n    fl «I   14,   ITJ.   Mi Qurrn iprrwm«) rtimmunicntun 
And ('lark |A |. (L, UI i  cm*. *0 m (km »f 'or lo'O dv- rni it 

(2i Ariahulrr, rtai.||]|. Hucumoi 
(Jl AI'tBhuIrr   fill.  |I3|    400nuK ivothtrm 

(41 Allihulrr, ■>! al. [|3j,  J'K iufitmrm 

fi) Ptrrt-Alburrnr and Dnrkamrr |I3|.  isnlhrrmal i'umpmai((n 

6 laudiftm,  ihn piprr 

(71 • dcrrvaM« Kith prctaurr 

• laolhrrtn 
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TABLE n.   EXAMPLE OF BIRCH-MURNAGHAN AND MURNAGHAN FITS TO HIGH-PRESSURE PHASE 
OF TWIN SISTER'S DUNITE (p   = 3.90, « = 0.37, n = 4.42; and pfi = 4.0, i = +0.20, n = 3.8 

"o 

Birch- 
3.»0 

Murnaghui 
■ 4.0 

"o 

Muriughan 
3,90                                      ito 4,00 

v/v 
0 lfm cm1') 

P 
(kbl 'kbl fkin/iec)2 

Pc 
(kbl (km/Mc)2 (gm/cm'') 

*      , 
(km «c)' (Km rniJl 

* 
(km iff 

1.000 »o 0 0 51.6 0 «5.0 S.90 49,5 4.00 82,0 

0.808 4.84 734 70« 101.1 706 103.6 4.87 108.3 4.88 108,« 

0.801 4.87 7J0 73» 102.8 738 105.0 4.87 10«.0 4,87 108,3 

0.7»! 4.«3 831 802 106.4 802 107,8 4.M 113.0 4.9« 114,1 

0,783 4.«8 832 85« 109.4 856 110.3 4,»« 113.1 4.»« 114,2 

0.783 *M 844 858 109.4 85« 110.3 4,97 113.» 4.»7 114,9 

0.778 5.01 844 888 111.3 88» III. 4,»7 113.» 4.97 114.9 

0.780 5.00 858 878 110.7 878 111.2 4,»» 114.» 4.»« 115.7 

0,778 5.01 857 88» 111.3 88» 111,7 4,99 114.8 4.(8 115.« 

0.777 5.02 »41 »00 111 » »01 112.2 5.06 120.5 5.06 120.4 

0.775 5.03 »40 »11 112.5 »12 112.7 5,0« 120.5 5,06 120,3 

0.75» 5.14 1007 103» 11»,3 103» 117.» 5,11 125.0 5,11 124,0 

0.780 5.13 1070 1027 118.7 1027 117.5 5.1« 12».2 5.16 127,5 

0.753 5.18 1063 1087 121.» 1086 118.» 5.15 128.7 5.15 127,1 

0.754 5.17 1068 1075 121.2 1074 118.4 5.1« 129.0 5.16 127,4 

0.753 5.18 1123 1087 121.» 1086 11».» 5.20 132.7 5.20 130,4 

SUndard dcvuiion 28.5 28.7 0.0245 0.0247 

3.10'{ 3.12'; 0.4«8S 0.491, 
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TABLE III.   PARAMETERS OF LINEAR Us-Up FITS TO HIGH PRESSURE 
PHASES CORRECTED TO METASTABLE HUGONIOTO 

Milerul 

Alhiliti' 3.400 

3.500 

3.800 

1 37 

1.23 

1.04 

1.74 

1.46 

I.0B 

K 
i) 

0.84 

1.09 

1.43 

24.8 

31.2 

39.8 

iE 
"HO 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

0.0572 

0.0545 

0.0517 

3.400 

3.500 

1.24 

1.12 

1.4H 

1.24 

Ü.9I 

1.12 

26.7 

32.0 

1.5 

1.5 

0.0542 

0.0525 

3.400 

3.500 

1.0H 

0,B7 

1.16 

0.94 

1.16 

1.43 

34.1 

40.9 

1.5 

1.5 

0.0507 

0.0491 

1)1.11 MNf 

iCi-ntralvillel 

3.400 

3.500 

1.24 

1.0« 

1.4H 

1.18 

0.86 

1.14 

25.3 

32.8 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0531 

0.0503 

1)1.1 IMM' 

rFrPdrrlrk) 

3.400 

3.500 

1.21 

1.12 

1.42 

1.24 

0.89 

1.09 

26.2 

31.1 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0532 

0.0518 

lAiilllf 

(Tu in Smlrrit) 

3.900 

3.970 

4.000 

1.26 

1.18 

1.10 

1.52 

1.36 

1.20 

1.96 

2.2H 

2.40 

50.3 

57.4 

60.0 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 

0.0498 

0.0485 

0.0482 

V.i IKHUC 3.56 

3.70 

0.97 

0.79 

0.94 

0.58 

1.49 

1.95 

41.8 

52.7 

I.' 

1.0 

0.0460 

0.0443 

:i.60 

3.70 

3.80 

1.27 

1.06 

0.81 

1.54 

1.12 

0.72 

1.17 

1.56 

2.04 

32.5 

42.2 

53.7 16 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0548 

0.0516 

0.0489 

3.833 

3.900 

1.38 

1.20 

1.76 

1.40 

1.95 

2.47 

50.« 

63.4 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0507 

0.0479 

4.800 

4.900 

5.000 

1.23 

1.11 

1.00 

1.46 

1.22 

1.00 

1.31 

1.63 

1.8» 

27.3 

33.1 

37.8 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.0548 

0.0524 

0.0512 

f iiralrtitr 3.900 

4.000 

4.100 

1.34 

1.18 

0.09 

1.68 

1.36 

0.80 

1.63 

2.05 

2.70 

41.8 

51.2 

65.9 

10 

11 

11 

0.0559 

0.0536 

0.0505 

5.500 

5.600 

5.700 

1.15 

1.06 

0.f.6 

1.30 

1.12 

0.92 

1.92 

2.22 

2.58 

34.« 

19.6 

45.2 

0.C1527 

0.0514 

0.0501 

Mjicnrlilr 5.50 

5.60 

5.70 

1.15 

1.05 

0.96 

I..10 

1.10 

0.92 

1.60 

1.87 

2.20 

29.1 

33.4 

38,7 

0.0541 

0.0526 

0.05O9 

Pvrulucilf * 

Spinel 

gujrl/ 

3 585 

4.55 

4.65 

3.600 

3.700 

3.800 

3.900 

4.000 

1.23 

1.2« 

1.15 

1.3« 

1.30 

1.18 

1.25 

0.«7 

1.46 

1.56 

1.30 

1.78 

1.60 

.36 

1.50 

0.94 

1.79 

0.9'i 

1.19 

1.19 

1.4« 

1.17 

1.60 

2.06 

49.9 

21.8 

25.6 

33.1 

40.0 

49.2 

41.0 

51.6 

0 

0 

1 

2 

3 

12 

13 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 

1 

1 

0.0583 

0.0562 

0.0544 

0.0552 

0.0532 

0.0510 

0.0565 

0.0530 

So ph,i»r rhangr «■»umi*d 

(II V     ♦' * • «u 
•       u p 

3 2 9" 
uniln    (, (n rm  i, K (Mbi. *   (km trc i , .IE  110' rrn gl, Eu„(10' prij ul 

u it ii (i HÜ 

(2i Wickrrl« |15| 
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TABLE IV. ZERO PRESSURE PARAMETERS 

Material M po *o   ("o^;173 

Ultrasonic Results1 

Jadeite 20.2 3.33 41.1 0,0478 

Albltlte 20.4 2.61 26.5 0.0429 

Granite 20.6 2.63 20,2 0.0468 

Bronzltlte 20.7 3.30 34.2 0,0491 

Bronzltlte 20.7 3.23 30.2 0,0509 

Anorthoslte 21.0 2,72 30.7 0,0414 

Dunlte 21.2 3.32 38.4 0,0464 

Diabase 21.5 3.01 26,6 0,0469 

Diabase 21.8 2.99 27.1 0.0456 

Ecloglte 22.2 3.55 26.4 0,0535 

Ecloglte 22.3 3.42 34.5 0,0471 

Dunlte 25.1 3.79 32.8 0,0472 

Ultrasonic Results2 

A1203 20.03 3,97 63.1 0,0498 

MgO'2.81 AI20* 20.07 3.62 55,2 0,0473 

Mg2S104 20.10 3,02 32.0 0.0473 

MgO 20.16 3.58 44.6 0.0501 

MgO 20,16 3.58 47.3 0.0491 

"Garnet" 23.79 4.16 42.2 0.0502 

ZnO 40.69 5,62 

X-ray 

24.7 

Results3 

0.0474 

MgO 20.16 3.58 49.7 0,0483 

Fe^eMgO^Slol 27.31 4.60 43.1 0,0480 

CaO 28.04 3.35 33.5 0.0371 

Fe2S10| 29.11 4.85 43.1 0.0475 

N12S10| 29.93 5.35 39.5 0.0525 

Fe203 
33.08 5.20 35,2 0.0480 

"FeO" 34.53 5.75 26,8 0,0556 

"FeO" 35.13 5.69 23,4 0,0566 

MnO 35.47 5.37 26,8 0.0504 

NIG 37.35 6.81 29.2 0.0592 

CoO 37.47 6.44 29.6 0.0556 

CdO 64.20 8.24 13.1 0.0545 

'Compiled by McQueen, et al. [4] adlabatlc ♦o 

^Compiled by O. L. Anderson (private communication, 1967); 
isothermal ♦0 

3Drlckam*r, et al. [14] and Mao [10]; isothermal $0 

^Spinel structure 
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TABLE V. ZERO PRESSURE PARAMETERS OF HIGH PRESSURE PHASES HUGONIOT DATA 
(RAW HUGONIOT DATA USED WHERE INDICATED) 

Material M 
Sample 
Density 

Theoretical 
Density 

L 
^0 

High P         Oxides 
Phase         Density 

Low P 
Phase 

^0 

High P 
Phase 

Albitite 20.4 2.61 3.75                3.85 25 58 

Anorthosite 21.0 2.75 3.79                3.91 30 55 

Bronzitite 20.7 3.28 3.60                4.08 33 49 

Diabase 21.8 2.98 3.60               4.01 27 42 

Diabase 21.8 2.98 3.67t 

Diabase 21.5 3.02 3.63t             4.08 27 52 

Dunite 21.2 3.32 4.05               4.04 40 65 

Dunite 21.2 3.32 4.0lt 

Dunite 25.1 3.79 4.64t             4.64 33 59 

Eclogite* 22.3 3.56 3.44               4.14 36 34 

Granite 20.6 2.63 3.85               4.07 22 61 

Fayalite 
Fayalite 
Forsterite 

29.11 
29.11 
20.10 

4.28 
4.28 
3.07 

4.39 
4.39 
3.21 

5.25                5.29 
5.12t 
4.19               3.85 

26 

40 

55 

85 

Forsterite 20.10 3.07 3.21 4.19t 

Hematite 31.94 5.00 5.27 5.90 31 59 

Hematite 31.94 5.00 5.27 5.77t 

Corundum * 20.40 3.83 3.99 3.91 63 66 

Spinel 20.32 3.42 3.58 3.95               3.86 56 69 

Spinel 20.32 3 3.58 4.01t 

Magnetite 33.08 5.12 5.21 5.90                5.54 31 53 

Magnetite 33.08 5.12 5.21 6.03t 

Pyrolucite* 28.98 4.35 5.23 5.05 49 

Periclase * 20.20 3.59 47 50 

Quartz 20.03 2.65 4.21                4.29 14 87 

Rutile 26.63 4.25 4.25 5.38 49 77 

No phase change assumed 

' Raw Hugoniot data 
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Material 

Ollvlne 

Mg2Sl04 

Spinels 

MgO.2.61 A1203 

Fe2Sl04 

N12S104 

Fe2Fe04 

Post-Spinels 

M^SIC^ 

MgAl204 

Dunlte 

Dunite 

Fe2Sl04 

Fe2Fe04 

Oxides 

MgO 

FeO 

sio2t 

TABLE VI. BIRCH AND BIRCH-MURNAGHAN PARAMETERS'1' 

M K ( n > 
Po3 (g cmJ) 

3.02 

6.03 

20.1 

33.1 

K o 

M7        -0.6 

2767 •1.1 

4.B 

2.1 

2J 

3.62 20.1 2000 -0.1 4.19 1.9 

4.60 27.3 1960 0# 4.00* l.H 

4.85 29.1 2090 0* 4.00* I.« 

5.35 29.9 2110 0* 4.00* 1.8 

5.20 33.1 1830 0* 4.00* 1.8 

4.19 20.1 3561 ♦0.7 3.1 1.4 

4.01 20.3 2767 ♦0.5 3.3 1.5 

4.01 21.2 2607 ♦0.3 3.7 1.7 

4.65 25.1 2743 ♦0.7 3.1 1.4 

5.12 29.1 2888 •1.0 2.2 0.9 

0.9 

(km IMTI 

32 

'J'J 

4* 

4.1 

^9 

35 

85 

65 

59 

56 

46 

3.58 20.2 1780 0 4.0 1.8 SO 

5.75 34.5 1540 ♦0.5 3.4 1.5 2 7 

4.28 20.0 4622 ♦1.0 2.0 0.8 108 

Compiled from O. L. Anderson (personal comnv:nlrallon, Dri. kam« r. el al. 1141 
Mao [10] and this paper. 

Assumed 

^Stlshovlte (4000oK Isotherm) 
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7 
STABILITY STUDIES FOR PRQlFPT PAYETTE 

K. Nair 
Materials Research and 

Oakland, Calii 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes the investigations conducted to evaluate the structural 
stability of large (approximately 300 feet in diameter) underground cavities that 
have been piuposed for construction in the Tatum Salt Dome in Mississippi. 

A general (systems) approach to the problem of cavity stability analysis was 
developed.  The advantages of such an approach have been established. 

Four axisymmetric cavity shapes were analyzed.   These shapes were chosen 
in accordance with criteria laid down by the Atomic Energy Commission and In- 
cluded shapes which might result If solution mining techniques were used.  Based 
on a survey of the existing published information, appropriate assumptions were 
made with regard to the geologic profile and the Initial stress (ln-sltu stress) con- 
ditions.   It was concluded that the ln-sltu stresses were close to hydrostatic.  For 
the purposes of analysis and In order to bracket the problem, the following values 
of the ratio (K) of Initial horizontal to initial vertical stress were used;   0.75, 1.00, 
and 1.33. 

Based on the assumption of an Instantaneous creation of the cavity, the stresses 
and displacements In the surrounding fait medium were computed using the finite 
element method.  The analyses were conducted for the four cavity shapes and the 
three Initial stress conditions.   Material behavior was represented by (1) Linear 
Elasticity, (2) Bilinear Elasticity, and (3) Linear Elasticity with Superimposed 
Creep.   It was concluded that these representations of material behavior provided 
results which covered the range of stress and displacement values likely to occur 
In the field.  Material constants for these models were obtained from existing ex- 
perimental information. 

Computed displacements were compared with those that have been observed In 
existing cavities In salt, and It was found that the theoretical results were of the 
right order of magnitude. 

Material failure formed the basis of the performance criteria necessary to 
evaluate stability.   It was concluded that creep rupture was the most likely mode 
of failure.  A creep rupture criteria based on a life consumption hypothesis was 
used to evaluate stability. 

Under the assumptions used in the Investigation, It was found that for K •= 
1.00, all the shapes analyzed would be stable with the sphere as the preferred 
shape.   For K = 1.33, all the shapes analyzed were considered unstable. 

Because of the general (systems) approach used for this Investigation, It has 
teen possible to identi/y those areas In cavity stability analyses where research 
li> needed and to discuss the applications of the techniques used In this study to 
other Investigations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In connection with Project Payette, which is concerned with the detection of underground 

nuclear explosions, it was necessary to determine the technical feasibility of constructing and 

maintaining a large (approximately 315 feet in diameter) unsupported underground cavity at a 

depth of approximately 2700 feet in the Tatum Salt Dome in Mississippi. The dimensions and 

the location of the cavity in the salt dome were governed by criteria laid down by the Atomic 

Energy Commission. Within the framework of the specified criteria, cavities of various 

shapes and dimensions could be utilized. One aspect of the feasibility study was to investigate 

the structural stability of various cavity shapes and to recommend a preferred shape. 

The paper deals with the studies that were conducted to evaluate the structural stability 

of various proposed cavities.  In order to aid future Investigations, needed research in various 

aspects of stability analysis and the application of the method of analysis used in this investi- 

gation to other conditions are also briefly discussed. 

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 

Definition of Problem 

For the purpose of this paper, it is convenient to regard the cavity and surrounding mate- 

rial as a "cavity system." The cavity system accepts certain inputs in the form of loads and 

environmental variables and responds by developing a mechanical state within its structure. 

The designer's problem is to determine if the cavity system can sustain the input satisfactorily 

over the design period. 

The concept that the determination of the mechanical state, as defined by the matrices of 

stress and strain, is necessary to the evaluation of the structural stability of underground 

cavities is fundamental to this discussion. It is recognized that in some cases other states, 

e.g., the chemical state, might be the most significant. However, this study deals exclusively 

with the determination of the mechanical state. 

Generalized (Systems) Approach 

Because of the numerous factors that go into the stability analysis of an underground 

cavity, it was considered necessary to formulate a framework based on generalized analytical 

and systems concepts to enable one to look at the problem as a synthesized product of many 

different components.  The approach to the problem is a general one and can be used in the in- 

vestigation of the structural stability of any underground cavity.   The following steps form the 

basis of such an approach which is depicted in figure 1. 

1. Appropriate input and output variables must be defined. 

2. The structure must be defined geometrically and the materials and construction tech- 

niques identified.  This may be considered a description of the cavity system. 
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3. The response of the cavity system to all classes of input expected to occur in-service 

must be determined.   This involves determination of the system function.  There are 

two   general engineering approaches for determining the system function: 

(a) Testing Approach - This requires testing under service conditions (full scale and 

model) and results in various empirical design procedures. 

(b) Macroanalytical Approach - This forms much of the theoretical basis of most of 

the work in applied science and engineering.   Continuum (solid) mechanics is the 

main discipline in this method, and the object may be considered to be the formu- 

lation and solution of an appropriate boundary value problem.  It was this approach 

that was followed in the studies for Project Payette. 

4. Appropriate criteria have to be formulated to judge the response of the system from 

the performance standpoint. 

5. Modification of the cavity system must be permitted in order to attain as near an op- 

timum condition as possible. 

A general (systems) approach to the problem of cavity stability offers several advantages: 

1. A good description of the problem is required.  The development of Each a description 

will provide an overall grasp of the complexity and breadth of the problem, including 

the need for a continuous feedback, which is essential to the development of improved 

methods of design. 

2. The overall framework provided by such an approach will provide a means for co- 

ordinating and utilizing research from many sources and disciplines. 

3. It will enable the profession to readily identify areas where research is needed. 

4. Because of the complete description of the problem, it is possible to conduct investi- 

gations at two levels, (a) from a long-range standpoint, (b) to fulfill short-term needs. 

Methods involving the current state of the art can be utilized to develop immediate 

design methods without losing sight of needed improvements. 

5. Such an approach also provides the framework for developing design optimization 

techniques. 

DEFINITION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES 

The input variables consist of loads (body forces and external loads)♦♦ and environmental 

factors.  In defining the input variables, the limitations of the solution techniques available 

*A third approach, the micromechanistic approach, which deals with behavior at the 
atomic or molecular level, is not considered here. 

** Dynamic loads due to nuclear explosions and other loads that might occur in the future 
were not considered. 
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for solving appropriate boundary value problems should be kept In mind. The following assum- 

tlons were made for the input parameters:* 

1. The Tatum Dome can be considered static for the purposes of analysis. 

2. The vertical stress at a depth of 2700 feet was 2700 psi, i.e., 1 psi per foot of depth. 

3. The unit weight of the salt was taken as 144 lbs/cu ft. 

4. The existing state of stress in the salt at the proposed cavity depth of 2700 feet was 

assumed close to hydrostatic.  For the purposes of analysis and in order to bracket 

the problem, the following values of the ratio of initial horizontal to initial vertical 

stress were used:   0.75, 1.00, and 1.33. 

5. The temperature at the depth of the cavity is 1250F, and for the purposes of analysis, 

at least for the feasibility study, a uniform temperature field was assumed. 

6. The nature of loads introduced by construction methods were not taken into account.** 

It was assumed the cavity was created instantaneously.  This is considered a conser- 

vative assumption and suitable only for a preliminary feasibility study. 

The output variables necessary to define the mechanical state of the salt surrounding the 

cavity were taken as the stress, strain, and the components of displacements in the surround- 

ing salt. 

DESCRIPTION OF CAVITY SYSTEM 

The top of the salt dome is located approximately 1500 feet below the ground surface.  At 

a depth of 2700 feet, which represents the location of the center of the cavity, the diameter of 

the dome is approximately 4000 feet.  On the basis of experience with similar problems, it 

was assumed that the stability of a cavity approximately 315 feet in diameter will not be influ- 

enced significantly by the material outside the dome, i.e., the effect of the cavity will be rela- 

tively local and will not be felt outside the salt stock. Therefore, in describing the cavity 

system from a geologic standpoint, only the salt stock is considered. 

The description of the cavity system was divided into two phases: 

1. Geologic description of the surrounding rock 

2. Geometry of th   proposed cavities 

The following two assumptions were made with regard to the geologic description. 

*A detailed discussion of the validity of these assumptions is given in Nair [1]. 

**In addition to loads introduced by the gradual creation of the cavity, the temperature 
gradient during construction could result in significant thermal stresses. 

***This assumption will be verified by the solution of appropriate boundary value problems. 
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mechanics from a general system of governing equations within the limitations of existing 

mathematical methods for the solution of these equations.  At the present time, the lack of a 

general description of material properties and Input variables In mathematical form does not 

permit such a general approach.  "Completeness Is Impossible; physical reality Is so complex 

that It must be Idealized to be formalized," Drucker [2|.  The approach utilized at present Is 

to construct various simplified mathematical models for the materials; these are described 

mathematically In the form of constitutive equations, which in conjunction with the basic laws 

can be utilized to pose and solve a boundary value problem. 

For this study, material characterization* is defined as the selection or formulation of 

constitutive equations to represent the behavior of the various materials which form part of 

the cavity system.  These constitutive equations are really degenerate forms of general equa- 

tions and only Include (for the particular problem or aspect of a problem) those phenomena 

which are of Importance. 

The selection of a constitutive equation (mathematical model) to represent the behavior 

of a material Is done through the systematic and logical study of experimental and field data 

on the performance of the material. Experimental observation Is always limited in scope; the 

reduction of observations Into a mathematical law can only be done through logic and In accor- 

dance with the general principle J of continuum mechanics. 

The approach followed In material characterization was to first develop the necessary 

theoretical framework and to examine the existing experimental Information.  Since it was not 

possible to perform additional tests for this study, the characterization was based exclusively 

on test results reported in the literature, Serata [4], U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of 

Reclamation [5] and U. S. Army Engineers Waterways Experiment Station [6].  The principal 

information utilized was from the existing test data on salt specimens from the Tatum Salt 

Dome. 

Based on an examination of these data and accounting for the limitations of the analytical 

methods, the following models were choseu under the general assumptions of homogeneity and 

isotropy: 

1.    Time-Independent Behavior 

(a)   Linear Elasticity - The use of such a model would result In a conservative esti- 

mate for the stress distribution; displacements, however, would be underesti- 

mated.  The results from such an analysis would give an upper bound on the 

stresses. 

The following material constants were chosen for the linear elastic analysis: 

*Other definitions of characterization, which are more concerned with assisting in the 
development of new materials, are also used In the material science literature, Committee 
on Characterization of Materials Advisory Board [3]. 
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E (Modulus of Elasticity) = (1 and 4) x 106 psl 

u (Polsson's ratio) = 0.2 and 0.45 

The range of values of the constants take into account different testing procedures 

and other variables, e.g., material variations. 

(b)   Bilinear Elastic - Such an analysis would permit some stress redistribution and 

is, therefore, more representative of the instantaneous behavior of salt.  Because 

of the independence of the stress-strain curve from the confining pressures In 

the range of Interest, the Von Mises criteria (octahedral shear stress) was used. 

Based on analyses of the data, a conservative estimate of the octahedral shear 

stress of 1400 psl was chosen. When the stress in the material exceeds this 

value, it is considered to have "yielded."  The result is a decrease in modulus. 

The initial modulus and the modulus after yielding were chosen as follows: 

Ej (Initial Modulus) = (1 and 4) x 106 psl 

E2 (Final Modulus) = (0.25 and 1) x 106 psl 

u (Polsson's ratio) = 0.45 

The change in modulus was determined from an effective stress-strain relation, 

and the material was assumed to remain Isotropie. 

2,    Time-Dependent Behavior 

Linear Elasticity with Superimposed Creep - Such an analysis would permit the closure 

of the cavity to be determined. Since linear elasticity is used, the stresses causing 

creep must be considered a conservative estimate.  In reality, it is likely that some 

yield would occur before any significant creep could start; hence, the initial stresses 

would be lower than those predicted by linear elasticity.  It may be assumed that the 

linear elastic with creep analysis will provide an upper bound on the displacements 

likely to occur. 

For the elastic constants, the following values were chosen: 

E   (Initial Modulus) = (1 and 4) x 10   psl 

v (Polsson's ratio) = 0.45 

In the creep equation e   = ACT t 

i   = effective strain 
c 

A= 1.87 x 10"13 

a = effective stress in psi 

t = time in hours 
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n = 2.98 

m = 0.36 

The effective stress and strain is used as this permits generalization from the one- 

dimenslonal data to three dimensions. 

These three models were chosen to give a spectrum of values which could be expected to 

bracket the problem from both a stress and displacement standpoint. 

FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 

Review of Previous Work 

The first step in performing such an analysis was to review the literature with a view to 

determining the information that was available.  Sources of literature in applied mechanics 

and rock mechanics were consulted.  A summary of the results and the significant conclusions 

deduced from the review was prepared, [1]. 

It was found that the bell and the egg had not been analyzed by any of the mathematical 

models considered applicable to this project.  For the bilinear elastic and the time dependent 

model, only the sphere had been analyzed for an initial stress condition of K = 1.00.  Very 

little information was available on the variation of stress with distance from the cavity.  No 

analyses were available for K = 0.75 and 1.33. 

It was, therefore, concluded that the solutions to additional boundary value problems were 

necessary to perform an adequate stability analysis for Project Payette. 

Formulation and Idealization of Problem 

The additional boundary value problems to be analyzed were chosen on the basis of the 

selected shapes, mathematical models and material constants and the initial stress conditions. 

Various methods for the solution of these boundary value problems were reviewed.  On the 

basis of this review, it was concluded that the finite element method of analysis was the best 

tool available for solving the boundary value problems applicable to this study.  The finite 

element method, as a tool for the solution of boundary value problems, has been under inten- 

sive development for the past decade. Details of the method and its application to problems in 

rock mechanics have been discussed in many publications, e.g., Clough [7, 8], Wilson [9, 10], 

and Reyes [11]. 

As pointed out by Clough [8], the solution of boundary value problems using the finite ele- 

ment method may be divided into three basic phases: 

1. Structural idealization 

2. Evaluation of the element properties 

3. Structural analysis of element assemblage 

Items 2 and 3 deal with the details of the finite element technique and are discussed in 

the literature on the finite element method.  Item 1 deals with the formulation of a particular 
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problem; therefore, It Is considered appropriate to discuss It briefly here.  The structural 

Idealization Involves the following steps: 

1. Selection of boundary conditions 

2. Selection of Initial stress conditions 

3. Choice of element and mesh layout 

Selection of Boundary and Initial Stress Conditions - The finite element method provides a great 

deal of flexibility In the choice of boundary and initial stress conditions.  In making this choice, 

an accurate representation of the actual conditions and convenience In analyses were the objec- 

tives. 

In order to provide the initial stress condition existing prior to the construction, It was 

decided to introduce a stress field throughout the medium by Imposing on each element an ini- 

tial stress.  This stress consisted of a vertical stress which is a function of the depth and unit 

weight and a horizontal stress which Is given as a ratio of the vertical stress.  This enables 

the initial stress to vary from element to element.  The weight of the material Is also taken 

into account during the analysis. 

In idealizing the problem for the finite element method of analysis, the first step Is to 

make the surrounding med'um of finite extent In all directions.  It is necessary to decide on 

the extent of the surrounding medium as determined by Its boundaries.   The basic principle in 

this decision is that the boundaries should be sufficiently distant so that the creation of the 

cavity has a negligible influence on the conditions at the boundary and vice-versa.  Experience 

with similar problems, Tlmoshenko and Goodier [12], Savin [131, Terzaghi and Richart [14], 

Mlndlin [15], and Edwards [16], Indicates that the effect of cavities on the surrounding material 

is relatively local; at distances of two to three diameters away, the material is very close to 

the undisturbed state.  Therefore, it is assumed that at a sufficiently large finite distance from 

the cavity, there Is no change from the conditions existing prior to the construction of the 

cavity.   This assumption can result in three classes of boundary conditions: 

1. Stress boundary conditions - The normal stresses on the boundaries are prescribed 

and are assumed equal to the stresses prior to the existence of the cavity. 

2. Displacement boundary conditions - The vertical boundaries do not undergo any hori- 

zontal displacements, and the horizontal boundaries do not undergo any vertical dis- 

placements. 

3. Mixed boundary conditions - Stresses are prescribed on some of the boundaries and 

the displacements on the others. 

If the boundaries are sufficiently distant, these boundary conditions should give results 

which are not significantly different in the vicinity of the cavity.  The boundaries chosen were 

at a distance of 1200 feet from the center of the cavity (see figure 2).   This implies an average 

distance from the face of the cavity of approximately 8 radii.    The effects of various boundary 
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conditions on stresses and displacements In the vicinity of the spherical cavity were investi- 

gated. It was found that the difference in the values of stresses and displacements obtained 

by using various boundary conditions did not exceed 2 to 3 percent. 

For a distance of 1200 feet from the center of the proposed cavities, the surrounding mate- 
rial consists entirely of rock salt.  The analysis was, therefore, conducted for a homogeneous, 

Isotropie medium.  Because of the convenience in data preparation, the displacement boundary 

conditions were used. In order to take into account the initial stress field, an initial stress 

has been Imposed in each element. 

Element Shape and Size and Mesh Layout - The choice of the shape of the element, i.e., if It 

was to be quadrilateral, triangular, or rectangular in shape, was not of concern in this project. 

The quadrilateral shape was predetermined by its use in the available computer program. It 

has been found from experience that it is desirable to keep the quadrilateral as close to a 

square as possible.  Furthermore, it is not possible to determine an optimum shape a priori, 

as it depends on the stress di '.ribution. It is recommended (Rashid [17] that in the areas of 

maximum stress variation, the square or rectangular shape with a side ratio not exceeding 3 

to 1 is desirable. In those areas where the stress variation is small, the element shapes may 

vary widely without causing any adverse effects. 

The size of the element depends on the required accuracy of computations and the limita- 

tions of the computer. The basic principle is to have the smaller size in the areas of maximum 

stress variation. The only way in which to tell if the size of the mesh is adequate is to com- 

pare the results with closed-form theoretical solutions where possible. 

Because of the time limitations on the project, it was considered desirable to try to lay 

out a mesh which could be used for all the shapes with a minimum of change. It was decided 

to keep the number of nodal points and elements the same for all shapes.  Furthermore, from 

a distance of 500 feet away from the centroid to the exterior boundaries, the mesh layout for 

all the shapes was kept constant. All variations were kept in the first 500 feet. A typical 

mesh layout with the elemt nt and nodal point number is shown in figures 3 and 4. 

To investigate the adequacy of the mesh size chosen, the finite element analysis for a 

spherical cavity, using a homogeneous stress flell, and the closed-föqn analytical solution 

were compared.  The results obtained from the finite element analysis do not differ from the 

exact solution by more than 2 to 3 percent. 

Boundary Value Problems Analyzed 

Having chosen the boundary conditions and the mesh layout, the factors left in defining the 

complete problem are: 

1. Constitutive law for the salt, within this there is the further variation of material 

constants 

2. Shape of cavity 

3. Initial stress conditions ,.„ 
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All these factors have been discussed in the earlier sections and have been defined for the 

present study. 

Table I indicates the problems solved for this project. These analyses represent a level 

of effort which has not been previously applied to the problem. 

The basic computer program used for the analysis was developed by Wilson [101,  Various 

modifications were made in the basic computer program for the specific problems of this proj- 

ect; these included the ability to take into account the initial stress condition in each element 

and the technique for analyzing the creep problem.  A brief discussion of the principles involved 

in analyzing boundary value problems for the three mathematical models used to represent the 

salt is included in the appendix. 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The results from these analyses consisted of displacement and stress fields in the sur- 

rounding material which could be used in conjunction with failure criteria to evaluate the sta- 

bility of the cavity.  The stress and displacement fields obtained were summarized in graphical 

and tabular form. It is not possible in this paper to present the large volume of data obtained 

from the problems analyzed. For a detailed presentation of the data, reference should be 

made to Nair [1].  Some typical plots illustrating the types of information obtainable from the 

data are included in this paper. 

1. Time-Independent Analysis - The main concern under the linear elastic assumption 

was the magnitude of the stresses that were likely to develop.  Hence, the majority of 

the data presented deals with this aspect of the problem.  Furthermore, since in the 

great majority of the cases the maximum stresses are at the cavity surface, it is the 

variation of stress at the surface which is of primary interest.  This was examined 

by plotting variation of stresses with azimuth.   Figures 5 and 6 show typical plots of 

stress conditions at various points in the surrounding salt mass and the variation of 

stress close to the cavity face with azimuth. 

Under the bilinear assumption, the major interest was in the redistribution of stresses 

due to yielding and the zone of yielding.  The yielded zone consists of elements where 

the stress state was such that the yield stress had been exceeded.   Figure 7 is a sum- 

mary plot of the yielded zones.   The examination of results was largely confined to 

these items. 

It should be pointed out that the stresses and displacements were obtained for the en- 

tire salt mass, and hence, the stress state throughout the salt mass was available for 

interpretation. 

2. Time-Dependent Analysis - Under the assumption of linear elasticity with superim- 

posed creep, the variations of deflections and stress with time were of major inter- 

est.  The distribution of stress with time and shape was best illustrated by plotting 
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the stress with azimuth at varloua times. Dellerllon and rale o( deflection at rrlllral 

points of the various shapes were also examined. Some typical plota of ihr results 

are shown In figures 8 and ft. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In summarizing the Information obtained from the analyses, It Is convenient tu »ubdlvide 

the discussion of results by considering Indlvldua'.ly the Influence of (he lour ma)or variables 

In the analysis on the results obtained.  These four variables are 

1. Initial stress condition 

2. Shape of cavity 

3. Mathematical models and material properties 

4. Analytical techniques 

Initial Stress Condttlons 

The Initial stress ratlos (K) chosen for the analysis were 0.75, 1.00, and 1.33.  Previous 

studies had Indicated that for shapes similar to those chosen for this study, a value of K 

0.75 would not result In severe stress conditions.  This was confirmed in all (he analyses. 

The elastic stress, the yielded zones, and the creep deformation for K ■ 0.75 were favorable 

In comparison to the values for K     1.00 and K    1.33.   A summary of the effect of the initial 

stress condition on the stress states at various selected locations near IN- face ol the cavity 

for the linear elastic analysis Is shown In figure 10.   For the linear elastic analysis, the 

maximum values of the various stresses Indicated that the horizontal stress, the Ungentul 

stress, and the octahedral stress were most Influenced by the Initial Ktresb condition.   There 

was an Increase of 100 percent between values for K = 0.75 and for K     1.33.   Fur the bilinear 

analysis, the effect of the Initial stress conuttlon can be seen by examining the extent of the 

yielded zones summarized In figure 7.   For all the shapes considered, an increase in K results 

in an increase in the extent of the yielded zone.  The effect of the initial stress condition »-as 

very significant in the creep analyses, the maximum deflection for K     1.33 (between 6 and 7 

feet) being approximately three times that obtained for K    0.75 or K     1.00.   The nonlinear 

nature of the creep relationship magnifies the effect of the high stress concentration which 

results from an initial stress condition of K ■ 1.33.   It was significant that lor K    1.00 the 

creep deformation was not too different from that (ur K ■ 0.75.   To investigate further the 

sensitivity of the creep deformation to the magnitude of K, an analysis of the spherical cavity 

with K = 1.16 was conducted.   The results are presented In figures 11 to 13 and point out the 

rapid Increase in deflection when the value of K exceeds unity. 

This study Indicated that the Initial stresb condition has a great Influence on the stress 

and displacement pattern developed In the salt surrounding the cavity.  Consequently, a cor- 

rect estimate of the Initial state of stress Is of great Importance in the evaluation ol the sta- 

bility of a large underground cavity.   For the shapes analyzed In this study, values of K ^ 1.00 

have an adverse effect on cavity stability. 
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Stmpa ol Cavity 

The lour iihapes chosen for this study were selected on considerations of ease in mining 

and aUblllly.   K la Important to note that both the egg and the prolate spheroid are shapes 

which, when compared to a sphere, are elongated along the vertical axes. Previous Investiga- 

tions have shown that such shapes are preferable under Initial stress conditions of K < 1.00. 

The bell has a narrow top, similar to the prolate spheroid, but has a flat bottom.  None of the 

rhoacn shapes had any abrupt changes In curvature. 

The distribution of stresses for the linear elastic case does Indicate an effect of shape, 

especially in the case of the bell.   The yielded zones are Influenced by the shape, though not 

to such a significant extent.  A study of the stress distribution curves along the face of the 

cavity and the extent of the yielded zones revealed those locations of the various shapes where 

excessive stresses occur.   It would be possible by making suitable adjustments In these shapes 

at critical locations to obtain shapes with a more favorable distribution.  These adjustments 

could be made d'rectly In the numerical analysis.  Such a concept would be useful In future In- 

vestigations on stability analysis. 

In (he time-dependent study, the influence of shape is not as great for the downward dis- 

placement along the vertical axis and the horizontal displacement along the equator as for the 

upward deflection of the bottom along the vertical axis. In the latter case, a 33 percent in- 

crease between the extn-me values is likely, approximately 0.5 feet In 1.5 feet for K = 1.00 

and 2 feet in 6.0 feet for K = 1.33.   The egg and prolate spheroid appear to have very similar 

deflection patterns and are more resistant to vertical deflection than either the bell or sphere. 

The bell and the sphere have better resistance to horizontal movement at the equator.  Large- 

scale plots do not show any significant differences In the deformed shapes. 

While the effects of shape are evident and they follow the general trend established from 

previous Investigations, it does appear that for the range of K values considered and th^ 

shapes investigated, the effect of shape will not be the most critical factor In stability.  This 

conclusion, while somewhat unexpected, appears reasonable If one considers the limited range 

of initial stress values and the absence of any radical changes in shape in the form of abrupt 

changes of curvature. 

Mathematical Model« and Material Properties 

The three models chosen for the study under the general assumptions of homogeneity 

and isotropy were: 

1. Linear elasticity 

2. niltnear elasticity 

3. Linear elasticity with creep 

The object of choosing the^e models was to obtain results which would cover the range of 

stress and displacement values likely to occur in the field.  It Is felt that this objective was 
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achieved.  Tie linear elastic analysis gave the highest stress concentration. The bilinear 

elastic analysis resulted in the highest instantaneous displacement and also indicated the 

stress redistribution that might occur due to any yielding.  The linear elastic analysis with 

creep superimposed permitted the computation of the stress relaxation with time and the in- 

crease in deflection with time. 

Except for the creep data where the limited number of tests did not permit a range of 

values to be chosen, it was necessary to examine the effect of a variation in material constants 

on the results from the analysis. 

In the linear elastic analysis, two constants (E and u) can be varied.  The magnitude of 

the stresses is not affected by E, and the deflection is inversely proportional to E, all other 

variables being held constant.  The computations performed were for the lower value in the 

range of E values chosen.  For the range of values of E used in this study, deflections asso- 

ciated with the linear elastic case were not of much interest. 

A variation in the value of Polsson's ratio influences the magnitude of stress and deflec- 

tion.  The deflections are not of significance, and therefore, it is the stress variation that is 

of interest. It was found that a change in Polsson's ratio from the lower limit of 0.2 to the 

upper limit of 0.45 causes a maximum stress change of the order of 16 percent for K = 1.33; 

for other values of K, the change was less. It was felt that, within the accuracy of the knowl- 

edge of the material properties, this was not too significant. 

For the bilinear elastic case, there are three Important factors:  the yield criteria, initial 

modulus, and the ratio of the initial to final modulus.  The Von Mises (octahedral shear stress) 

criteria was used to determine when "yielding" would begin.  The experimental justification 

for this choice appears fairly conclusive. The ratio of the initial to final moduli was varied 

from 2 to 4; this resulted in a minor change in the t   .ent of the yielded zone and in the stress 

in the yielded zone near the face of the cavity. It was felt that the yielding would be slight be- 

cause of the high degree of work hardening at the stress levels involved. This was indeed the 

case, and for future work at the stress levels utilized in this project, the bilinear elastic as- 

sumption would not be of much value. 

Because of the limitations in the available experimental data, it was only possible to vary 

the initial elastic modulus in the time-dependent analysis (linear elasticity with superimposed 

creep).  The majority of the computations were done for an initial modulus (E ) of 4 x 10   psi. 

A decrease in the initial modulus by a factor of four caused an increase in the deflection by a 

maximum of 30 percent for the case Investigated. However, it should be pointed out that the 

experimental data supports the choice of E  as 4 x 10   psi.  This was also the value used by 

Boresi and Deere [18].  Furthermore, the decrease by a factor of four is considered extreme; 

nevertheless, the possibility of unfavorable results compared to those presented here should 

be kept in mind. 
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It should be pointed out that if the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are not found 

to be true, the analytical results presented will have to be re-examined and modified where 

necessary. 

Analytical Methods 

The analytical method used for the solution of the additional boundary value problems 

needed for this project was the finite element method. A computer program utilizing the finite 

element method of analysis was used to conduct this study.  The program was checked and 

found to be satisfactory.  By its very nature, this is an approximate method.  The accuracy of 

the solution obtained by the finite element method was investigated and found to be adequate. 

Due to severe time limitations, it was not possible to study the effect of a variation in 

mesh size and shape. A mesh layout was chosen which would require the least modification 

for the various cavity shapes.   The choice of size and shape of the elements and the mesh lay- 

out was based on past experience.  Nevertheless, on the basis of the results, it can be concluded 

that the meshes utilized were satisfactory. 

The linear elastic analysis is straight forward and the computation technique well estab- 

lished.   For the bilinear case, an iterative procedure is utilized.   For the cases studied, con- 

vergence to within one percent error was obtained in three or four iterations.  Because of the 

particular nature of the problem, there is an absence of unloading, and the loading paths are 

likely to be close enough to radial to consider bilinear elastic analysis using a Von Mises yield 

criteria as a close approximation to an elasto-plastic analysis. 

For the creep analysis, a total deformation method of computation was used.  This was 

different from the incremental deformation technique used by Boresi and Deere [18].  An itera- 

tive method had to be used to get convergence within a prescribed tolerance (5 percent).  In all 

cases, the convergence was obtained, though some of the cases did take an excessive amount of 

computer time. 

It is realized that the analytical methods represent various approximations, and various 

improvements are possible in these techniques. Incremental theory, the gradual construction 

of the cavity, and the nonlinear analysis can all be accommodated within the finite element 

technique.  It is felt that the finite element method proved entirely satisfactory in analyzing 

the problems associated with the present project, and the method also has the potential to take 

into account variables not considered in the analysis at the present time. 

Before proceeding to an evaluation of stability, it was necessary to bring the analtyical 

results within the framework of the experience of the profession on similar systems. 

PERFORMANCE OF SIMILAR SYSTEMS 

A literature survey was made on the information available from the field and the laboratory 

on the behavior of salt.  Because of time limitations, the review was confined to the most re- 

cently published data and with a view of obtaining data in two broad areas: 
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1. Time-dependent deformation 

2. Modes of failure 

A comparison of the data obtained from field measurements with the results of the theo- 

retical studies in this project Indicated that the theoretical values were of the right order of 

magnitude. Published Information obtained from laboratory tests on the closure of spherical 

cavities In a uniform stress field gave results which were close to those obtained from theo- 

retical studies. It was concluded that the theoretical results could be considered reasonable 

for the present feasibility study. 

Very little Information could be obtained on modes of failure in cavities in salt domes. 

Some spalling resulting from continuing creep has been reported.  At large depths (> 1000 feet), 

shear fracture is extremely unlikely because, as observed from trlaxial tests, salt under high 

confining pressure deforms without fracturing with Increase In stress. 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

The development of suitable performance criteria Is essential to the evaluation of stability. 

The performance criteria for this study did not include cost and time of construction.   The 

possibility that different shapes may require different construction times and cost was not 

considered.  The performance criteria for this study were grouped Into two categories: 

1. Factors which impair the function of the cavity without loss of stability 

2. Factors which could cause instability 

In the first category, one may consider the possibility of excessive deformation and dis- 

tortion without any breakage.  The resulting change in shape may be large enough to make the 

cavity unsuitable for any experiment. Theoretical results and experimental evidence indicate 

that mis is not a problem for this project. 

Among the factors which could cause instability are: 

1. Material failure 

2. Geological factors such as weak seams, faults, fractures, etc. 

It has been assumed that the salt dome is homogeneous, Isotropie, and free from faults, frac- 

tures, and other discontinuities.  The possibility that this assumption may be proved incorrect 

during construction of the cavity does exist, however, because of lack of quantitative information, 

variations from the above assumption cannot be taken Into account at the present time.   There- 

fore, material failure is the sole criterion for determining whether the proposed cavity will 

remain stable. 

Two failure hypotheses were considered for material failure: 

1. Shear fracture (using a Mohr Columb criteria) 

2. Life consumption hypothesis using a relationship between the principal stress differ- 

ence and time to rupture, Talra [19]. 
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1. Excessive deformation resulting In a significant change of shape or decrease in 

volume which would prevent the use of the cavity for its Intended purpose 

2. Instability resulting from material behavior leading to spaUlng and eventual collapse 

The magnitude of the deflection and an examination of the deflected shapes lead to the con- 

clusion that Instability due to (1) is not likely. 

Based on the theoretical results, failure criteria, and keeping in mind the assumptions 

and limitations of the analyses, the following preliminary   conclusions on the stability of the 

cavities investigated appear justified: 

1. For K = 0.75 and K = 1.00, all the shapes analyzed would be stable, with the sphere 

as the preferred shape.  It is recognized that for K = 1.00, the egg, prolate spheroid, 

and bell have potential local zones of failure.  However, because of the beneficial 

effects of gradual construction and the location of the potential zones of failure below 

the equator, it is felt that all shapes are likely to be stable for K = 1.00. 

2. For K - 1.33, there is considerable doubt regarding the stability of an unsupported 

cavity.  For all the shapes analyzed, it appears that material failure progressing out- 

ward from the cavity, which could result in continued spaUlng, is likely to occur. 

Though failure appears likely for all shapes analyzed, the stress levels for the sphere 

are favorable in comparison to the other shapes. 

3. Based on stability considerations, the spherical cavity appeared to be the best choice 

among the shapes analyzed in this study.   However, this is a matter of degree; the 

egg, prolate spheroid, and bell would also be satisfactory for K g 1.00; and none of 

the shapes would be stable for K = 1.33. 

4. Should any of the assumptions in the analysis, e.g., absence of faults, fracture, initial 

stress be found to be incorrect, the validity of the above conclusions should be re- 

examined. 

Because of the uncertainties involved in dealing with the stability problem, and for the 

purpose of gathering information for future cavities, it has been recommended that  the cavity 

and surrounding salt be instrumented to obtain pertinent data during and after construction. 

A comprehensive study of the Instrumentation needs for a similar project is reported in 

United ElectroDynamlcs [201 and would serve as an excellent point of departure for a detailed 

instrumentation study for the subject cavity. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The selection of necessary topics for future research is based on an examination of all of 

the steps in the investigation which were detailed in the discussion of the generalized approach. 

*These are preliminary in the context of figure 1.   Final conclusions can be made only 
after obtaining data during construction. 
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As pointed out earlier, one of the advantages of the generalized (systems) approach followed 

in this project is that it enables one to identify areas where research is needed.   The various 

steps that lead up to a decision on the stability of the cavity can be likened to links in a chain, 

the chain being only as strong as the "weakest link."  To improve the design, it is necessary 

that the "weak links" in the chain leading to the stability decision be identified. 

All phases of the investigation were studied with the object of identifying those phases in 

which the level of confidence needed improvement. It was felt that additional research in the 

following three areas would be of maximum benefit to the project described in this paper: 

1. Development of material failure criteria 

2. Development of techniques for incorporating the construction sequence into the analysis 

3. Development of methods for determining the initial stress conditions 

Each of these areas are discussed briefly below; 

1. Development of Material Failure Criteria - The development of suitable performance 

criteria is essential to the evaluation of the stability of the cavity.  For the present 

project, material failure is the criterion which has been used to perform this evalua- 

tion.   The experimental and field information available to determine a material failure 

criterion was extremely limited. 

Two avenues of research could be pursued: 

(a) Laboratory testing - This requires the setting up of properly designed testing 

programs and an analysis of the data obtained with the object of developing an 

applicable failure theory. 

(b) Field information - In order to obtain field information, it would be necessary to 

study existing information on performance and to consult with people engaged in 

the operation and maintenance of similar cavities. 

The lack of a satisfactory material failure hypothesis is the "weakest link" in the 

stability studies undertaken for the project described in this report. 

2. Development of Techniques for Incorporating the Construction Sequence into the 

Analysis - The gradual creation of the cavity has a considerable influence on the re- 

sulting displacements and stress, [18], In this study, it was assumed that the cavity 

is created instantaneously.   This is a conservative assumption, and results based on 

this assumption overestimate the stress and displacements in the medium surround- 

ing the cavity.  Not much attention has been paid to the loading patterns imposed by 

different construction schemes.  Furthermore, for various initial stress conditions 

and shapes, it may be beneficial to follow a certain mining pattern to prevent excessive 

stress concentrations.   The availability of theoretical results for the stresses and 

displacements of the surrounding salt during construction would enable the interpreta- 

tion and evaluation of data obtained from instrumentation during the construction 
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peiiod.  Therefore, it is extremely desirable that the effect of construction be incor- 

porated into the analysis. 

The program modifications necessary to take into account construction effects could 

be combined with modifications necessary for optimizing the shape of the cavity. 

Optimization of shape would include the removal of those areas of salt where the 

material had failed and is likely to spall so that the cavity could take a shape best 

suited to the stress and displacement field. 

3.    Development of Methods for Determining the Initial Stress Condition - Previous 

studies and the results of the analysis as described in this paper have pointed out the 

extreme importance of knowing the correct state of stress that exists in a medium 

prior to the creation of a cavity.  As shown in this study, presently available analytical 

methods have the capability of taking into account a variety of initial stress conditions. 

However, methods of determining the initial stress condition, especially at large 

depths, are not well developed. 

Research in this area is urgently needed; such research would be of great value to 

the design and construction of underground structures. As a first phase, it is recom- 

mended that a complete survey of the existing methods of determining the initial stress 

be made by studying the literature and by consulting with those who have actually used 

various methods in the field. A study of this type would also be of considerable help 

in the development of instrumentation for the project described in this paper and 

would be the logical first step in the development of new methods for determining the 

state of stress in any type of rock. 

COMMENTS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE METHODS OF ANALYSIS USED IN THIS STUDY 
TO OTHER CONDITIONS 

There are two basic considerations in applying the methods of analysis used in this in- 

vestigation to other conditions; 

1. The capabilities of the analytical techniques, in this case the finite element method 

2. The applicability of the generalized (systems) approach 

The capabilities and potential of the finite element method are very great.  Nonlinearity, 

anisotropy, nonhomogeneity in material characteristics can be readily incorporated into the 

analysis.  With the restriction of axisymmetry, this drawback will probably be removed in a 

few years; faults, fractures, weak seams, and reinforcement patterns can be readily investi- 

gated. In addition to elasto-staUc analysis, dynamic problems can also be investigated.  A 

wide range of initial stress conditions, cavity shapes, and material properties can be readily 

investigated.  Various failure and yield criteria can be readily incorporated into existing com- 

puter programs. 
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The general (systems) approach presented in figure 1 has the advantage that it is applica- 

ble to all cavity stability problems. The definition of the various quantities might change with 

a different situation, but the basic steps outlined in figure 1 have to be completed in every case. 

The following discussion wil illustrate the procedure that would be followed in the inves- 

tigation of a cavity stability problem in which some conditions might be at variance with those 

assumed in the Payette study. The discussion will be in general terms and will emphasize the 

logical approach to the problem rather than specific details. 

Consider a cavity stability problem identical in all aspects to that considered in the inves- 

tigation reported earlier with the following exceptions: 

1. Different range of initial stress conditions 

2. Existence of faults and weak seams in the geologic profile 

3. A different material, e.g., granite 

The problem would be approached by following the sequence of steps outlined in figure 1. 

1. Different Range of Initial Stress Conditions - In the definition of the input, the load 

variance would be modified to take into account the new range ol initial stress condi- 

tions. 

2. Existence of Faults and Weak Seams - The existence of faults and weak seams would 

require a change to be made in the description of the cavity system.  In the layout of 

the mesh for the finite element idealization, it will be necessary to allow for faults; 

this can be done through linkages which allow free movement along the fault.  Weak 

seams are accounted for by assigning very low modulus and strength values to the 

elements located at the seams. 

3. A Different Material, e.g.. Granite - This would require modifications in three areas 

of the investigation: 

(a) Material characterization 

(b) Information on the performance of similar systems 

(c) Material failure criteria 

Material Characterization 

Existing experimental data will have to be examined to choose a suitable mathematical 

model(s) to represent the behavior of the granite.  It might be necessary to perform additional 

tests to obtain more information.  It will be necessary   J have a clear understanding of the 

capabilities and limitations of mathematical models and the experimental methods currently 

available.  Consideration must also be given to the existing analytical capabilities in solving 

boundary value problems.  As pointed out earlier, the finite element method is extremely 

versatile in this aspect. 
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Information on Performance of Similar Systems 

It Is necessary to evaluate the ability of the chosen mathematical models to predict the 

behavior of surrounding rock and to check the "reasonableness" of the theoretical results. 

This can be most readily done by comparing the results of the analyses with the observed per- 

formance of underground cavities in a similar material.  This is essential to establishing con- 
fidence in the theoretical results. 

Material Failure Criteria 

Computations of stress, strain, and displacement in the surrounding granite would be of 

little use for stability evaluation unless suitable failure criteria could be developed. Existing 

experimental data and records of failures in the field will have to be studied in order to develop 

an understanding of failure mechanisms in the granite. Additional tests might have to be per- 

formed.  It might be necessary to select more than one failure theory to allow for different 

modes of failure. Existing computer programs using the finite element method can account 

for a wide range of failure criteria. Once these modifications have been made, the analyses 

will follow the steps outlined in figure 1. 

In summary, the general principles used for the analysis of underground cavities in salt 

could be readily applied to the analysis of cavities in other media.  The major effort would be 

in characterizing the material, developing suitable constitutive equations to represent its be- 

havior, and in defining adequate failure criteria.  The finite element method for solving boundary 

value problems represents the most powerful tool that is available to tackle the problem of 

cavity stability.  It is felt thut the methods of analyses used in Project Payette can be readily 

applied, with minor modifications, to the stability analysis of underground cavities in other 

media under different conditions. 
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Figure 13.  HORIZONTAL INHfARD 
DISPLACEMENT AT CAVITY 
FACE ALONG THE EQUATOR 
FOR SPHERE (CREEP 
ASSUMPTIONS WITH 
E -4xl06PSI, v-0.45). 
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TABLE 1.  SUMMARY OF CAVITY STUDIES 

LINIAR ELASTIC ANALYSIS 

Shape 
of 

Meterlel  Conatente  and  Initial  Streea Field 

«-lxl08p»l I-lxl06pel E-lxl08pBl B-lxl06pal E-.5xl06pal E-4xl06pBl 

Cavity v-0.20 v-0.20 v-0.20 v-0.45 v-0.20 v-0.45 

K-0.75 K-l .00 K-1.33 K-1.00 K-1.00 K-1.33 

Spher« X X X X X X 

Prolite 
Spheroid 

X X X X 

Bell X X X X 

IK X X X X 

BILIMBAR ILASTIC AKALVSIS 

Shepe 
of 

Cevlty 

Heterlal Conetante and Initial Streea Field 

Bj-lxio'pel 

Ia-.SxlOap»l 

Ij-lxio'pel 

Ia-.9xl0epel 

I1-lxl0apal 

ia-.5xl0epel 

I1-4xlO,pBl 

I3-.lxl08pel 

Bj-lxio^el 

Ia-.a9xlOSpel 

Ij-lxlO^el 

Kj-.Sxlo'pel 
v-0.49 v0,4S v-0.45 v-0.45 v-0.45 v-0.45 
K-0.75 t-l.00 K-1.33 K-1.00 K-1.00 K-1,79 

Sphere X X X X X X 

Prolete 
Spheroid X X X X 

Bell X X X X 

III X X X X 

LIMIi kB ILAiTIC WITI SUPBBIHPOilD CBIBP AKALTSIS 

•htpe 
of 

Material Conetante and Initial Streu Field 

i0-*xlOepel Io-4xl0*pel Bo-4xl0*pel B^laio'pil lo-4xl08pel 

ClTltT V-0.4B v-0.4» V-0.4B V-0.4B v-0.48 

«•I.00 B-O.TB K-l.SS K-1.00 1-1.1« 

Sphere X X X X X 

rrolete 
Ifherald I X 

Bell X X 

Ml I I X 

1!»'. 

M m^m 



APPENDIX 

The finite element method, which was employed for the analytical aspects of this project, 

is a technique for determining the stresses and displacements which develop during arbitrary 

loading of solid bodies. 

In the application of the finite element method, the solid body to be analyzed is idealized 

by dividing it into a series of discrete, finite-sized elements, interconnected at their corners 

so that the assemblage of elements forms the shape of the original solid body.   For axisym- 

metric solids, the elements have the shape of rings; in a cross-sectional cut the ring elements 

have straight sides.   The corners of the elements are called nodal circles or nodal points. 

The method employed to analyze the assemblage of elements is the direct stiffness method 

wherein the internal stresses and nodal circle displacements are determined.  Equilibrium 

equations, expressed in terms of unknown nodal circle displacements, are developed at each 

nodal circle,  A solution to this set of equations constitutes a solution to the system. 

The method of analysis can be outlined as follows: 

1, Derivation of element stiffness matrix [k   ]. 

2, Determination of stiffness matrix [K] for the total assemblage of elements, 

3, Formulation and solution of the equilibrium equation [K] [u| = [Q], where [u| and [Q] 

are the nodal point displacement and force vectors respectively.   The solution of the 

equilibrium equations is performed by a Gauss elimination process, 

4, Evaluation of the element strains from the computed nodal point displacements.   The 

element stresses are computed from the element strains by means of the stress-strain 

relations, 

BILINEAR ANALYSIS 

A method of successive approximations is used to solve the problem for a material with 

bilinear properties.   This involves the repeated solution of the equation: 

iQli-l^i-lK (1) 

[K|. . = stiffness based on previous solution 

(Q|.  . = loads acting on system 

[u|. = the new displacements 

'This applies for the linear elastic case; the modifications for the bilinear and creep analy- 
sis are discussed later. 
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This approach is not guaranteed to converge.   However, experience has indicated that for 

materials with small nonlinear effects, the procedure will converge.   The method is restricted 

to materials with single valued stress-strain relationships. 

The effective strain for each element is calculated from the expression: 

/if/ l-l      MN2    TTö     ün5    Tui     M? 
Y^rr   -£zz)   +i£rr   ' e00 )    + (czz   ' £00 j 

1 
(2) 

£. = effective strain 
i 

err' i00> £zz = radial, tangential, and vertical strain respectively 

v = Poisson's ratio 

The value of effective strain is compared with the yield strain.  If the yield strain is ex- 

ceeded, the effective modulus for the next element is calculated from the following expression 

(see sketch) 

E. = E n + -i-(i . n)     (3) 
i       o      e. 

i 

En = initial elastic modulus 

a   = uniaxial yield stress 

n = ratio of plastic to 
initial modulus 

Eff,   Strain 

The procedure is repeated until a innvergoti solution is found.   The number of approximations 

depends on the particular proWv---., 

The use of the effective iti^*ss-strain relation to generalize one-dimensional results to 

three-dimensional stress-bi. am relationship assumes that the material remains Isotropie 

after the change in modulus.   This is not necessarily true in non-linear elastic analysis. 

TTME-DEPENDENT (CREEP) ANALYSIS 

A method of successive approximation is used to solve this problem.  This requires, that 

u each time, the repeated solution of the following equation be obtained: 

Q.^ = [K].^ [u].n (4) 

The above equation indicates the i    approximation at the n    time. 

The relationship between stress, strain, and time is given by: 

., n.m ,rx t = e    + Kcr t       5) o 

£ = (TE   +Ka11tm (6) o 
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E[ti=r—^m (7) £      1 + E K(jn lt o 

where 

E   = initial modu'us o 

a = effect ve stress 

e = effective strain 

It Is assumed that the change In modulus with time Is such that the material remains Iso- 

tropie.   The first computation is made at t - 0 and Is the simple elastic solution.  At the next 

time Interval, a new modulus Is computed from equation 7, and a new stress distribution ob- 

tained.   This is checked for convergence with the previous stress distribution.  Convergence 

Is measured by the change in effective stress.  If convergence is not satisfactory, the new 

stress distribution is used to compute a new modulus for every element and the analysis re- 

peated.  When satisfactory convergence Is found, the analysis moves to the next time Interval. 

The procedures used In this project employ a total deformation type of theory. 
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DESIGN OF UNDERGROUND OPENINGS TO WITHSTAND STATIC LOADS* 

W. R. Judd 
School of Civil Engineering 

Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana 

ABSTRACT 

The efficient design and construction of underground openings requires that a 
theoretical method be found that will permit a reliable prediction of sale spans 
and shapes and efficient supports for such openings. Although many theories 
exist that purport to accomplish these objectives, most underground openings 
still are built on the cut and try or empirical method. A primary difficulty in ob- 
taining the necessary theory has been an inability to validate the theory by mea- 
surements on the prototype.   The present research project is attempting to over- 
come this difficulty. Strain measurement data from seven underground openings 
of various size, shapes and geology are being analyzed. Concurrent with this 
analysis, a modified finite-element is being used to predict the same strain data 
for each of the openings.  When the finite-element method and prototype measure- 
ment data are not similar, geological data for each of the openings are being intro- 
duced into the finite-element method.   By this latter approach, it is hoped that a 
suitable finite-element method can be formulated to predict the desired parameters 
for under-ground openings. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many underground openings have been and are being built for various purposes.   The 

most permanent of these house underground power stations, military and civil defense com- 

mand and control centers, and military and industrial archives.  Of a somewhat less perma- 

nent nature are the variety of openings required for the extraction of ore.   And, of least per- 

manency, are those required for housing underground nuclear tests.  However, regardless of 

the requirements for permanency and although innumerable openings have been excavated suc- 

cessfully, they commonly present an unsolved problem:  the lack of a reliable theory for the 

efficient design and construction of an underground opening. 

*This paper discusses the following research project funded by the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency and being conducted at the Purdue University School of Civil Engineering by 
the author and Professor Wm. Perloff:   "Strain Distribution Around Underground Openings - 
Comparison Between Computed Results and Prototype Measurements."  Most of the included 
discussion on finite element analysis has been prepared by Professor Perloff. 
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THEORETICAL APPROACHES 

Many theories have been proposed for the correct design of underground openings.  The 

objectives of these theories are to permit selection of the correct shape, span, and type of 

support that will maintain a stable opening under static loads.  However, there is wide variance 

in the philosophy of these theories.   For example, one of the earliest and most frequently used 

theories requires that the full weight of rock that overlies the opening per se has to be supported 

either by fabricated supports or by the rock around the periphery of the opening.  This theory 

generally results In an Inefficient design because it does not consider certain Inherent proper- 

ties of the rock, such as Its shear strength.  Other theories have been developed that presume 

to compensate for this latter factor by making the assumption that the burden above an opening 

will be supported by various-sized blocks of rock that extend beyond the boundaries of the 

opening.  One of the earliest examples of the latter approach was the theory developed by 

Blerbaumer.* He proposed that the load acting on the tunnel has a parabolic configuration. 

The base of t e parabola   as at the roof of the tunnel and the width of the base (B) was deter- 

mined by subtending an angle of 45° + ^ upwards from a horizontal line coincident with the 

floor or invert of the tunnel as shown c - figure 1.  ((|> is the measured or estimated angle of 

Internal friction for the rock.)  The height of the parabola was assumed to be equal to the depth 

of the tunnel roof beneath the ground surface times a coefficient K.  For tunnels whose depth 

is less than five times the width of the base of the parabola, the value for this coefficient seems 

to be determined primarily by experience.  However, Blerbaumer did propose the following 

formula for K: 

tan <t> tan2 (4 5° - ^H 
K = 1 \ |f_ 

b + 2 tan   45° - |j 

where b Is the proposed width for the tunnel, h Is the proposed height of the tunnel, and H is 

the distance between the ground surface and the roof of the tunnel.  Blerbaumer also indicated 

that K would have a value of 1 for very "small" * overburden depths and whenever H is greater 

than 5B, K = tan4 US0 - |j. 

A number of other theories presume the formation of a pressure bulb above the tunnel 

and relate the roof load to the depth of the tunnel beneath the surface.  This type of approach 

was followed by theories that Ignored the depth of the tunnel beaeath the surface and assumed 

there would be natural arching In the rock above the tunnel.   The problem thus becomes one of 

calculating the shape of this arch to determine the weight of the rock within the bounds of the 

arch.  An example of this approach Is the theory proposed by the Soviet investigator, M. M. 

*Szechy, K., The Art of Tunnelling, Akademlal Klado, Budapest, 1966, pp. 191-194. 

'*The term "small" Is not given a numerical value. 
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Protodyakonov.    His theory presumes that the area of the parabolic arch immediately above 
2 the tunnel is equal to ^ bh, where b is the width of the roof of the tunnel and h is the height of 

h 9 
the parabola or , .        .  The load per unit length on the roof is 3 bhy wherein y is the unit 

weigh* of the rock (in Kg/m ) or ^y r—-r.   Protodyakonov established the tan 0 value as 
o   tan *p 

fo'.lows: 

2 
To« A. - Unconfined Compressive Strength (Rock) (kg/cm ) lan 0 = jpg   . 

The above-described theories and their numerous modifications occasionally produce 

satisfactory designs for underground openings.  However, these theories all have the common 

fallacy of not providing for the geological defects that normally are present in a rock system. 

Furthermore, in practice there have occurred geological situations where a flat-or trapezoidal- 

shaped roof was stable whereas an arch-shaped roof in the same rock system had tended to be 

unstable.  An example of the latter occurred during the pilot excavations for the Poatina under- 

ground power station in Tasmania. Despite several attempts to excavate pilot tunnels with an 

arch roof, the roof continually broke away toward a flat roof.  Based upon these field experi- 

ences and upon laboratory simulations by photoelastic models, the chamber was constructed 

with a trapezoidal roof.  This roof has proved stable during the past three years of operation. 

In this case, the rock system primarily was constituted of a series of horizontal sedimentary 

rocks that were relatively free of vertical discontinuities.  A curious point raiseu by this lat- 

ter experience and one that indicates the weaknesses in our theories is that generally theory 

and laboratory experiments show that a rectangular-sluiped opening will have undesirably high 

stress concentrations at the corners of the rectangle; theoretically, the most desirable distri- 

bution of stresses occurs around a circular-shaped opening. 

The fundamental difficulty with the described theoretical approaches is that unrealistic 

assumptions have to be made before a numerical result can be obtained.   For example, all of 

these theories presume a material that has a linearly elastic response and is homogeneous 

and Isotropie.  Thus, these assumptions disregard the following conditions that almost always 

prevail in the prototype:   (1) geological defects or discontinuities in the rock system that can 

inhibit or overwhelm the elastic response of the real media; and (2) the effect of time on the 

strain distribution around an opening that has to maintain stability for a considerable period 

of time.  An almost equally significant factor that would have to be considered in a realistic 

theory is the ambient-stress condition in the rock system.  That is, the walls or invert of the 

opening may be considerably deformed by lateral pressures that are considerably higher than 

♦Ibid, Szechy, pp. 213-217. \ 

**"Rock system" designates the mass within which the opening is located, and includes 
the physio-mechanical properties of the rock, all geologic discontinuities, ambient stresses, 
and other environmental factors that can influence the distribution of strain around the opening. 
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the vertical pressures; and this may occur even for those openings that are located in reason- 

ably flat topography and at moderate depths.  Another Influence can be anisotropy In the physico- 

mechanical properties of the rock element* and the rock system, and the resultant response to 

external loads.  For example, it has been theorized that when Young's modulus of a rock ele- 

ment is at least 25 percent greater in one direction than in a direction normal to it, there can 

be a significant redistribution of stress around an opening excavated in such material. [11 

THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

In conducting the stress analysis of continuous, or quasi-continuous bodies it is frequently 

necessary to seek appropriate solutions.  One such approximation is the discretization of the 

body into a number of simple elements of finite size which are interconnected at a finite num- 

ber of points.  The approximation becomes useful when the individual elements are required to 

deform (or transmit stress) in such a way that the assembled elements respond to imposed 

conditions in approximately the same fashion as the actual body for which the approximation 

has been developed.   The primary advantage of such an approach is that the partial differential 

equations describing the solution of a stress analysis problem in a continuum can, for suitably 

chosen elements, be reduced to a number of simultaneous algebraic equations.  The availability 

of large high-speed digital computers makes the solution of such equations a much simpler 

problem than direct solution of the governing differential equations. 

If proper consideration is to be given to all of the factors that can influence the behavior 

of a rock system, the analytical method selected for the opening design must be capable of the 

following: 

1. Numerical simulation of the physico-mechanical properties of individual rock ele ■ 
ments; 

2. Numerical simulation of the behavior of a system that is comprised of an agglomera- 

tion of such elements; and 

3. The transference of deformation of each rock element to each adjacent element and 

substquently to the boundary of an opening excavated in such a system. 

Therefore, because of the discretized nature of the rock system the finite element approach 

makes it possible to consider the response of such anisotropic, inhomogeneous, discontinuous 

and multiply-connected bodies.  The details of the basic method of finite analysis have been 

presented by Zienkiewicz and Cheung in a 1967 publication [2].   For purposes of this discussion 

it is sufficient to note that a wide variety of plane stress, plane strain, and axisymmetric stress 

analysis problems for linearly elastic continuous media have been solved.  For example, in 

lrfG6 there were a series of papers published that used the finite-element method to investigate 

stresses around cavities of arbitrary shape in an elastoplastic material; [3) to analyze circular 

*The "rock element" Is one of the intact pieces of rock that comprise the rock system. 
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tunnels in layered rock systems; [4| to analyze a square opening in a system that contains 

faults [5) and to study the effect of inhomogeneity and nonlinear behavior in the rock system 

[6,7]. 

The finite element method selected for our study was developed at the IIT Research Insti- 

tute by Constantino and Wachowski [8, 9j.  This program initially was developed to predict 

free-field response to shock effects, however, we have adapted it for the static load condition 

and for operation on the CDC 6500.  When possible, consideration is being given to horizontal 

prestress In the rock mass, and anlsotroplc response of the solid rock material. 

A major difficulty with this and other finite-element methods Is that total deformation in 

a system generally Is computed by permitting movement only at the nodal points of the elements. 

Therefore, there is no input of the effect of shear friction forces that would exist along the In- 

terfaces between the discrete elements in the grid.  And yet, such forces may exercise a sig- 

nificant influence on the ultimate deformation behavior of the rock system.  For example, 

there are numerous underground openings with relatively large spans where the roof Is Inter- 

sected by faults or fractures that resulted In prismatic or wedge-shaped blocks; yet these 

blocks remain in place because of the frlctlonal forces on the block Interfaces.   Furthermore, 

the present code may be Inadequate to predict the measured response of the rock mass to tun- 

neling because of the time-dependent response of the rock mass as measured in the field. 

THE EMPIRICAL APPROACH 

The present research project has been undertaken with a full awareness of the inherent 

weaknesses in the theoretical methods that will be investigated.  However, we believe that if 

the existing methods do not provide the desired results, they can be suitably modified to pro- 

duce the correct answers.   This latter belief brings us to what might be termed the proof of 

the pudding. 

The obvious method for evaluating the accuracy of any theory on stress distribution 

around an opening is to compare the theoretical prediction with actual measurements of strains 

around an as-bullt underground opening.  For somt time it has been possible to measure the 

deformation on the skin of the opening by various types of strain measuring devices.  However, 

It was not until the comparatively recent development of such instruments as measuring bolts, 

[10] the CSIR "Doorstopper" Gauge, [11] and borehole extensometers that It has been possible 

to measure deformations and strains at some distance into the rock away from the opening 

boundary.   Thus, currently there are available strain data at varying distances from an opening 

boundary; this now makes It possible to verify the validity of current theories that purportedly 

predict stresses around openings. 

To establish some standardization In our approach, that Is, to minimize the number of 

variables, we decided to use measurement data from underground openings that had been In- 

strumented with the multiple borehole extensometer or the "MPBX," as it is commonly called 
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(li^ure 2).   This type of instrument provides a direct measurement of deformation or strain on 

the walls of the borehole into which the instrument is inserted.   Secondly, the MPBX can be 

anchored at a depth in the borehole where the ambient stress field can be expected to not be 

Influenced by the presence of opening.   (Theoretical analyses, that have been supported by oc- 

casional field measurements, indicate that the influence of the opening on the ambient stress 

field can be expected to considerably diminish and probably become negligible at a distance 

from the opening boundary that is equal to approximately one and one-half times the diameter 

of the opening.) 

To accomplish our objectives, the initial step in our research has been to select a group 

of excavated openings that have the following characteristics: 

(1) They are instrumented with MPBX's, 

(2) They have commonly constructed shapes such as circular and horeshoe cross-sections, 

and, 

(3) They vary in total span or width. 

Although it would have been desirable, it was not possible to select openings that were all 

in the same type of rock.   The openings that were selected as meeting these requirements are 

illustrated in figure 3.  They range from the almost rectangular Straight Creek Pilot Bore 

Tunnel that is 12-ft high by 14-ft wide to the Swiss Veytaux Underground Power Plant Chamber 

that is 98-ft wide and 91-ft high.   In add 'on, although not instrumented with the MPDX, it was 

considered desirable to include measurement data from portions of the NORAD Underground 

Control Center Complex.   This Complex has chambers that range from 32-ft wide by 56-ft high 

to 45-ft wide by 60,5-ft high, and, as shown in figure 3, have chamber intersections with con- 

siderably greater spans.   The rock types in the openings that were selected range from shales 

and sandstones to granites y.nd granite-gneisses.   The geological situations vary from horizon- 

tally layered sediments to complexly jointed igneous rocks. 

At the present time the measurement data from the instruments in these tunnels is being 

analyzed on a CDC 6500 computer and the resulting strain diagrams are being drawn by a 

CALCOMP plotter attached to the computer.   To obtain a reasonable evaluation of these plots, 

it is necessary to select those readings in the continuous rate-of-strain diagrams that will be 

most useful for comparison with theoretical predictions.   (A typical set of such diagrams is 

shown in figure 4.)   Therefore, it was decided to select the strain readings at three different 

time periods for each instrumented cross-section:  the first set would be those obtained im- 

mediately after initiation of the instrument readings; the second set would be those readings 

that appear to represent the maximum strain measured; and the final set would lie those that 

represent the strain situation after the stresses at the selected location appear to have stabil- 

ized.  During the evaluation, the selected strain diagrams will be compared with the position 

of the working face at the time the strains were measured. 
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Concurrent with these t valuations, the finite-element method will be used to predict the 

strain distribution at each of these instrumented cross-se 'ions.   Input data for the initial pre- 

diction will be the opening geometry and the actual rock properties that have been determined 

by the laboratory and or field tests.   The results from the finite-element analyses then will be 

visually compared to each of the three sets of CALCOMP strain plots.   If, as we suspect, the 

finite-element results show evident dissimilarity to the prototype measurement plots, modifica- 

tions will l)e introduced into the finite-element code.   The first such modliicalion will l>e an 

attempt to simulate in the finite-element model any ^culoglcal discontinuities or features of 

rock element In-havlor that seem most likely to influence the response of the rock system in 

the vicinity of the Instrumented cross-sections.   These features include non-linear constitutive 

relationship (i.e., elastoplastlc I, joints and faults, |t2|, and lime-dependent material response. 

CONCLUSION 

We expect this study to determine If varying (he sue »I an opening will cause an appreci- 

able perturbation in the strain-distribution puitern.  According to elastic theory, Ihr »i/e 

should have no influence on the stress-concentration lactors nor on the slratn-distrlbutlon pat- 

tern: however, practical experience has shown that the Large, (he span of (he opening, (he grea(ei 

the number of geological delects that will be rncumpassed by (he opening txiundary.   Therefore, 

at some presently unknown but critical ratio between opening size and site of geological drlects, 

i!ii   latter should dominate any elastic influence lha( might occ ir in the rock syslem surrounding 

(he opening.   In addldon, the analyses of several openings (hat luve increasingly larger maxi- 

mum spans will permit us to evaluate (he feasibility <i| extrapolating (IM- behavior ol »null 

openings to (hose (ha( are considerably larger.   Ami, llnally, (lie overall resulls Ironi (he re- 

search should enable us (•> evaluate (he rrltabllKy ol Itntti -element methods in predicting (he 

static stabllltN of an underground opening (hal Is located In a rock syslem (hat ron(aln» ills 

conllnjldes. 

For (his meeting on •eismic coupling, «e *er« asked to comment <>n resuKs from <iur 

. u:i rut research in (he use uf slatlsdi jl melhuds to correlate rock properties.    The inKUl 

detailed reKull» Iron» this research currently are bring publlnlted us 4 nrparale umbn»tiled 

dix umenl (ha( «III be available from (he DIX'.   Thl* document also »ill contain (he lor mal ami 

coding used lor (he analynls.   The (Kle ol (hi» document is 'Correlating Hock Prupertlei by 

Slallsdcal Medtod*     The Computer Furmal and Some Initial Rrsulls," (his reporl «ill be pub- 

lished by the I'urtlur Hesrarch Foundation in February   \9M. 
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A NKAH FIELD STUDY BY OPTICAL TECHM1QUES OF THE GENERATION AM) 

PROPAGATION OF SEISMIC WAVES FROM EXPLOSIONS IN 
PRESTRESSED MODELS 
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An  K^ri <• ('.lMlllrl<^^;<■ Rrsrurrh lailmrjtorirH 

L. Ci. M.inNoim Firld 
Rfdliird, M.INH.»( huM-lls 

T    I. AhrrnM 
Cjlllnrnu Iiwdlulr nl  Trrhnnlncv 

P.iK.Klftui, Callfornu 

M   N. T.ki»../ 
KLIHHJI IIUM-IIH IIIHIIIUII  nl Trrhwilmcv 

CinitirKiK«', MJ»»-II IIUMIIä 

ABSTRACT 

A luiml« i nl ilM'<>rrlii al i .ill ul.ii i -n"« luvt- I«'« n in.i<1< <il jnlii ip^lrd iMirhro- 
mal •   .mil 45" iiuirltnic pllrrl» In U   rspriti^l »hrn I' JIMI S »avm pi   |UK-<(>' in 
riic<l 4 prrnlrriiMcd In IrnaUtn ^r i«h«*.«r.   TIM- DBUII» ur«- i»lt<p»n JB I r'-ni» »rrHoiui 
■ ■I ll>-   «avrli rni »ilh nukimum nhf-jrlnt; Mrr«» plulird .i» J lunrlion ■•! dlalanrr 
Iruni (IM- Hh>>l|>>lnt '«Uli .i/iimilli, lint«', .iinl anipllludc ja purJtui-lrr».   On Ihr IMKIH 

nl thriM-  »pa« ul ■ .IMN .i numlirr "I dlttllnrlivr uplli il |Wii IK nit I\.I .iir  |>i ■ <1|< (<'<l     A 
iV IIIM . nlituill'.  iM-IVkiTii V .ii»! S «j\r  !•».•< In i< •> Inr IIM   uiml r • <•<< >l rakr, .i Irn- 
drnrv l<>r Ihi- |i><>< llnli » In hriadcn .uxl PHVPII p llu' IIMK hronulli * In nittimB «lirn- 
V .UMI S .ire »uprrlmiaikrd, llu- dp»i 1   pimnl <>l arrrallolUi in MM  dviunilr liMM'llnii K 

in UM   prrnrnrr i4 .i prr»lrr»»lni: llrld \irlcliiit- J pi>«-uil<< -1»-« hrinulii  jppi-jrjiur 
In Ihr tno« llnli K «khrn vkrwfd rii<>n<>i l.r<imaUrjlh JIMI J t;rnrrj| kiini|jril\ hplwt-rn 
IIM   dviumli   <ipl|i il rllrrl» ubiM-fvrd  in Irnnllf Jt¥l itlx-jf   pir nl ri'KM-d itu-tlU. 

A m«lfl KIIMIN ul IIM   ^rnr rulNm .UMI pr<'(Xi^jUnn nl ■>• IMI.I.   »avra Irmn r«plo- 
Hl'inn in KUKH JIMI IMCXI^UKK IIKMII-IK prralrrnard In Irnatun Jini »IM JI   .il varlou» 
Irvrlk UJM MLidr uMlnt; dviunili   phiili>rUirflrll>  .IIKI A htt;li »pr«-<l nt«i(|un plrlurr 
tjii><-|.i In trimil UM   olmr I \ JIIIIIIH,     HM-  IIMM hr onulli   .IIKI iMtrilnli   rllrrl» Ihrn- 
ii-ll> .ill\   prrdlrlrd »i-ri   nbarrvrd, 

AJIUISKI» "I IIM  IIMUIIIII   iijiktn«; ptM-ni-iiiriu in llu- tiitnllv ul lltr »hnl pi>lnl 
litdli .ilrd I:>N<I 4f:rrrnirnl brlwrrn IIH-    I'wtMil Irrnutul vvUx llu » nl < rarka JIUI 

IhiiM- prrdltlrd In   MJI^IIIKJ, JIKI IXII.IIM-\ JIMI Rrarr unh ul UM- hlKhrl  prralrraa 
Irvrlk,    In nlhi-i   i«m»(lh ll.«r«- «jn Iraa j^rft'mrnl IM-IVII-I-II Ihr nl>arr\«-<l i r arklin; 
phrnnnu lut JIM. jvallalilr rrark pmptticjlinit Ihrortra. 

INTHODl ( TIOS 

V>( nil i< (|u< uih IIM   M-tamii  radUllon !i   m   n»!« I^I   UIK! IIU< l«jr rspluaiima ninlaina atrnnit 

h  n/   UIJII, piiUri/rd mmpinrnla,   Thr <|ji r»ii. n . ! th<   rrtaltvr kt^ntlltanrr in produrtiti: llu» 

jitnmjlouk radtallon ul (»••»ihlr iii«-> lunmntK kat h Jk atmrcr trrrKuUrlllra, !<>< j| inli.iiu.fciiM il\ 

JIMI unlklrnpv  in Ihr r>hnl pninl vl< inil\ , ini«tr ronvrralon jltmn IIM- ILIM-I (xtlh JIMI lr< Innu 
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prestrt'ss In the source reKlun has never been fully evaluated.   Fur a more detailed discussion 

o( the problem as viewed at telesetsmtc distances reference is made to Tokso/. j 11. 

In order to better understand the complicated near source phenomena which miKhl be con- 

trlbutlng to the anomalous far field observations a model study has been undertaken by the 

authors.   Figure I shows the essential elements of the apparatus.   The argon Imb light source 

presents a brilliant 100 jisec flash to the focus of the Fresnel lens, the front surface mirror 

turns the light parallel to the main »pile axis of the system and a paraxial beam Is projected 

through the system.   The polarizer and analyzer can In- of either the linear or rlrrularly po- 

larizing type.   When linear polarization was used the optical elements were maintained al 45" 

to the horizontal.   The model was supported inside a framework (see figure 2' which permitted 

th» development of a wide range of prestress types and intensities.   Dynamic hading of Ihe 

model was achieved by means of mild detcullng fuze as shown.   The fuze length wai cut and 

detonated so (hat Ihe shock entered the glass simultaneously from I- 'h sides.   Ilecordlng of 

the detailed dynamic cracking and wave generation phenomena in the immediate vlrlnlly of Ihe 

shut point was obtained by the high speed camera which took 25 pictures with exposure limes 

from 0.02 to 0.7 microseconds.   The far field phenomena at 20 cm from Ihe shot point wrre 

recorded by means of strain jcauges disposed along a circular arc about the shot point and 

oriented usually at 45" to the radius vector from Ihe shot point.   Figure 2 is a photograph of 

the straining frame actually developed for the project.   Note the hydraulic pumps and rams 

used lo synthesize Unston and shear at various intensilies within Ihe model.   Most of Ihe other 

elements of Ihe system, except the framing camera, are also visible.   The mild delonating 

fuze system of dynamic loading used In this experiment was arrived at after considerable lest- 

i\ng, looking for Ihe most truly radial ■ourcc available.   The success of this effort can IM- judged 

from figure 3 which is a shot in 1   8 In. glass without prestress and using circularly polarized 

light.   Further details of Ihe apparatus used ate given in Ahiens [2|. 

The optical effects observed on the high speed photographs from this expenmenl were 

rather ((implicated and evaluation »f these is still taking place.   This paper is a progress re- 

port on Ihe results lo Ihe time of writing. 

CAULLATlON OF SPECIAL C.VJES 

Theoretical calculation from mathematical models of anticipated optical results were 

made. 

A polar coordinate system (r, " I was used in which th»» direction "     0 corresponded to 
r 

the applied compreHSion axis in the real model and "      . to Ihe tension axis.   In figure 4 these 

reUtlonshipa are i lariiied and Ihe basic quantities being calculated iitdlcaled.   The radius of 

the shot hole is "a" and its center is taken as r    0.   A plane stress situation al any point (r, 

) can be adequately described by the three stress components (,J , '   , r    ) from which the 

orientation of the plane across which the maximum shearing stress occurs f* • . relative to 

the radius vector from the shot point) and its magnitude IT    I can be calculated from the for- 

mulae of figure 4. 212 



Whrn monuchromaltr circularly polarlicd licht is used to view a stress silualton in the 

optical path the licht JVISMIX^ through the stressed model emerges polan/.ed in two orthogonal 

directions parallel to the principal stress dlrectloiis in the plane o( the plate.   Kach o( the two 

polarized In-ams rxpertenrrs a different velocity in traversing the model so that an interfer- 

ence effect is observed when the brama are combined bv passage through Ihr analv/.er.   The 

fringes so produced are railed isochromalics and are proportional to the maximum sheanng 

stress.   The «dnstanl II( proporllorulltv Is wavelength (h'pendent so that in »hit«- light the l»o- 

chronvallr effect is a mulll-colored interference pattern.   For purposes of theoretical calcula- 

tion the isochromalics cai. IM  adequatelv descrllwd (I.e., to within a multlpln alive Kinstanl i hv 

tali ulallng .   In plane i» l.u i.-nl light IIM- ist'thromallcs are aliw> <>(>M'rved but an addl- 
m 

tloiul set <>f extinctions, called the inoclmics, is seen wherever the principal stress directions 

.ne parallrl to DM- pkiss directions of th<- potarl/er and aiulv/er. If ' is the orientation of the 

polai l/er It will IM- a|)p.trenl from figure 4 that the is icllnlc condition is 

or 

t 

• •i 

'■"2 J 

UbvlousU an ade<)ualr drtrrlpllon of the isoclinlcn in obtained In <alculallng * a» shown in 

figure 4,   A more detailed quantitative description o| dsnamic ph. I.-< l.isii. il\ lor  selsmb 

modelling is given In Thomson |3|. 

Die stress conditions in simple rvllndrlral I' ami S waves tan IM- approximated il< •>< i llntl 

as in figure '> »here 

A   , A    ate Hie aniplltudeR of  I* and S 
P      » 

.  ix Poikkon's rail" 

y and (> are the unit time (unctions (»r». rllw-d in figure 6.   (Simplv l«elng 360" o( a »ine 

wave m «-at h < JM-. 

Numerical values used .in- 

I.       C        12.8 
P        P 

I.       C       6.9 
i s 

".-« 
•13 

OKta 



No attempt was mad« to match these values tu any specific case, however they bear some 

■ImlUrttY tqrthe waveforms, duration, Polsson's ratio and velocities actually obtained In Plexi- 

glass In this experiment. 

Two types of prestress have been primarily used    tension and shear.   The stress distri- 

bution around a ho'e is Klven In (Igure 7 for each of thest- static cases. 

In all calculations the unit of distance IH (he hole radius.    Hif unit of stress used was 

chosen such that for both tension and shear prestress fields 

Llm ('  ) 1 
r-x    r^ 

(I.e., »     1 in IlKure 7). 

The simple case of the I* and S wave» of figure 5 propuKallnK from a common source was 

ronslderrd first.   Amplitude levels chosi-n wire A        1,0 and A       0.1.   Calculations were per- 

formed dlKltallv at all limes and (he results presented in anal >g form In figure B.   A( each 

(Ime a graph or a cross secdon is shown itlving the absolute value of the maximum shearing 

stress I r     I as a function of distance Irom (he shot point, and a contour map of  I;     I on the m r~     i r m 
(r.   'I plane with a contour interval of  lAr    i     0.02.   No(e (hat J( a (Ime T     3.0 (he two waves 

m 
P and S aie separa(ed bu( tha( a( parlier (imes more compllcaled  I r     , cross secdons are ob- 

(ained due (o inleracdon between the (wo wave (ypes.   The maps are in all cases simple con- 

centric rings for both P and S so we would anllclpute thai distinction between (he (wo wave 

types on (he basis of Ihr IsochrontalK effecls displayed here could only be oblalned (hrough 

(he use of (Ime dlstancr plots for successive fringes.   Figure 3 shows observed P and S Isu- 

chromades which should be ounparrd with (hose predicted (or ideally simple P and S waves in 

(Mrure H. 

.n all of (he rsprrimrnlal work (he »ricnladon   '' oi (IM- polarizer .ind analyzer pass direc- 

tions was al ib" lo (he horUuntal so Hut K is adc-quaic- (or isoillnic purposes here (o calculale 

oaly (he 4%" isorltnic.   Ktgure 0 shows ih<  rt-sults of (his calculation (or (he simple P and S 

wave situadon described above.   At all pointt of the digital data where (he condKion 

-'     " • ♦     4 '21 

was lullllled, a solid < irele was drafted unlo figure H.   The results are shown in figure 9.   Tie 

black nrrles are (hen (he point» actually lalcutaivd (or a condnuous locus    (he 45° isocllnlc. 

In a »implr i vlindn>al I' «rave with the dluplacrmrut nornul 'o (he wave Iron! and of (he same 

valur for all     when r in constanl (hen thr principal »(rrss dlrecdons are radial and (angendal 

awl (he i ormponding iMM Inur» de along radii inclined at 45° (o (he horizontal.   Similarly in 

a simplr S wave with (ti»pla<rmrnt Ungrnlial u> ifu  wavelront (he principal stress direcdon 

will be a( ii" (o K atd Ihr irnultliHC I MM linn • »hould lie along radii inclined at 0° and 90" to 
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the horizontal.   This sharp discontinuity of 45° between P and S wave isoclinic behaviour is 

readily observed in figure 9 particularly at later times such as T ^ 3.0 whore the two waves 

are clearly separated.  Study of figure 9 gives an indication of the isoclinic effects to be antici- 

pated when P and S waves overlap.  Note how the isoclinics tend to wrap around the isochro- 

matics at the times from 1.0 to 2.0 where the more rapidly propagating and spreading P wave 

has undergone sufficient geometric attenuation for its amplitude levels to be comparable to S. 

At times earlier than 1.0 the superior amplitude of P relative to S (i.e., 10 to 1) overrides any 

contribution from S and the only isoclinics observed are those characteristic of P. 

Figure 10 is a framing camera sequence with interframe time of 4.162 microseconds in 

unstressed 1/16 in. Plexiglass.   The amplitude level produced is not high enough at any point 

to observe a single isochromatic fringe, the optical intensities observed being due to fractional 

fringe orders and the optical minima being either zero order isochromatics, isoclinics, or 

smoke from the mild detonating fuze.   Comparison between the observations of figure 10 and 

the predictions of figure 9 enable the details of the former to be uniquely identified.  These in- 

clude the tenpilp ppd compressive portions of P, the zero order isochromatic separating them, 

the P isoclinic, the S wave ana its associated isoclinic.  Confirmation of these identifications 

was made by making time distance plots of all phases.   Plate P and S wave velocities observed 

on this shot were 237,000 cm/sec and 128,000 cm/sec. 

The next step in calculational complexity was taken by adding the P wave of figures 5 and 

6, with A   = 10, to the tension field of figure 7.   The resulting IT    I effects vary with azimuth 

(") so figure 11 has been prepared showing cross sections in two orthogonal directions parallel 

and perpendicular to the tensile axis and for seven sequential times.  Inspection of (- - a 
successive IT    I cross sections (for any one D) in figure 11 will enable the reader to easily 

identify the static and dynamic portions of the field.   Note that the original time function is re- 

covered in the direction I) ~ 0° for times of T = 3.5 or more where excursions of the dynamic 

waveform are not less than the average value of the static field.   Closer in (i.e., at shorter 

times) this condition is violated and the lower half of the wave is distorted.   At even shorter 

times (T = 1.0 or less) the apparent distortion of the waveform becomes even more marked. 

Note that at times greater than T = 1.0 the dynamic effects observed at any one time for ii = 0 

are reversed with respect to those at   ' = ^. 

As an additional test of the ability of the method to recover the original time function in 

the presence of a static prestress figure 12 was prepared.   At seven times and using the same 

prestress for a fixed azimuth IT    I cross sections are displayed for two amplitude values of 

the P wave.  Note that to within an additive constant of n the original waveform is immediately 

apparent at T = 1.5 for the lower amplitude level of A   ^ 1.0 but that it does not become appar- 

ent at the higher level of A   - 10.0 until the later time T = 3.0. 

In order to better understand the effects of P and S waves propagating together in a medium 

stressed in tension, figures 13, and 14, were prepared.  A fixed time has been taken ui T = 2.0, 
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For this situation the P wave exists for 26 s r ^ 13 while the S wave lies in 14 ^ r S 7 so that 

the entire waveform is defined for 26 s r s 7.  The P and S amplitude used are A   = -10 and 

A   = 10.  In both figures cross sections have been prepared at 0 intervals of 10° to give an in- s 
dication of the azimuthal variation.  In figure 13 the ordinate for each cross section is IT    I 

m 
while in figure 14 it is {0 + <|)).   The isoclinic condition of equatior. 1 is indicated in figure 14 

by heavy dotted lines.  Whenever the solid curve (" + 0) intersects these dotted lines the iso- 

clinic condition will be fulfilled.  All such points have been noted on figure 13 by superimposing 

a little circle on the IT    I curve at the isoclinic position indicated by figure 14.  By careful in- 

spection of figure 13 it will be apparent that the isochromatics associated with the P wave will 

consist of two roughly elliptical minimum contour regions followed by an elliptical maximum 

contour region in the direction 0 ~ 0 while in the direction ('    ^ a similar sequence of contours 

will be observed except that the order is reversed with the maximum contour leading rather 

than trailing.   This should be compared with fl'jure 8 to understand the changes in the isochro- 

matics produced by the prestress.   The change in the isoclinics is even more marked.  Now 

Instead of being segments oi straight lines as In figure 9 they form elliptical closures with 

centers on ') = 0 In one case and ('    s in the other.   In the one direction the Isoclinic closure 

is In the leading portion of P and in the other it is trailing.  The S wave also Is characterized 

by elliptical Isochromatlc closures but in this case the centers lie along the line t) = j.   The S 

wave isoclinic should be compared in figure 13 and figure 14 with figure 9.   The most noticeable 

difference is that the prestress causes "notching" of the Isoclinic.   Instead of the Isoclinic 

being a pair of continuous lines at c    0 and p as In figure 9 It Is now a set of broken lines ap- 

pearing at Isochromatlc peaks for 0 = 0 and along the points of Inflection for 6 = -; In addition 

thi.'re is some spreading of the isoclinics to angles other than 0 and p. 

In order to test the sensitivity of the observations discussed in the preceding paragraph 

to amplitude variations, the calculations on which figures 13 and 14 were based were rerun at 

three amplitude levels of (A   = 10, Ag = 10), (A   = -10, As = 10) and (A   = -100, Ag = 100) for 

a single azimuthal angle 9 = 0.   The results are displayed in figure 15.  Consider the P, or 

leading half of the wave first.  At high amplitude levels (A   = -100) the P waveform given by 

the Isochromatics '.a not noticeably different than that for the unstressed case shown in fig- 

ure 8.  The isoclinic picture for P In figure 15 Is slightly different from the unstressed case 

in that a hint of a very "thin" Isoclinic (i.e.,       -,        - »J is indicated at isochromatlc mini- 

mum positions (r = 19 and 26) whereas no such isoclinic exists at " = 0 in the unstressed case. 

Note that reversing the sign of A   (from 10 to -10) reorganizes the appearance of the waveform 

In such a way that formerly trailing features become leading.  As the amplitude level of P 

drops to A   - 10, a level more comparable with the amplitude of the prestress, then the devia- 

tion of the waveform from the unstressed case becomes more marked.   The behavior of the S 

wave Isochromatics at all amplitude levels for the stressed case of figure 15 differs little 

from the unstressed case of figure 8; however the S wave Isoclinic behavior differs markedly. 

At Intermediate amplitude levels (A   = 10) the S wave Isoclinic has a "notched" or "broken" 
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appearance as noted previously.   As the amplitude level rises to high levels (A       100) the 

amou I of notching is reduced but not eliminated so that this effect seems to be a fairly sensi- 

tive test for the presence of a weak prestressing field.  On the other hand when the S amplitude 

level drops to low levels (A   - 1.0) such that the trace excursions of S are less than the static 

level of the prestress no isoclinics at all are produced, and the isoclinic test for S earlier in- 

dicated in figure 9 is no longer valid. 

Frontispiece displays a framing camera sequence in tension stressed 1/8 in. Plexiglass 

using plane polarized white light.   The interframe time is 4.158 microseconds.   Distance can 

be obtained from the two little triangles shown on each frame as these are ten centimeters 

apart.   The prestress level is (a )       ^114 bars.  Due to the use of white light, rather than 

the monochromatic green used in figure 10, an isochromatic effect is observable giving some 

dynamic amplitude information. 

The P wave can be immediately identifed by the lour leading elliptical closures (isoclinics) 

two in the leading (compressive) portion of the P wave in the direction of the prestress tensile 

axis f" = s-j and two in the trailing tensile portion of the P wave {0 = 0) as predicted in fig- 

ures 14 and 15.  The S wave is immediately identifiable in the trailing portion of the waveform 

by its "notched" isoclines.   This suggests an amplitude level of the same order of magnitude 

as the prestress and certainly greater than that produced in the unstressed case of figure 10. 

Calculations were also performed to estimate anticipated effects when the prestress in 

the medium was shear rather than tensile as in the cases so far discussed.   The same P wave, 

with A   = 10.0, used to calculate figure 11 was used for figure 16 but with the prestress field 

being shear as shown in figure 7.  Note the general similarity to figure 11.  It should be further 

observed that the time function is obtained undistorted in the shear case at shorter times than 

for the tension case.  This is due to the higher value of the prestress assymptote Ir    I m r—» 
for the shear case where IT    i - 1 than for the tension case where IT    I        - 1/2.  Con- m r—30 m r—» 
sequently a wider dynamic excursion of IT    I around the static prestress value (i.e., unity in 

the shear case for large r) is permitted for shear than for tension. 

The same combined P and S wave used in figures 13 and 14 (i.e., A   = -10, A   = 10, T = p s 
2.0) in conjunction with tension prestress has been used in figure 18 in association with a shear 

prestress for two azimuthal angles (* = 0 and ^ to show the isochromatics (i.e., IT    I) as a 

function of distance from the shot point.   The analogous graphs for the tension case are juxta- 

posed with the shear results for comparison.  As in the previous figure the differences between 

the tension and shear cases are very slight.  For the S wave, any wave form differences in the 

isochromatics are not discernible by eye.   For the particular amplitude used (A   = -10) the 

isochromatic minima for P show differences because of the lower static value of IT    I in ten- m 
sion permitting negative excursions in P of any particular value to approach closer to the axis 
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IT! = 0 In the tension case than in the shear case.  At a lower amplitude level of A   this 
m p    « 

effect would not be observed.   The differences In the P waveform between '' = 0 and "    K for a 

fixed prestress type are greater than they are between the two prestress types at a given 

azimuth. 

Figure 17 Is a framing camera sequence from a shot In 1/8 In. Plexiglass prestressed In 

shear such that (a ) ^    - 98 bars.  The interframe time Is 18.32 microseconds.   Recording 

was on color film, with figure 17 being obtained by rephotographlng the color prints.   The view 

Is a closeup of the source region.  The leading edge of the P wave Is partially visible in the 

first frame but only the trailing edge of the S wave is apparent In the last frame.  Comparison 

of Frontispiece with figure 18 does not disclose appreciable differences in the P portion of the 

waveform. Surprisingly there Is clearly less S wave produced In the shear prestressed medium 

than In the tension prestressed medium although the prestress levels were comparable when 

characterized by (a ) 
r('=2 

r—oo 

One of the anticipated problems In this research was that of extracting a possibly small 

dynamic field from a relatively larger static one.  The preceding theoretical calculations sug- 

gest an approach analogous to the problem of determining the response of a vacuum tube from 

Its characteristic curves.   Figure 19 will make this clear.  In this figure note the relationship 

between the principal stress difference (a   - a ), the maximum shearing stress IT    I, the stress 

optic coefficient f , the fringe order number j, and the model thickness d.  "'oth glass and Plex- 
s 

Iglass, the principal model materials used in this experiment, have about the same value for 
0 

f   for monochromatic green Illumination (5460 A) taken to be 816 psl per fringe p< r inch for 
3 ^s 
purposes of the following calculation.  A family of straight lines, of slope ^ can obviously be 

drawn relating Ir    I to j for various model thicknesses.   The two members of this family used in 

the experiment, that is d = 1/8 in. and 1/16 In. are shown.  Any particular value of the tension 

or shear prestress set In the model by the prestresslng frame can be characterized by the 

(CT )        value It produces.   This In turn can be characterized by a (T   )    „ value since for r e=^ 

r—oo 
tension (or compression) and shear respectively 

(3) 

^m'r -X 
1 
2 

K r r-x 

"■1 

<Vr -00 
= (c ) r r~oo 

e-2 

Horizontal lines are drawn on figur" 19 at IT    I values for each shot as determined from equa- 

r—oo 
tlons 3.   The numbers on these lines are the shot numbers, the letters G or P indicate whether 
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Ulass or PlrxiKtass was used and the letters T, C or S indtrale whether the preslress type 

was tension, uniaxtal compression or shear.   The horizontal line rorrespondtng to a particular 

prestress intersects the characteristic line at an operating point as Indicated in (u: .:<   19. 

Tills point will correspond to a background (ringe order which thould agree with that seen In 

the high speed photographs at portions <>( each (rame to which dynamic edect« have not yet 

reached.   At points reached hy the wave the fringe order will rise or (all above or below the 

operating point along the characteristic line lor the model thickness and material used so that 

the stresses corresponding to these fringe orders can be Identified. 

In white light slightly dilferent considerations are required since a colored interference 

pattern is observed rather than the fringe pattern seen in monochromatic light.   Tables are 

available which relate the subjective effect of color to the relative retardation l< between two 

beams of recomblned white light.   The first two orders of this table are shown as the abscissa 

of figure 19 so iluit an observed color can be related to the retardation.   The formulae in fig- 

ure 19 show the retardation to IM* directly proportional to the product of the model thickness 

d and the maximum shearing stress  Ir    I.   The constant of proportionality c i» independent of 

the wavelength of light used, but is not generally tabled.   It can be readily determined from 

knowledge of the stress optic coefficient (    at a particular wavelength.   The values used for 

calculating the characteristic lines in figure 20 were f       H16 p«l per fringe per inch and A 

5460 A.   As In the preceding figure an operating point is determined by comparison of the pre- 

stress set into the model with the observed Itackground color in the high speed pholographlc 

lr.lines and color changes alxiut this background give a roughly quantitative measure of the 

stress changes in the model. 

CRACKING PHENOMENA 

A prominent feature on all shots in glass was dynamic cracking.   Fig-are 21 is a selection 

of six frames, sepuratev' by 8.32 microseconds, of a shot in 1   H m, glass prestressed in tension 

such that ( '   I     _      118 bars for r large.   Note the distinct preference for crack directions 

2 
orthogonal to the tensile axis, whereas in figure 3 where no pre-itress was used it is quite ap- 

parent that the cracks have no preferred direction but luve a n ore or less random radial 

character.   Observe the darkening of the optical field liehind the    rack lips, probably indicative 

of stress relaxation in the stuttered region. 

A number of features of figure 21 display rather clearly Üiroretlcal results predicted in 

earlier figures.   Note the 45" separation between P and S *ave isoclinics, and lite spreading «if 

the isoclinics where P and S overlap as predicted in figure 9.   Observe the serration of (he iso- 

clinlcs, an effect which was anticipated on the lusts of figure 13 and is due to the interaction 

between the dynamic and static fields. 

Several writers indicate that a limiting velocity for the crack lip in brittle tensile fracture 

should exist regardless of the prestress conditions.   Mansmha |4{ gives this value  is 0.631 (tie 
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transverse wave velocity In the medium.   Dulaney and Brace [5| give the following relationship: 

/     C \ 
C - V J 1 (4) 

where C is the crack velocity, C   is the initial half crack length, C is the instantaneous half 

crack length and V   ia the limiting velocity given as 0.38 of the bar wave velocity for Poisson's 

ratio     1 4.   Broberg (6| predicts a limiting crack tip velocity equal to the Rayleigh wave 

velocity In the medium. 

Figure 22 shows the limiting velocities discussed above as dotted lines while the observed 

crack velocities are plotted as closed circles, as a function of the prestress measured by 

ir    I as given from equation 3.   The more intense the prestress the better defined was the 

observed slope ■•( the crack tip time dlstanc? plots.   Time distance plots of six prominent 

cracks in figure 22 showed velocity deviations from the mean of no greater than 4%.   A very 

much larger range of velocities was observed at zero prestress as indicated In figure 21.  At 

the higher prestress levels the observed velocities agreed very well with the limiting velocity 

predictions indicated by both Manslnha [4| and Dulaney and Brace (5|, but deviations became 

more marked at lower stress ievels.   No agreement with Broberg was observed.   There was 

no evidence for the curved time distance plots of crack tips which might be anticipated on the 

basts ol equation 4.  Cracks parallel to the tensile axis propagated much slower than those 

perpendicular to It.   The observed crack velocities showed a convex upward Increase with pre- 

stress.   DeNoyer and Pollack |7| in their study of the cracking of glass plates in flexure also 

found the fracture velocity to increase wltt the available strain energy of the field into which 

the fracture was propagating.  Since the boundary conditi« ns under which these explosion gen- 

erated cracks are produced are greatly different than the conditions considered in references 

|4|, I'M and |6|   the measure of agreement observed is probably more surprising than the dis- 

agreement. 
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FRESNEL LENS POLARIZER 

\   xCOMP B EXPLOSIVE 
DETONATOR 

PORT 

MDF  LOOP 

DETONATOR [BUNKER 

FIGURE 1.  APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION IN A PRE- 
STRESSED MEDIUM 
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FIUURE 2.   PREmtESBING FRAMf 
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FIGURE 3.  DYNAMIC LOADING OF UNSTRESSED GLASS AS SEEN IN CIRCULARLY POLAR- 
IZED LIGHT 
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COORDINATE SYSTEM. 
PRINCIPAL STRESS DIRECTIONS 

AND 
MAXIMUM SHEARING STRESS 

z o 
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UJ 

COMPRESSION 
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(HORIZONTAL) 
•*     +■ 

r     2 Tari    <rr-o; 

Tnr^.o-Jsln^t^COS^l-J) 

[cos2(*tf)-sln2(*±f)] r« 

FIGURE 4.   COORDINATE SYSTEM 
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DYNAMIC   STRESS   FIELDS 

1.   "P"   WAVE 

«r,=J?F(r-cPt) 

cr. = ^.F(r-cpt) 

T,.=  0 

2. "S"   WAVE 

<r, = 0 

<r.= 0 

T,.= ^G(r-c$t) 

FIGLRi: 5.  DYNAMIC STRESS FIEL06 
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TIME   FUNCTIONS 
P  WAVE 

If -Lp^(r-cpt)^ O 
then F(r-Cpt) « sin ^-ir-cJ) 
otherwise     F(r-Cpt)sO 

S WAVE 
If -Ls<(r-c8tUO 
then G(r-cst)» sin-^Cr-Cst) 
otherwise    G(r-cst)sO 

FIGURE 6.   TIME FUNCTIONS 
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STATIC   FIELDS 
TENSION    AROUND   A    HOLE 

(|)=i[l-(f)2]4[l-4(^3(f)4]cos2e 

(f)4[l+(T)2]4[l+3(^)4]cos2e 

(f) = i[l-2(f)2-3m4]sin2e 

SHEAR    AROUND A   HOLE 

(|)=-[l-4(-f)V3(-f)4]cos2e 

(f)=[l+3(^r]cos20 

(*)=[l+2(^)2-3(-f)4]sin2e 
FIGURE 7.  STATIC FIELDS 
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ISOCMROMATICS     OF    A    P   AND   S    WAVE 

PROPAGATING   FROM   A   COMMON    SOURCE 

t •! s s . 

FIGURE 8,   ISOCHROMAT1CS OF A I» AND S WAV! PROPAGATING FROM A COMMON 
SOURCE 
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ISOCLINICS OF A   P AND   S  WAVE   PROPAGATING 
FROM  A  COMMON   SOURCE 

\ , / 
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FIGURE 9.   ISOCLINICS OF A P AND S WAVE PROPAGATING IKOM A COMMON SOURCE 
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FIGURK 10.   FRAMING CAMKKA SEQUENCE IN UNSTRESSED I'LKXIOLASS ISISO PLANK 
POLARIZED LIGHT 
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RADIALLY     SPREADING    P    WAVE    PROPAGATING 
IN    A   MEDIUM    STRESSED   IN    TENSION 

I « • 1 *- -3 a B- 

-* —-« -ft- 

A 

y\f 
-» it et —rt- 

--«  —* « a d '—r^ a 1* *r 1. 

-» • a «• 
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-a a 1. 

-s fl——1> B i.       "1 « <r—7> 
• ■ i » ' w » 

^•••.7 

•t     t—■—<t- 

FIGLRE 11.   RADIALLY SPREADING P WAVE PROPAGATING IN A MEDIUM STRESSED IN 
TENSION 
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RADIALLY    SPREADING    P    WAVE    PROPAGATING 
IN    A   MEDIUM    STRESSED   IN    TENSION. 

AT   TWO   AMPLITUDE   LEVELS 

-rt * 

S \r 

FIGURE 12.  RADIALLY SPREADING P WAVE PROPAGATING IN A MEDIUM STRESSED IN 
TENSION AT TWO AMPLITUDE LEVELS 
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MAXIMUM  SHEARING STRESS FOR  P AND 
S  WAVE   PROPAGATING IN  A  MEDIUM 
PRESTRESSED   IN  TENSION. 

Aps-10 A. :10 

• •20" 

It ft .0 

• •30' 

'•    n      " 

• •40* 

Ti2.0 

• •so* 

FIGURE 13.   MAXIMUM SHEARING STRESS FOR P AND S WAVES PROPAGATING IN A 
MEDIUM PRESTRESSED IN TENSION 
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0*0   FOR F AND S WAVES   PROPAGATING 
IN  A MEDIUM  STRESSED  IN    TENSION. 
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FIGURE 14.       • ♦ ton P AM) S WAVES PROPAÜATtNO IN A MKOILM STRESSED IN 
TENSION 
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EFFECT   OF   P  AND   S   AMPLITUDE   VARIATION   ON    t* 
AND   0++   FOR   A   MEDIUM   STRESSED IN   TENSION. 

0-O« 
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::::^~^ 
10 to so 
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100 
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40 10 so 

Ap--100. A,-100 

tro ■ 
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100 • 

•0 ■ E^E 
10 R 10 to 

FIGURE 15.   EFFECT OF P AND S AMPLITUDE VARIATION ON Tm AND t! ♦ <t> FOR A 
MEDIUM STRESSED IN TENSION 
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P   WAVE  PROPAGATING  IN A MEDIUM 
PRE STRESSED IN  SHEAR 

• >o' • >«o- 
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I 

FIGURE 16.   P WAVE PROPAGATING IN A MEDIUM PRESTRESSED IN SHEAH 
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ISOCHROMATICS   FOR   P WAVE  ♦ S   WAVE 
+  VARIOUS   STATIC   FIELDS 
Af•-10 A,-10 T-2.0 

e-o* 

4.Or 

TENSION 
4.o r 

e-so* 

FIGIRE 17.   taOCHROMATICS FOR I» AND S IN TWO TYPES OF PRFSTRKSS FIELDS 
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FIGURE 18.   FRAMING CAMERA SEQUENCE OF A SHOT IN SHEAR STRESSED PLEXIGLASS 
USING PLANE POLARIZED LIGHT 
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MAXIMUM   SHEARING   STRESS 
vs. 

FRINGE ORDER IN PLEXIGLASS 
USING  MONOCHROMATIC 
GREEN  ILLUMINATION   (5460Ä) 

O^-O^ZT;.-^ 

0.2 0.9 
Fringe order 

0.4 

FIGURE 19.   MAXIMUM SHEARING STRESS vs. FRINGE ORDER 
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FIGURE 20. MAXIMUM SHEARING STRESS vs. RETARDATION AND COLOR 
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FIGURE 21.   FRAMING CAMERA SEQUENCE IN TENSION STRESSED GLASS USING PLANE 
POLARIZED LIGHT 
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HIGH PRESSURE DATA AND EARTHQUAKE MECHANISMS 

R. E. Riecker 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 

L. G. Hanscom Field 
Bedford, Mass. 

SUMMARY 

Since 1961, we have performed experimental rock deformation tests on deep crust and 

upper mantle rock-forming minerals under geophysically realistic conditions of very high tem- 

perature and pressure in order to learn more about the earthquake source mechanism.  Oar 

objectives included determination of the mechanical properties, modes of deformation and poly- 

morphism for enstatite, olivine, plagioclase feldspar, diopside, garuet, a suite of NTS rock 

samples, and several other minerals and rocks. We performed the tests in a high pressure 

opposed anvil shear apparatus, a Birch-type shear squeezer, a 20-kb constant strain-rate 

solid-pressure-medium device, and a large tetrahedral press. Maximum simultaneous con- 

ditions achieved were 100 kb and 1000oC with strain rate variation from 10 /sec to 10" /sec. 

Two significant results have applicadon to the source mechanism problem.  We have ob- 

served dehydration weakening in olivine associated with minor amounts of hydrous serpentine, 

in serpentine, and in NTS tuffs.  The dehydration gives rise to increased pore pressure which 

reduces the effective confining pressure and therefore lowers rock strength (Riecker and 

Rooney, [1]; Riecker and Rooney, [2]).  Dehydration weakening may be an important process 

in causing otherwise strong crust and mantle rocks to yield to low stresses.  The weakening 

noted in NTS tuffs from the Rainier Mesa is of importanct near the shot point of underground 

nuclear explosions in tuff, where the ambient temperature rises above the dehydration temper- 

ature of clinoptilolite (200-300oC). 

Studies on the mechanical behavior of enstafite reveal a possible earthquake source 

mechanism.  Under small shear stresses applied for short duration (as little as one second) 

orthorhombic enstatite inverts to monoclinic clinoenstatite with a small reduction in volume. 

This highly shear sensitive reaction can produce moderate seismic energy, and runs rapidly 

enough to be considered as one possible source mechanism in the mantle (Riecker and Rooney, 

[31). 

Our research program in rock mechanics continues with emphasis on improving under- 

standing of the seismic source mechanism.  Special attention is directed toward study of de- 

hydration weakening in other hydrous rockforming mineral groups, such as the important man- 

tle mineral group amphiboles, and toward a search for additional potential seismic sources as 

suggested by anomalous mechanicrl behavior at high pressure and temperature. 
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ISKI>ST1C DK FORMATION OF  HOCK 

.lohn Handln 
Center for Terto«ophy»lr'> 

TV»» A4M InivprnUv 

ADSTItACT 

When (he c1rlorm.ilton* jrr irtrUsllr, •olulion» In prublrm* tn ruvk mnKanir» 
.in   most iliKi« uU and ran iwldom br esart lor the lollowtnc rvanon«     {<   The nutlr 
rial lit Mrurturally and romposlllonttlh < ompllralrd, and I» nrvrr tdrallv and rare- 
ly even HlallHlicallv (wimmtenrovi» and »»olropi« . enpertally in domain* ol a le« 
cubic melrr« or more.   2     V\r mechanical equation ol »Ute 'M even a uniform ele- 
ment of rock depends al leant upon the Btatea >■( Hiir«« and strain, their time deriv- 
atives, aitd temiM-ralurr.   Ji   VVrhrn one attempts to describe the deformations at all 
realistically, the solutions very »oun become mathematically Intractable. 

This Is not meant to imply that u-e should nut try to obtain meanlnicful solutiuns. 
Thus when the rock Is In the brittle slate and falls wholly or even predominantly by 
shear fracture, we can use the Cuulomb-Mohr criterion of internal friction with an 
uncertainty that Is probably small relative to the many other simplUyl.tc assump- 
tlona necessarily introduced Into a typical problem.   On the other extreme, when 
the rock is fully ductile, we can use the Mlses criterion of ideal plasticity.   How- 
ever, the uncertainty Is Urger because we have Ignored the strain hardening and 
lime de|)endence of yield stress of real rocks.   Furthermore, al the relativel\ low 
temperatures and mean pressures of the tranaitlon between the hydrodynamic and 
elastic /ones associated with a nuilear explosion, the deformatlonal behavior of 
most rocks is neither purely brittle nor fully ductile.   Oir knowledge ol what hap- 
|M n-. here is entirely empirical and still highly limited.   Predictions should be 
laHhloned with caution. 
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THE INELASTIC DEFORMATION OF HOCK 

John Handln 
Ccntrr lor Tertonuphyiiirs 

Tesaa A4.M University 
Collexr Station, Texa» 

When the drlormatlon* arc Inrlaatlr, solution» to pi .Minis m rork mrrhantrH arr most 

dlfdrult and they ran seldom l-- rxart.   To hrlp assess the unrertalntles, let us refer to fig- 

ure I which was designed to outline the rationale of tertonophyslrs, but whlrh applies at least 

In part to any boundary-value problem in rork merhanlrs, Includlnft that of the inelastir defor- 

mation of the shell around a cavity in which a nuclear device is detonated. 

Sup|»se «re were asked to derive the deformation associated with a Keolonlr structure     .1 

fault or a fold     from the first principles ol mechanics.   BeKlnnlng in the upper right corner 

with the causative body and surface forces acting on an element of the earth's crust, we would 

lolluw the i<tr.il path along the solid lines.   We could specify these forces ä we fully understood 

the energvtlcs of the problem, that is if we km w the detailed thermal history of the earth,   Wr 

wtmld then prescribe the boundary condttlona in terms of stresses, displacements, their time 

derivatives, or some combination of them.   Unfortunately, the origin of tectonic force« and IN 

proper natural boundary conditions are in fact con)ectural with rare and relatively trivial »«- 

cepllons.   On the other hand, our procedure with respect to the seismic coupling pnblem would 

be straight forward so far.   The energy source is well known, and the boundary conditions arr 

simple. 

II any problem involving the failure or potergial failure of rock     earthquake prr<lirtion, 

seismic coupling of explosions, stability of undergrouitd openings, and many more     Ihr nrtt 

step is the most dllflcult.   We must select the propi r equation of state to connect Ihr Birr»» 

and strain or strain rate tensors.  If our material were ideal, w   could choose a rrlativrly slm- 

ple fracture criterion for the brittle state or rheolugical "law" for the ductile »tali- and thrn 

solve lor the stress and strain fields In space and time.   But our material I» rock.   It 1» slrur- 

turally and compos it tonally complicated, and it is never ideally and rarely r\rn »taiutually 

homugeneoas and Isotropie, especially in domains of a few cubic nuters or more.   The defor- 

mation mechanism     fracture, faulting, or flow     is determined by the mineral content and 

fabric of the rock, together with the rate of strain and the natural environmental factors of 

effective confining pressure and temperature.   The pressure tends to increasr ultlmalr »trenglh 

and ductility.   Decreasing the strain rate or increasing the temperature lend to lower the 

stret^th but to enhance the ductility. 
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"Du  i-quation n) itijtr IM in turn Intimately rrtitrd (o Ihr drformaliun mrrhanism, und IK> 

wr (arr a 1« vildt ruu: rumptrxity,   TIM- fqtulum proprrlv dmrribini: (>■<> lirtuvior "( rvrn a uni- 

form rliiiii iii    1 I>UI  rr.il in.ilrrul <l<'pi IMIS J| Iraiil <>n thr HUIr <■( filmt», Ihr »Utr ol Mtrain 

(brrjuM- ol Hlrjtn tunk-nini; jnd xiftrnliv1 •hr ralr ul (trdirmallon, jrnl JrmppfJturr.   And 

rvrn il **■ <<>ul<l ihtiom   .i M-JIIHIII   .IIMI ».rnrml iq-uii. n, ihr iu>lull<>n In   'ur pn'l'lrm »nuld 

vrry iMion IN*«  mir IILIIIM IIIJIK .ii!v i"lr.»i|j|>lr. 

In Irrlttnir* »r rjn dirrrtly OIMMTVI- nnlv Ihr itljlr ni >:■ mrul »Iratn ul Ihr prmrnl in»Unl 

<>( (troluglr tlmr.   All rlur in .i itullrr "I inlrrrmr JI« indlrjlrd liv Ih»' bn*rn llnr«.   Hjvlnc 

inlrrrrd Ihr inllul undrlnnnrd »Ulr <>( lh«- mrk, »T run drlrrmlnr Ihr prrmjnrnl drdu .-alliin 

Irom labiiniliirv und lirld iiludlrit ol rrrldtn (abnr rlrmrnlit, und (r<>m in mlu »lorrd ntruln 

mrjiiurrmrni» «r un drlrrmlnr «hal rriruilnit ot Ihr rrrtivrrablr vtiirocUitltr drlnrmatlon 

inol rrliirmatlonl.   SlrJllcruphlr und rudlomrlrlr dilln* rjn rnhanrr our knni» Ird»:«- ol Ihr kirn 

matlra <>| ihr (trlornullon, rvrn »o «r ran only rauh ■». rk oul Ihr palh Irom Ihr imiul to Ihr 

lliul  iprrnrnli nlJlrn. 

From Ihr rntulln <■{ Ulmralorv rxprrtmrnl» simuUlliu; Ihr rulural rnvtronmrnl >■ rralls- 

llrally JB poMRtblr and rvrkunlng favorably »llh Ihr fart» <4 nalurr, «r i an rtionrrl manv labrtr 

rlrmrnlM «llh Ihr dlrrrllon» and rrlallvr (tl nol ab»olulr i maisntludrn of Ihr principal RlrmarB, 

vi ith Irmprraiiirr, and Imn frrqurnllv «llh «Iratn ralr.   Tht* allows uii lo »ork pari ol ihr 

problrm lurkwardn, an turrrnllv *«■ munl, il «▼ hopr lo improvr our undr rslandtim of Ihr dv ■ 

tumti R.   Uur infrrrmrit alxul Ihr rnvtronm< nl and Ihr nalurr of Ihr ro< k al Ihr llmr ■■( drlor- 

malion arr rrawuutilv >:—«I.   But wur raltmilrt of rhr Ixiundarv rondlllon» and of Ihr proprr 

rqualloii <>| »Ulr arr itnl al all adrqualr. 

S>mrvklul itimllar allrmpl» havr '.irrn nudr lo «olvr Ihr roupIlHK problrm.   Thal !■ lo My, 

Ihr rorlllrirnl nf inlrrnal fnrllon in Ihr Coulomb ytrld rondlllon ha» brrn ralrulalrd on Ihr 

I..1MS <if mraiturrd rlokr-ln dlaplarrmrnl«,   Thr valur* drrivrd for Kranllr (••( ihr ordrr <>f 0.1 

arr unlM-llrvably lo», 

A« an rxamplr Irl ua ro   .nl« i  Ihr fallurr of llmrklonr.   Klirurr 2 »ho»« a plo| <if Ihr ucta- 

hrdral »hrar Rlrm» a* a funcllon >■( Ihr mran prr*»urr al Ihr ulllmalr »Irrnicth of &>lrnho(rn 

llmrklonr in romprr»*lon ('.   -   '«       '.'i r«lrn»lcm ( ", '    '.       '«•, and lor»tc>n (•.   •   '    %   •>, 

< iimprrii»l\r i»lrr»rr> counlrd poRtllvr.   Wr innorr Ihr rurvr fur Iwuird •*■ \ii\ ryllndrr* >lnrr 

lltr klrr»M-k arr nol uniform.    Pn- »IrrkM-n arr, hourvrr, nrarlv uniform in Ihr l»i»lrd Ihm- 

»allrd hollo« cvllndrr«, and «r ran IrKlItmalrly romp«rr Ihr rr»ull» Ihosr lt. m lomprriiRlon 

.■. id FKlrnsion Irsl» on »olid i> linder».   Wr nulr thai Ihr fallurr rurvr» arr ml Ihr »amr for 

dufrrrnt »tatr» <>f »Irr»».   W<- al»u n»(r thr lypiral inrr«,a»r» of »Irrnnlh and durlilily «llh 

mran prr»»urr a» Ihr rurvr» brrumr n»n-linrar.   Thr thrrr Mohr rnvrlopr» arr not thr »amr 

rlthrr, "1 ruur»r, Ihough al riKnn Irmprralurr thr dlffrrrnrr» arr mil l-ii^-i . 

In romprr»»ion, fallurr I» by »hrar Irarturing or laullinK IHI. * UM- brittlr-durtitr tran»i- 

llon at 2.7 kb, and by    pU»llr    flu«  (intrarry»tallinr »lipi abovr thi» tran«tlion.   To mran 
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preasurvt o( th* order o( 3 kb, Ihr lailur«  mechanism in both extension and torsion is tensile 

(rarturtng, 'nd the tensile strength <>l about 0.15 kb IM essentially constant and independent of 

mtan pressure.   I*, i*..  , 3 kb and the brittle-ductile transitions of 4.0 kb in torsion and5.4 kb 

in extension, (allure is due to shear (racturimt.   Above these transitions uniform flow again 

occurs, and all three curves tend to approach about the same constant value u( octahedral 

•hesr stress. 

KiKuir 3 sho»s ho« the stress state, the temperature, and the strain rate affect the brittle- 

ductile transition.   TV transition ronfininK pressure is blichest in extension ('. <   '        '.) and 

lowest in compression • 'i ""   'j      '••.!• lies about midway in the torsion range where the rela- 

tive nugnitude <>'  \ '» midway between the extremes,  '        '   and '„      ' .   In all three types 

ol test, lowering the strain rate and raising the temperature reduce the transition pressures, 

Ttte slate ol stress associated with an explosion in a spherical underground cavity is probably 

anslofous to that   ■( the compression test, since the radial compressive stress is greatest (<> ), 

and the ■ qual tangential principal stress are least ( '        <   i. 

Our discussion ol the difficulties of rock mechanics problems is not meant to imply that 

we should iv * u\ to obtain meaningful solutions.   Indeed we must try.   And whereas we can now 

solve very few problems of natural rock deformation because we know too little about the tec- 

tonic forces, the boundary conditions, and the proprr equation of state, solutions of the coupling 

problem are far from hopeless. 

In the transitional region between (he hydrodynamic and elastic zones associated with a 

nuclear explosion, the temperatures and moan pressures are relatively low and the strain 

rales are intermediate (about 1 to 100 per second i.   Under these conditions we can expect the 

conslituenls of many earth materials (o be in the brittle state and failure to be predominantly 

by shear fracture, (aulting, or cataclasitc (triboplastic) flow.   For most crystalline igneous 

and metamorphi«  rocks, dolomite, sandstone, and well indurated shale, we can probably use 

the Coulomb-Mohr criterion "( internal friction Mkith an uncertainty that is small relative to 

the other simplifying assumptions necessarily introduced into a typical problem, especially 

the assumpdons of homogeneity and isotropy.   Unconsolidated materials like alluvium possess 

internal (rirtion, but of course no cohesive strength. 

On the other extreme, when the rock is fully ductile, we can use the Mises criterion of 

ideal plasticity as figure 2 suggests.   The uncertainty is larger because we have ignored the 

strain hardening of real rocks and because yield stresses have not yet been measured at the 

appropriate strain rates.  Salt, limestone, soft argillaceous shale and kerogenous shale will 

probably be ductile at mean pressures of (he order of a kilobar, but their brittle-ductile transi- 

tions remain (o be determined at the relevant strain rates. 

At  :oxas A4M we are preparing to investigate the effects of strain rate in the spectrum 
-2 2 of 10     (o 10   per second on rocks under confining pressures to 8 kb.  Also of concern are the 

effects of stress differences of a few kilobars acting for a few milliseconds.   The input to the 
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seismic       ,'üng problem is the more or less steady pressure acting on the wall of the cavity 

after the initial reverberation; the spike is ignored (figure 4).   This is legitimate because the 

earth is an efficient low-pass filter, and the high frequencies are not observed in the teleseismic 

signal.   However, we do not know whether or not the transient peak stress of a few milliseconds 

duration modifies the mechanical properties of the rock.   This we will try to determine in high- 

speed triaxial compression tests. 

With regard to the seismic coupling problem, then, our knowledge of the properties of in- 

tact rocks is adequate, or soon will be.  Our most pressing need in this or any other problem 

in rock mechanics is the better understanding of the influence of defects on the behavior of large 

masses of rock.  In particular, jointing is nearly ubiquitous in the shallow crust.  Natural 

fractures affect compressibility and may represent discontinuities in the displacement field. 

Essentially all our knowledge of rock deformation comes from laboratory experiments 

and a few prototype tests, and it is almost wholly empirical.  Our understanding of the physics 

of flow and fracture is now woefully inadequate.  Thus extrapolations to untested conditions 

must still be fashioned with caution. 
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FIGURE 2.   OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR 
STRESS —MEAN PRESSURE RE- 
LATIONS FOR FAILURE OF SOLEN- 
HOFEN LIMESTONE IN COMPRES- 
SION, EXTENSION, AND TORSION 
AT 250C AND STRAIN OF lO"4 PER 
SECOND (AFTER HANDIN, ET AL., [1 ], 

FIGURE 15) 
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FIGURE 3.  CONFINING 
PRESSURE VERSUS TEM- 
PERATURE OF THE 
BRITTLE-DUCTILE TRAN- 
SITION OF SOLENHOFEN 
LIMESTONE IN COMPRES- 
SION, EXTENSION, AND 
TORSION AT DIFFERENT 
STRAIN RATES (AFTER 
HANDIN, ^T AL., [1], 

FIGURE 20) 

pm 

FIGURE 4.   PRESSURE VERSUS TIME ON 
WALL OF CAVITY CONTAINING A NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSION (AFTER LATTER, ET AL., [2], 

FIGURE 5) 
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STRESS WAVE CALCULATIONS AND ROCK MECHANICS 

RESIARCH AT LRL* 

J. T. Cherry 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University o( California 
Llvermore, California 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present the current status of rock mechanics research at 
LRL, how this effort influences the equation of state of a medium and how this 
equation of state effects the decoupling process. 

The rock mechanics effort has been directed primarily towards obtaining the 
medium compressibility and strength.   There is some indication that the Hugoniot 
Elastic Limit obtained from shock wave data may also be obtained from static 
strength measurements. 

The hydrostatic compressibility data, both loading and unloading, are used for 
the pressure-volume relation below 40 kb. Above 40 kb Hugoniot measurements 
are used to complete the P-V portion of the equation of state.  Failure data ob- 
tained from three types of static strength tests have led to a failure criteria that 
combines both "shear" and "tension" failure into a single Invariant expression. 
In functional form the failure surface Is given by 

Y = F(P   ) m 

where Pm Is the mean stress and 

-I 
The functional relation Is established from laboratory strength tests. 

Calculations are presented which show the effect of strength and compressibil- 
ity on decoupling. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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ROCK MECHANICS RESEARCH AND CODE CALCULATIONS AT L.R.L. 

J. T. Cherry 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Liver mo re, California 

INTRODUCTION 

A minimum requirement needed to calculate the extent of fracturing produced by an ex- 

plosive source is the "strength" of the medium as a function of the state of stress.  In this 

paper we present a failure law in terms of stress invariants that seems to adequately predict 

the onset of failure in a number of brittle materials. We then use this failure criteria to cal- 

culate the extent of cracking from the HARDHAT (5 kt, 290 m deep, granite), HANDCAR (12 

■a, 402 m deep, dolomite) and SALMON (5.3 kt, 837 m deep, salt) «vents. 

FAILURE OF A BRITTLE MATERIAL 

In a recent paper. Handln, Heard and Magourik [1] discussed the results of various de- 

structive tests (compression, extension and hollow torsion) on glass, dolomite and limestone. 

They demonstrated that the second invariant of the stress deviator plotted versus mean stress 

did not give a constant failure surface when the test type changed. 

In figures 1 through 6 we show the results of their tests on samples at room temperature 
.4 

subjected to strain rates of 10     per sec.  In figures 1, 2 and 3 the octahedral shear stress 

(T- ) is plotted versus mean stress (P   ) for the above three materials. 
Oc   m 

and 

.1/2 
T0c = (I^D) *2) 

where I- is the first invariant of the stress tensor at failure and I2n is the second invariant 

of the stress deviator at failure.  As Handln, Heard and Magourik [1] noted, I2n does not give 

a consistent description of material failure. 

We have found that a consistent failure surface results if we define a function Y as follows: 

.1/31 
(31     )l/2+   l3 
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In equation 3 the stress invariants I2n, I- and I„n are determined by the existing stress field 

at failure.  In terms of principal stresses T^, T-«, T„„ (positive for tension) we have 

I1 = T11 + T22+T33 (4' 

Tl m       11 

T2 m       22 

T3- m       33 

I2D = -m^ 
h- T11T22T33 

l3D'- = T1T2T3 

J 
Stress deviators 

^Tll " T22)2 + (Tll " T33)2 + (T22 - T33)2 

In figures 4, 5 and 6 the failure data of Handin, Heard and Magourik [1] are used to plot 

Y against mean stress (P   ).  The agreement between the various tests regarding the failure 

of glass and dolomite is now quite good (figures 4 and 5).   The scatter for limestone (figure 6) 

is large.  However, the torsion and extension data for limestone now bracket the data from the 

compression tests at mean stresses greater than 1.5 kb, and also permit an extension of the 

failure curve back to zero mean stress.  This extension was not possible when only I„n was 

used to determine failure (figure 3). 

Whether the scatter in the limestone data results from material variation, tests procedure, 

or inadequacy of equation 3 to represent material failure is not known.  However, the ability 

of the Y— P    relation to predict the failure of glass and dolomite, relatively brittle and uni- 

form materials, and to extend the limestone failure data to zero mean stress represent' a 

significant success. 

The form of equation 3 was obtained by making assumptions concerning the failure rela- 

tion in compression and extension.  In compression, 

T     < T 
11       22 T33<0 

and the assumed relation for Y was 

11 22' 
(5) 

In extension, two cases occur: 

T-=T     <T     <0 
33     ^2        11 

(Case 1) 

and 

ii 

The assumed relation for Y for ( 

■l22     " 

■ic 1 was 

11 
(Case 2) 
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T       -   T '22'      nlV 
'El 

For Case 2 we assumed 

^i^VV 

(6) 

(7) 

Also, If a test could be devised In which 

T     < 0 < T     = T 
^11     u     ^2     lM 

then we wanted Y to have the same form as (7) except with T^ replaced by T»», i.e., 

YE3=^Pm+T22) (8) 

We show in the Appendix that, depending on the test, equation 3 reduces to equations 5, 6, 7 or 

8. 

The form of equation 7 was obtained by considering the stress components from a spher- 

ically symmetric stress field (TQJ,, Töö = T    ). We can write 

(9) 

If we assume that P    > 0 and K > 0 then K equals Y (see Appendix), T.,,, is negative, and T, 
m Krt b 

may be positive or negative. If Tflfl is positive and failure occurs because the "tensile 

strength" of the material is exceeded, then we must have 

TRR 
0 0 -Pm 0 0 ■i* 0 0 

0 T 90 0 = 0 m 0 + 0 4* 0 

0 0 T 0 0 -Pm 0 0 *l* 

K^i^m+V (10) 

This equation led to the assumption concerning the form of Y in extension (equations 7 and 8). 

No assumptions concerning the failure expression were made for torsion.  When an expression 

involving stress invariants was found that satisfied equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 (equation 3) the 

torsion data were used to check the model. 

An interesting consequence of equation 3 is that the "tensile strength" of a material de- 

pends on the test type. In order to have the same value of Y at a given mean stress, we find 

that 

fTST = TSE+P
m (-1) (ID 

where TS-, is the "tensile strength" in torsion (twist plus confining pressure) and TS- is the 

"tensile strength" in extension. Obviously, TST > TSE for Pm > 0. 
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CALCULATION OF FRACTURE RADRJS FROM CONTAINED NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 

We have used the strength properties of granite, dolomite and salt to calculate the extent 

of cracking from the HARDHAT (5 kt, 290 m deep, granite), HANDCAR (12 kt, 402 m deep, 

dolomite) and SALMON (5.3 kt, 837 m deep, salt) events.  The post-shot investigations of these 

experiments are discussed by Boardman [2], Boardman, et al. (3| and Rawson, et al. (4|. 

Figure 7 gives the Y-P    curves for the three materials. Hugoniot elastic-limit measure- 

ments were used to obtain the limiting values of Y (14 kb for granite, 7 kb for dolomite).  No 

dynamic elastic-limit measurements were available for salt.  Howevir, the triaxial data gave 

0.7 kb for the limiting value of Y.   Figure 8 shows the hydrostatic compressibility data and 

Poisson's ratio for each material. 

The strength, compressibility, and Hugoniot data and Poisson's ratio, along with the 

source description, form the basic input into SOC (Cherry, [5]) a one-dimensional, Lagrangian, 

stress-wave code.  The results of the SOC calculations on HARDHAT and HANDCAR are 

shown in figure 9.  It is interesting that the calculated extent of cracking for both HARDHAT 

and HANDCAR agrees with the observed chimney height to within 14%.   The calculated and 

measured cavity radii are in excellent agreement for both experiments.  If the strength of the 

material and the shock-induced cracking control chimney lormation, then it is no longer sur- 

prising that a 12-kt source in dolomite produces a smaller chimney than a 5-kt source in 

granite. 

Figure 10 shows the results of the SOC calculations for SALMON.  We obtained the un- 

cracked 25-m buffer zone between the cavity and the cracked material by allowing a brittle- 

ductile transition to take place at 68-bars mean stress.  This value of mean stress in the Y-P 

plane corresponds to the unconfined compressive strength of the SALMON salt. 

The calculated interface between the cracked and plastically det   rmed s;i        i« mis on the 

location of the brittle-ductile transition in the Y-P plane. For a transition i   . m) burs mean 

stress, the buffer zone is reduced to 18 m and for a transition at 300 bars, the zone is reduced 

to 4 m.  Since the SALMON event did not produce a chimney, a significant layer of coherent 

salt must surround the cavity. 

The location of the brittle-ductile transition, along with the level of the entire failure sur- 

face, must be both stress-rate and temperature dependent. These parameters will be included 

in the code when the magnitude of their effects has been measured. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A failure model has been presented which combines both "shear" and "tensile" failure in- 

to a single invariant expression.   The usefulness of the expression lies in its ability to con- 

sistently describe material failure produced by the compression, extension and hollow torsion 

laboratory tests,  A correct extension of the failure surface back to zero mean stress is now 

possible, 
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We have used the failure law to calculate the extent of cracking from three nuclear experi- 

ments.  A preliminary observation suggests that the chimney height is related to the crack 

radius. 
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APPENDIX 

1.   Compression Tj < T22 = T33 < 0 

From cqu.tion (4) we find 

1 

Equation (3) gives 

fO=-1.I2D4(|Tn|-|T22
l)2'|l3Dl=Ä<|Tll|-|T

22l)3 

Y  .|T11|-|T22I 

2.   Extension 

Casel.   T33 = T22 < ^ < 0 

I 

r3 

Therefore 

— = -ii    =-{\T   I - IT   I)2II   I = —flT   1-lT   I)2 

I-l '2D    3U   22       llll"»|13Dl     27u   22       '   ll' 

Y   
lVv!Znl 

Case 2.   T33 = T22 < 0 < T11 

Therefore, 

^-^hD-lilf^U^J'^'-df^m^l/ 

^l^l^V 
Case 3.   ^ i < 0 < T22 = 11 

3 ii o/r>       .   -r      \2     It       I   _ o/n       .   T      \3 

3 

Therefore, 

lT7r-1'I2D = 3(Pm+T22)'|l3Dl=2(Pm+T22) 

Y-hT22+V
m

) 
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3.  Spherically Symmetric Stress field, Pm > 0, K > 0 

'3 ,   .      _12   2   ,       | _16   3 

Therefore, 

Y =K 
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QUENCHING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 

L. Utter, E. A. Martinclli and J. E. Whltener 
The RAND Corporation 

Santa Monica, California 

ABSTRACT 

A technique for quenching nuclear explosions Is proposed. In which appropriate 
heat-sink materials are distributed throughout a small underground cavity In a defi- 
nite geometric arrangenvnt.  With plausible, conservative assumptions it is shown 
that the energy is absorbed and the cavity pressure drops In a small fraction of a 
second.  If the technique Is experimentally verified, decoupling of nuclear explosions 
could be achieved In smaller cavities located nearer the surface of the earth. 
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14 
EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATIONS OF COUPLING PHENOMENA 

C. S. Godfrey 
PhyHlcs International Company 

San Leandro, California 

INTRODUCTION 

When nurltar explosion Is detonated In an underground environment, the responso of 

the surroundlnt? earth medium to the outRolng spherical wuve system car be considered In 

three regions.   In the first or hydrodynamlc region, the stresses arc large enough so that the 

material's constitutive relations play an Insignificant role and can IM" logically Ignored.   The 

third region can be called the seismic region In which the stress waves can be considered to 

be largely elastic.   In between Is the region of non-elastic, non-linear response In which the 

numerous constitutive properties of the material affect Its response in ways that cannot be 

Ignored. 

It is this latter region which probably represents, at present, the weakest link in attempts 

to predict by calculations the far seismic signal to be expected for various explosives set off 

In various size cavities In various media.  The range of peak stress usually assumed for this 

region extends from several hundred kllobars down to some lower limit which Is not well de- 

fined at this time.  Within this region shear strength, dislocation dynamics, strain hardening, 

crack lormation, stress relaxation, viscosity, irreversible compaction, etc. may play undefined 

roles.  It has been shown (ref. 1), for example, that the yield model assumed for the material 

plays an important role in the attenuation of the stress.  It becomes highly desirable, there- 

fore, to be able to determine experimentally the response of earth media to spherically diver- 

gent shocks and to be able to develop calculational models to predict this response. 

Physics Intfc.mational has been engaged in an effort which lends itself well to the above 

problem.  The experimental technique consists of detonating a spherical charge of high explo- 
3 

sive which has been asymmetrically embedded in a large (typically 1 ft ) block of the test ma- 

terial, and monitoring the resulting stress-time profiles at each of the sample faces with 

manganin piezoreslstive transducer?.   Inasmuch as each face is at a different distance from 

the explosive charge, a wide range of stresses can be covered in a single experiment.   This 

approach is unique in that spherically symmetric waves are studied instead of the traditional 

plane waves, and comparatively large test samples are used so that the results will generally 

be characteristic of the bulk properties of the materials, rather than being dominated by small- 

scale inhomogeneities.  The theoretical work has consisted of a series of spherically sym- 

metric, one-dimensional (POD) computer code calculations, which are ultimately intended to 

determine the most consistent and reasonable model for the experimental data. 
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Data have been obtained on Raymond granite and Westerly granite.  During the remainder 

of the program similar data will be measured on tuff from G tunnel, Area 12, of the Nevada 

Test Site.  Both saturated and dry samples will be tested. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM (TAMPED) 

The basic experimental geometry for the Westerly granite experiments is shown in fig- 

ure 1.  A sphere of high explosive is placed in a block of granite so that each of the five faces 

of the granite is at a different radius from the center of the sphere.   The hole through which 

the high explosive is introduced is plugged with a type of aluminum that has the same impedance 

characteristics as the granite.  The detonator leads are brought out through a hole in the cen- 

ter of this plug.   Stress gauges are placed on the other five faces of the granite block.   By vary- 

ing the size of the block and the position of the high-explosive sphere, data is obtained for ra- 

dial stress as a function of radial position over a wide range of stresses. 

The stress gauge used in these experiments is shown in figure 2.   It consists of two active 

elements in the same current loop.  One element is a manganin wire, which is used as a piezu- 

resistive pressure transducer, while the other is a copper-nickel wire that has almost the 

same resistivity as the manganin but a negligible piezoresistive coefficient.  Because of the 

divergence of the stress wave in spherical geometry, part of the change in resistance of the 

manganin wire is due to stretching.  This part of the signal can be eliminated by subtracting 

the response of the copper-nickel wire. When thn is done the remaining part of the manganin 

signal is directly proportional to the magnitude oi the stress acting on the wire.   This gauge is 

embedded in an epoxy layer between the granite block and a granite backing piece, as shown In 

figure 1.  The epoxy is a strengthless material whose pressure equilibrates to the radial stress 

in the granite after a few reflections. 

The high explosive used is LX04-01.   The equation of state of this high explosive is well 

documented (ref. 2), and the Chapman-.Iouget pressure has been measured at 360 kbar. 

By varying the size of the granite blocks and the location of the high explosive charge, ex- 

periments have given sufficient data to cover tiie range from just below 135 kbar dow.; to 13 

kbar.   These experiments used a 1-inch-radius high explosive sphere.   To investigate time- 

dependent effects,, several experiments were performed using charges with 2-lnch radius. 

A typiial trace in the high stress region is reproduced in figure 3.   This shows the unror- 

rected manganin gauge response and the corresponding copper-nickel gauge response.   The 

corrected stress profile is obtained by subtraction.   At lower stress levels where the ratio of 

radial displacement to circumference becomes small, the correction becomes almost negligible. 

Corrected traces from several shots are shown in figures 4 and 5, representing data from 

1-inch and 2-inch-radius explosive spheres, respectively.  A precursor is seen to emerge 

whose amplitude decays as a function of radius.   Both this wave and the accompan>ing second 

wave show dispersion as a function of radius.   The attenuation of the peak stress and the 
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broadening of the stress pulse are readily observable.   The precursor amplitude and peak 

stress amplitude for all shots are plotted in figure 6 as a function of scaled radius.  The peak 

stress for both 1-inch and 2-inch sources seems to be scalable.   The precursoi amplitudes 

for both 1-inch and 2-inch spheres appear to fall off as 1 R.   They are displaced substantially 

from each other, however, at corresponding scaled radii.   This would suggest that stress re- 

laxation effects are present. 

Future shots will employ a deviatoric gauge to measure the yield stress behind the shock 

as a function of stress and time.   An exploded view of the devtaturir Htress gauge ts snown tn 

figure 7.   It consists of a manganin wire ABC embedded In two separate layers ol epoxy.   Seg- 

ment AB Is embedded In an epoxy layer orlenled perpendicular to the direction nf »hock propa- 

gation; the pressure of the epoxy layer equilibrates to  '  , where x Is in the direction of shock 

propagation.  Segment BC is embedded In an epoxy layer orlenled parallel to the x direction, 

this layer equilibrates to  ',.   Therefore, by observing the voltage across voltage taps A' and 

B' we can measure  i   and likewise the vo| age across B' and C" ts proportional to ' .   In plane 

geometry   '    -   ' . Is equal to the yield stress Y, so by subtracting the two responses we have a 

dynamic measurement ol Y.   This can be expressed aa a function of hydrostatic stress, I  3 

( >    • 2'   ), to give an expression lor the yield surface.   These relationship« between Y and the 

principal streHM-s also exist in spherical geometry making this gauge useful on the spherical 

granite shots. 

CALCULATIONS 

At this lime, (lie reduction <•( data to A suitable calculatlorul model has just begun. 

Tin- IUMI  (heoretlul tool being used is a i. le-dlmrnMonal elastic-plasllr cnmpuler code 

knovkn at) I'ol).   Tils code »olve», in llnlle dlflerencr form, the equaltons of motion lor an 

i l.iMi. -plaslh   »olid In spherltjl geometry.   Hv adfustlng material properllrn piramriera in 

an llerallvt' manner, thr result» ol Ihr lompulrr < alrulallons are made In III IIM- il.il.i lor both 

lh«- decay of radial »Ires« as J lunc'.ion ul distance and Ihr »Iresa-dme pr.illlen   M.un« ■' imm 

the Hire»» gjugr». 

Pien i» Mime analytical «kork which is hrlplut U> this effort,   Hopkins has shown Hut lor 

.i Von M ;•><■' plasllc solid In spherical geometry »ub)ecled to an internal »out (e expanding at a 

i onhlanl velocity Mte »olullon of (he equation ol motion lor MM  dlspLtt emenl polenllal runtalna 

.i term < orre»p>ndtng to a plane wave altenualing a» r      combined «ith a term corresponding 

In dlnper»lon ol (he wave (ronl  (rel. Si,   An extension of Hopkins' meUti>d ol atulVBl» to J 

Coulomb plastic »olid, as used in our model of granite, »ho« s thai Ihr solutions lor large r 

appriu« h a plane wav« allenuallng as r        (»here u depritd» uj»" lite »lope ol the yield suiiar« 

and ii goes to I j» the Von Ml»«» condition l» approached i cornl)irMd with a »Inillar dl»prrhlve 

term.   Thin dutpernive term I» also a function ol the yield stress »o that Ihr duperMmt ul the 

wave Ironl a» «ell as lite rate ol attenuation give an estimate ol the equation ol the vield sur- 

face to l»e put into the computer code.   Neither ol these model», however, would predict 
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dispersion "I thr prerursur.   Olhrr measurements, such »» veluctly ol propagation JB » (unc- 

tion of stress level and stress level i>( precursors help to define the material properties 

parameters. 

Figure > shows the Hufconlot data to which our model Is fitted.  Since the region Inim ap- 

proximately 60 kbar to MO klar appears to rrprrsenl s phase change, and since Ihc plus.  . haiv 

of quartz (one of the constituents ol granite) does not appear lo be reverstblr within ntosrrvable 

time scales during relaxation, one model employs unloading paths as indicated in ligurr 9. 

To (It (he attenuation of peak stress amplitude observed in nuclear explosions In granite 

we have customarily used a Coulomb model having a rather strong dependence o( yirld stress 

on pressure.   The yield stress Increases to appmxiniately 25 kbar al the SO-klvar HugonM 

(»ilnt and then remains constant.   This basic model can lie made to (II (he peak allenuatiun ■•( 

our data reasonably well, but falls to match the pulse width.   Figure 10 shows typical computrd 

and ob*erved profiles al high and low stress lewis.   The computed profile matches reasonably 

al the high stress level but IS much too narrow at low stress levels.   Momentum considerations 

would indicate that our yield stress is too high.   Further evidence lor this comes from a recrnl 

shot In Westerly granite to measure the devtatorlc stresses m granite behind a shock wave of 

approximately 100 kbars.   Preliminary data indicate thai t^e yield stress is at most a lew 

kllobars.   It is apparent that lurther work is needed, but that i .•■ technique ■ Hi i •- a powerful 

way of deriving and testing calculatlonal models.   The use ul the devlatt rw gauge in future 

shots should simplify the task. 

SIMl I-ATION OF A DECOUPLED KXPUKION 

The results of the above experiments are encouraging t-nough tu consider how Hie lechniquc 

might be expanded to simulate a decoupled explosion.   The characteristic loading on Iht  walU 

of an underground cavity in which J nuclear weapon is detonated can probably be HimuUlrd by 

sor.e combination of a small explosive sphere suspended in the center ol (he cavity and perliapH 

a detonable gas (tiling the cavity.   The mam problem in achieving such a geometry m a large 

block ol earth material seemed to be (he perturbation caused by alti-mpting to pi-.,  up a h  le 

in (he manner shown in figure I.   The presence >>( a plug having a radius equal lo (IM- cavity 

radius would probably introduce unacceptable perturlxallons to spherical syniinelrv.   With Ihls 

in mind we investigated way» to drill or stupe a reasonably large sphei leal hole in blocks ol 

earth material such (hat a relatively small plug nei-d be used. 

The study resulted in the design shown in (Igure II.   A small hole la first drilled by con- 

ventional techniques.   The drill shown is then inserted.   As (IM- drill assembly rotates about 

(he axis o( (his hole, an external hydraulic control (orces a diamond-edged cutter to pivot 

about a |» mi corresponding to I'te center u( the cavity,   ßoiu cutting and Inapectlon ran IM- per- 

formed by (he same apparatus. 
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By uatng KauginK techniques on IN- outside o( the block, data similar to that shown in (in- 

ures 4 and 5 ran be obtained.   These data will be a valuable starting point (or deriving a knowl- 

edge o( the coupled energy, the cavity response and the wave proliles leading to a seismic 

signal. 
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FIGURE 11.    8-INCH-DIAMET ER SPHERICAL CUTTER SYSTEM 
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SOURCE MECHANISM STLDIES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO 

DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS 

J. F. Ewrndrn 
Air Force TVchntcal Appltrattoos Crnlrr 

Waahlimton, D. C. 

ABSTRACT 

The nature u( the detection and tdentlftcatlon priJalcm« a» now understood are 
reviewed.  Several lines ul imesttcatlon lor source mechanism studies are repurted 
which would contribute to s<<iutlon of these prublems. 
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RECENT STVDIES OF SHORT-PERIOD DISCRIMINANTS' 

E. J. Kelly 
MassarhuseUs Inatltutp ul Technology 

Cambridge, Maaurhuselts 

ABSTRACT 

Thl* paper I» (tte reuli ol a large-population study o( dlsi rimlnatlon between 
«arlhquaUe» and exploHion*, using only short-period data from a single station. 
The data «as obtained from the L^rge Aperture Seismlr Array and the two discrim- 
inants studied «-ere waveform complexity and special ratio.   Procedures for multl- 
varlale discrimination are developed and results are given In terms of earthquake 
identification percentages using these discriminants singly, and .11 combination with 
each other and with magnitude.   The results are quite encouraging, complete separa- 
tion being found for explosions and shallow earthquakes using spectral ratio and 
magnitude together. 

I.   IMTR00UCT1ON 

The problem <>f discriminating between earthquakes and explosions by seismic means has 

progressed to the point where positive separation is clearly possible for large events.   Barring 

unforeseen anomalies in the behavior of explosive sources, detonated in untried, aseismlc re- 

gions, this separation ran be provided by comparing the relative excitation of long-period sur- 

face wa%-es to that of short-period P-waves |l, 2| and the threshold of effective discrimination 

by this means appears at present to be at a body-wave magnitude somewhere in the range 

4 3 4 lo 5.   These results are has, ,1 upon data from world-wide networks of stations, but very 

similar results have been reported for Central and Eastern Asian events recorded at a single 

station, the large aperture Montana LASA |3| array, by Capun, et al., |4| who quote a conser- 

vative dib^ rimlnatlon threshold of 4.9 (body-wave magnitude).   The problem that remains Is to 

lower the threshold of discrimination to a value closer to the threshold of detection of P-waves 

for a given network or array station.   The surface wave      P wave method is presently limited 

by thr difficulty of detecting the long-period waves from weak eventt, and many people are now 

concentrating their efforts on improving this detectabiltty. 

Recently, however, tl has been found by Briscoe |5| that very good separation can be ob- 

tained at a single station from short-period data alone, by plotting the spectral ratio versus 

P-wave magnitude (spectral ratio is the ratio of received P-wave energy in the 1.4 to 1.9 Hz 

*This paper was also issued under the title    A Study of Two Short-Period Discriminants," 
MIT Lincoln Uboratory Technical Nute 19M-8. 
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band to that in the 0.4 - 0.8 Hz band).   This has caused a revival of interest in short-period 

discriminants, and the present investigation was undertaken in order to collect a population of 

Sino-Soviet earthquakes, using LASA data, and to study spectral ratio, as well as the older 

discriminant, complexity, with three objectives; 

(1) To obtain single-station performance estimates of these discriminants, used singly 

and in combination, on a large population of Sino-Soviet events, 

(2) To determine the magnitude threshold at which effective discrimination can be 

achieved using single-station short-period data alone, and 

(3) To learn what, if any, advantages there are in the use of a large short-period array 

for discrimination purposes, other than its obvious ability to enhance signal-to-noise 

ratio. 

A summary of our conclusions, not exactly unequivocal, will be found in section VI. 

II.   THE DATA BASE 

In order to collect data from events in the Soviet Union and China, arrangements were 

made with the Data Center in Billings to send us routinely recordings of all events for which 

epicenters in this region were obtained by the usual triangulation procedures. After about two 

months, only recordings of events showing no evidence of the existence of pP on the raw data 

were sent.  In this way a library of over 200 events was formed and further processing initiated. 

Data continues to be collected, of course, for future extension of the study. 

The recordings forming the raw data baF3 were subjected to a sequence of measurements, 

beginning with a redetermination of epicenter by beamsplitting.  An initial pattern of beams 

was formed from the 21 subarray straight sums.  The pattern had a spacing of about 2° and was 

centered on the preliminary epicenter reported in the LASA bulletin (sometimes a starting 

epicenter was redetermined by triangulation).  The coordinates of the best beam were taken 

as a revised epicenter.  If this epicenter was near the edge of the pattern, a new pattern was 

formed centered on the revised epicenter and, in most cases, a finer pattern was formed (with 

1° and sometimes 0.5° spacing) to obtain a final result.  Events too weak to permit epicenter 

determination In this way were removed from the data base.  Events were retained if their 

epicenters were within a few degrees of the Soviet Union, China or Eastern Europe, including 

Greece and Turkey.  About 100 earthquakes remained at this point.  Figure 1 shows a rough 

map of this area, together with the earthquake and explosion epicenters. 

Once an epicenter was determined, a new beam was formed, as follows.  Steered subarray 

beams were first formed, using only the 4, 7, and 8 rings, a total of nine elements, from each 

subarray.  These subarray beams were then combined, with appropriate steering delays and 

the best available station corrections, to form the final beam.  Dead or excessively noisy 

channels were automatically deleted from the beam.  The output of this beam, both raw and 

bandpass filtered (with a 0.6 to 2.0 Hz pass band) was played out on a chart recorder, along 
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with the individual steered subarray beams, each delayed by the amount used in forming the 

beam. U the revised epicenter was still in error, or lf the station corrections used were in

d quate, then the failure of subarray alignment would be observed and corrected, using hand

picked corrections to guarantee alignment. 

As a result of the processing up to this point, playouts were available of the filtered and 

unfiltered beam waveforms, representing orne 15 to 18 db of signal-to-not e ratio gain in the 

signal band, relative to the individual raw recorded seismograms (6). P-phase amplitudes 

and dominant periods were manually read from these waveforms, permitting a measurement 

of body-wave magnitude, and a search was made for pP. Any secondary P-phase within two 

minutes of P and not associated with the expected arrival time of PeP was considered a possi

ble pP. U the amplitude of such a phase exceeded either that of P itself or 1.5 mil (on the 

normalized beam), and if the phase delay after P exceeded four seconds, then the phase was 

called pP and the event w~ ' considered "deep," Events not showing this evidence of depth were 

retained as "shallow." We realize, of course, that single-station pP determination is risky, 

and that in practice one would rely heavily on the P-arrival times at a world-wide network of 

stations. However, only about haU of the earthquakes in our population were identified by the 

U.s. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USCGS), and many of these were located at the non-committal 

33 km depth (USCGS depths, when reported, agreed well with our determinations). Hence, we 

relled on our own measurements in order to screen out "deep" events as earthquakes. About 

hall the initial population was conaidered deep by thta test, but the subsequent discrimination 

analyses were done on both the screened ("shallow") population and the original total population 

for comparison. 

In figure 2 we show the magnitude distribution for the initial population of 93 earthquakes 

for which a final beam was formed. The data is presented here in the form of a cumulative 

seismicity curve, in which the logarithm of the number of events in the population having a 

magnitude greater than some value is plotted against that magnitude value. Thus the curve 

rises for smaller magnitudes until the lo arithm of the total number of events is reached. In 

all the remaining histograms in this report, we p t the percentage of the population, on a linear 

scale, having a pa.rameter value less than or equal to a given number versus that number. 

Figure 3 is such a histogram of epicentral distance for the same events used in figure 2. 

Events more than 95° from LASA have been removed from the population and not subjected to 

further processing, in order not to prejudice the study by data beyond the normal range at 

which a station would be expected to provide useful information. 

We have tried not to screen our population in any way which would affect its suitability as 

a typical sample for the discrimination analysts. 1be magnitude distribution looks quite rea

sor~ble, and the leveling off at small magnitude in figure 2 is indicative of our threshold for 

detection and location. Figure 3 describes a broad and fairly uniform distribution of distances, 

although natural seismicity has concentrated much of the data in the Kurile-Kamchatka region. 

1be pth sc reening done at the site during part of the experiment may unbalance the population 
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slightly, but we (ound phases identified as probable pP on beam outputs at about the same rate 

after as before the beginning of this screening period. 

A list of the earthquakes used in this study may be luund in the Appendu. 

Nineteen events of possible or confirmed explosive origin (hereafter relcrred i« collec- 

tively as   explosions") were used in the study, five 01 which occurred during «he data collection 

period Itself.   The others are older recordings, altogether representing (our source p)tnts 

(1) Amchltka, the epicenter of the Longshot event; (2) Novaya Zrmlya, the source at a large 

Soviet shot; (3) Semlpalatlnsk, the source o( a large number of possible Soviet explosion«, and 

(4) Southern Algeria, the sue of two possible French explosions. 

A serious deficiency In our present population of events is the disparity In (he magmluden 

of the earthquakes and the explosions.   All o( the explosions exceed magnitude 4.9, «lulr Ihe 

Initial population of earthquakes had an average magnitude o( 4.7.   Magnitude histograms ul 

these two populations are given In a composite plot in figure 4. 

In order not to present only results which might be seriously biased by the magnitude dif- 

ferences between earthquakes and explosions, we have used Ixith Ihe total earthquake p^pulaUon 

and the smaller number of earthquakes having magnitudes not less than 4.8.   We previously 

mentioned that we were using both the total population and Ihe apparently shallow events, hence 

the discrimination performance results given below in section V are quoted (or (our earthquake 

populations as shown in table I. 

Table I 

All earthquakes* 8i events 

Latrg»' earthquakes" 32 events 

Shallow earthquakes* 48 events 

L*irge, SK4II11W earthquakes 12 events 

III.   THE DISCRIMINANTS 

For the purposes o( this study, Ihe shorl-perlod d;scrimlcunis considered «rre depth (pP 

detection), waveform complexity, and spectral ratio.    Pi depth determination and pP detrrlion 

criterion were described in section II.   The rerunning two are described in detail her«-.   01 

course, location Is a primary discriminant, but this study began »ith a population «I event* 

which were just from the area that would presumably be monitored (Eastern Europe, the 

U. S. S. R. and China).   Moreover, location is best determined by a network ol stations, and 

'All events, at distances nut greater than »5", (or which a (inal beam was lormed and JII 

discriminant measurements were made. 

"Measured magnitude equal to or greater than 4.8. 
tpP phase not identified on beam output. 
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one <>( our purposeft »JS to ussrHs the runtrtbutton ul a single array station lo the disrnmina- 

llon    i» r.iti- n hv mean» o( its ability to measure vvaveform discriminants on processed [I.e., 

high signal-lo-noise ratloi traces. 

It has o(trn l>een observed tha! explosion seisn-ograms, at teleselsmic distances, are Im- 

pulsive and relatively simple.   Nearly all the energy that Is ultimately received arrives in the 

lirst several seconds.   While some earthquakes share this property, a treat many are more 

complex, wllh P phases lasting (rom many seconds lo minutes.   Moreover, the simplest earth- 

quake «avelorms are usually associated with very deep events which would easily In- removed 

Irom consideration at an early stage <■( the screening process.   In order to wl a quantitative 

measure o( waveform complexity, the British seismic (Mscrtmlnatlon group (at TKAWRK) ha» 

suggested |7) a particular functional >if the waveform, namely the inverse ratio of the enerfy 

received in the first five seconds of the P phase to that received In the subsequent 30 seconds. 

Tbe durations of the two lime intervals represent arbitrary, Imt reasonable, calces.   However, 

the results can lie expected to depend upon several details such as (tl the processlni: which 

went into the formation o( the trace in question, (2i the procedure used lo determine the start 

of the first interval, and (3i the manner in which the energy is defined.   Moreover, the British 

definition was always applied to the cross-correlation function between two steered lieams, 

formed from different portion* of the total array.   We have adopted «hat we consider to lie the 

essential feature of their definition so as to apply It to a single l>eam output.   In this study the 

complexity measurements were made on the lundpuss filtered (0.0 to 2.0 H.    beam waveform, 

and the starting p>lnl for computer processlni: «as determined manually (using a llcht pen on 

a scopr display I. 

Tlie energv was defined In tw-o ways, as the integral of the square of the »itnal (quadratic 

lomptexllyi and as the integral of the absolute value of lite siitnal (linear complexity .   The use 

'•I the less physical linear measure was motivated originally by dynamic ran^e problems in a 

lixed-p>inl computer.   Taking a time origin at lite start of processing, and letting id I repre- 

M-nl the seismic waveform as a function of lime in seconds, Uten the two definition» are a» 

lollo« |l 

Quadratic Complexity 

C. 
i 2       i 2 

|x(ti|  dt      (xmldt. 

Linear Complexity 

I 

.-35 
i(ti   dt    I     xftlldt. 

'5 'O 

In practice, ■ ( rour*e, the integrals' are actually »urns over the data samples, in our case, 

20 samples per second. 1! X(tl were a constant, either definition \.ould yield complexity of 6, 

the ratu» of interval lengths.   We may expect that for pure seismic noise, values like 6 will be 
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obwrved.   We find that (or complex and emergent earthquakes, much larger values are attained, 

while simple events attain value« less than unity on both definitions.   Figure 5 is an example of 

a filtered beam »etsmottram showing the complexity measurer.ient intervals and results.   Histo- 

grams of the two complexities, as measured on 85 earthquakes, are shown in figures 6 and 7. 

We also expect an Intimate relation between the two definitions.  On dimensional considera- 

tions alone, we may expect a relation of (he form 

rT 12 
j|   |x((l|2dt    K- ^j    ix(t)ldt 

•-'0 

to hold m some .tveragv sense.   The above relation is (rue IKerally for a constant x(t), and 

true as a relation between expectation values for a random noise model of x(().   Since (he con- 

stant K drops out In the ratio of complexities, we can expect, roughly, a relation of (he form 

CQ    (CL.2/6. 

tn llgure B we give a scafter diagram ol (      vs. C,  meaMurements (or (hi* same d5 eardiquakes 

used in figures A and 7, wKh (he Klmple reladon derived above ploUed as (he solid curve.   II 

appears (ha( (hr reladun be(wren (he (wo complexldes is sufficienlly de(ermini8(lc (o permK 

u» (u dispense with one ■>( (hem, and we have chosen (o retain (he linear deflnllion, mainly (o 

(4clllU(e com(iiri*<in  *,,,> earlier measuremenls nude on I ASA da(a.   The (wo deflnidoi.s have 

also been compared in (erms of their discrimination captiblllly with (he same resuK, that (hey 

are equally effective. 

In Itgure 9 we present a composite plot ■■( four histograms of tin- linear complexily.   One 

curx-e is (or Ihr (otal earthquake population, another (or (he ear"iquake populadon wi(h (he deep 

events removed and a (hird in which (he Kurlle-Kamchatka ear(hquakes are also removed.   The 

fourth curve is lor (he explosion data.   The (act that shallow eaMhquakes yield a smaller value 

oi complexity is due to the (act that lor mos( o( (he deepeven(s, (he phase idendded .is pP 

(alls Inside (he second dmr interval used in (he measuremen(, hence Increasing (he measured 

Kimplexity value.   Kvents deep enough so that pP does not inlerterr with the me.iKurement 

usually have low complexldes.   The lur(her Mull (owards small complexKv values (or contlnenial 

earthquakes may be significant, but (hr populadon involved (shallow, iu>n-Kunle-Kamch.i(ka 

even(s> is small and > eterogeneous, and may nut represent a giHid s.mipli >>( continental Slno- 

Soviel «vents (part of that area is beyond 9V from lASAi. 

The curve showing the smallest average complexity is (he histogram lor our pipuladoi. of 

19 explosions.   The average value Is very close to unity, and arlually only lour explosions ex- 

reeded that value.   The really anomalous event was Ihr Novaya Zemlva shot ol 27 OCIOIM r 1966 

with a measured complexity of 2.7.   Other studies ol (his even! show ili.it the relatively liiu; P 

cuds conatats of eiwrfy arriving (mm (he same locadon as (IM* source.    Du- next largeB( value 

was attained by Uingshit, at \J.   The separation of these pipuladons (or discrlnuiution pur- 

puses is discussed in section V. 
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Background studies of the spectral character of seismic signals and the motivation for the 

particular choice of definition of spectral ratio used here are ^iven in reference 5,  Tlie mea- 

surement procedure used in this study begins with the unfiltered beam waveform, which Is 

passed through a parallel bank of fifty 0.1 Hz wide digital bandpass filters.  These filters have 

a [sin x/xj-type frequency response, and the absolute values of their outputs are smoothed 

and sampled once per second and used to form a sonogram on a scope display.   This Is a dis- 

play which shows the variation of spectral density with time.   Frequency Is the ordlnate, time 

is the abscissa and spectral density (the filter output) is represented by the Intensity of the 

display.  An example is shown in figure 10.   Using a light pen, an operator chooses a start time 

as close as possible to the onset of P, and a stop time defining an interval of 30 - 35 seconds 

avoiding, if possible, pP or other phases or data errors.   The filter output samples falling in- 

side the processing interval chosen by the operator are summed to provide a spectrum of the 

chosen portion of the waveform.  The five spectral values corresponding to the frequencies 

1.5 Hz through 1.9 Hz are then summed to form the numerator, and the values corresponding 

to the frequencies 0.4 Hz through 0.8 Hz are summed to form the denominator of the output 

spectral ratio.  In figure 10 the start and stop times are shown by cursor lines, and the spec- 

trum obtained from this time base is shown as the dotted curve above the sonogram. 

Separate studies have shown that the measured value of spectral ratio is not critically 

sensitive to the time interval used in the measurement, but the intervals used were standardized 

as much as possible.  In one relatively bad test case, the spectral ratio decreased by 10",', as 

the length of the measurement interval increased from 25 to 45 seconds. 

Measurements of the spectral ratio of pure seismic noise gave an average value of 0.158 

(with a range from 0.057 to 0,317), while earthquakes yield a broad distribution, as shown in 

the histograms of figure 11, 

The four populations used in figure 11 are the same as were used in figure 9.  This time 

the explosions have high values, relative to the earthquakes, and a more distinct regional de- 

pendence for earthquakes is apparent.  It is interesting that the removal of the deep events 

from the total earthquake population simply removes the tail of the distribution at high values 

of spectral ratio, without changing the shape of the remaining part.  The details of the popula- 

tion separation by means of spectral ratio are given in section V, 

A much less sensitive characterization of the spectral content of an event waveform is 

provided by the dominant period.  We measured these periods, in the traditional way (time be- 

tween peaks), on the bandpass-filtered beam waveforms and compared the results with the 

corresponding measurements of spectral ratio.  Figure 12 is a scatter diagram of dominant 

period versus spectral ratio for our full earthquake and explosion populations.   The correla- 

tion is rather poor, except that the value of period seems to set an upper bound to the spectral 

ratio.  Very similar results are obtained whe.i only the shallow earthquakes are used.  We have 

also noticed a poor correlation ,,otween dominant period and the peak frequency of the corre- 

sponding spectral density, altho       numerical data are not now available. 
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Two spectra, one from an earthquake, one from an explosion are shown in more detail in 

figure 13.   The similarity of the spectra at frequencies above the peak frequency is typical of 

tl.a two populations.  The main difference seems to be the sharp drop in signal energy at the 

low end for explosions, compared to earthquakes. It is perhaps useful to think of the spectral 

ratio as an Inverse measure of low frequency content, normalized by the relatively stable high 

frequency portion.  In a similar way, the complexity Is a measure of the highly variable coda 

content, normalized by the primary energy In the Initial part of the P phase. 

It Is clear that reliable measurements of complexity and spectral ratio require a certain 

minimum slgnal-to-nolse ratio.  The complexity Is likely to be too high for weak, simple events 

because the coda Is weaker than the noise, while the spectral ratio Is affected by the non- 

uniform noise spectrum, especially by the usual low frequency peak. It is difficult to give ac- 

curate values to these limits. In magnitude units, but for the earthquakes studied In this work 

It appears that complexity and spectral ratio are being reliably measured on the signal compo- 

nent of the selsmogram only for magnitudes greater than 4.3 for our present methods of pro- 

cessing. Reliable measurements are obtained for all the explosions In our data base because 

they are all large. One of the most Interesting questions to be resolved when we obtain data 

from weaker explosions Is the analogous magnitude threshold for reliable measurement of the 

short period discriminants. 

IV.  DISCRIMINATION PROCEDURES 

There exists a considerable literature devoted to the study of statistical techniques for 

multlvarlate discrimination between two or more populations,  however, a common feature of 

nearly all this work Is a statistical model governing the behavior of the variables used for dis- 

crimination under different hypotheses.  In our case we have no basis for making such statis- 

tical assumptions and the measurements made so far (on rather small populations) do not sug- 

gest any simple joint probability densities among the discriminants used here.  Instead we 

have adopted a simple principle of exclusive regions, which is best viewed geometrically In 

the following way. 

Suppose that a set of M measurements (such as body-wave magnitude, surface wave mag- 

nitude, spectral ratio, etc.) is made on each event of two large populations, one consisting of 

earthquakes and the other consisting of explosions. We can think of each set of measurements 

as a point in an M-dlmenslonal space, so that the earthquakes constitute one swarm of points 

and the explosions another. In many similar problems such swarms for different populations 

would overlap significantly so that separation can only be accomplished at the cost of occa- 

sionally mistaking each population for the other.  However, It usually turns out when explosions 

and earthquakes are compared that there Is a limited region of population overlap, a sizeable 

region containing only earthquakes and, In some cases, a region containing only explosions. 

In general, the earthquakes represent a large family of waveforms compared to explosions, 

and, with respect to some parameters, the explosion population Is completely contained within 

that of the earthquakes. 300 
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Based on this observation, our procedure is to define a region, R«, in the M-space which 

is just large enough to contain all the explosion points, and another, RQ, which is just large 

enough to contain all the earthquakes.   These regions can be defined in various ways, one con- 

venient definition being the smallest convex body bounded by hyperplanar surfaces which in- 

cludes the points.  We now divide the entire space into four regions, as follows: 

(points in Rv but not in R«), 
A y 

(points in R-. but not in Rv.), 

(points in both R^ and RQ), 

(points in neither Rv nor R,-.). 
A Vi 

We envision using these regions to classify a new measurement by saying that if the corre- 

sponding point falls in R- that "explosions are known to look like that, but no earthquake In our 

experience does," and a converse statement if the point falls in R«.   In the case of R- or R, 

wt are non-committal, in the »ormer case because such measurements have been observed for 

both types, and in the latter because we have no observations in that part of the ^pace at all. 

If a measurement falls in region R. or R„, it is tempting to make a quantitative statement of 

confidence in the decision made.  However, in the absence of assigned probability measures, 

any numerical assignment of confidence would be highly arbitrary.   Even so, if one mp.kes a 

measurement and the corresponding point lies in the earthquake-only region (R„) and is very 

far from the nearest boundary of R   (i.e., far from any explosion point), one feels more con- 

fident of his decision than if the measurement lies near R .   We shall not pursue the point fur- 

ther in this report. 

Hie procedure des«   ibed above in somewhat mathematical terms should, of course, be 

used only as a guide, but some sort of rough separation with exclusive regions should be at- 

tempted.'Lt particular, we are Interested In regions R. and R-, since an event falling in either 

is then positively Identified.   Of course, the entire separation procedure should be preceded by 

such binary screening operations as tests (or epicenter (In or out of the region being monitored! 

and depth (any rellabl.» seismic evidence of depth puts the event out of (he explosion category). 

This procedure may be used as a way of combining several measurements, each of which 

can meaningfully be used separately as a single-variable discriminant.   However, in the multi- 

dimensional case, measurements can be included which have no discrimination significance by 

themselves, such as magnitude.   In (his rase it is (he nature of »h- dependence of one or more 

discriminants on magnitude which is dlagnusdc ol (he source. 

In (he one-dlmcnslonal case, I.e., discrimination based on the value ol i single quantity, 

(he regtomt described a K>ve reduce (o simple tntervals.   Thus, taking tomplexKy as an exam- 

ple, bo(h explosions and earthquakes attain values near zero, bu( (he larges( value (or explo- 

sions is 2.7.  Hence, to us« (his measurement alone, we would classliy an event wi(h complexity 
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greater than 2,7 as an earthquake.  To be more conservative, one would probably increase this 

threshold a little, and be non-committal regarding any value greater than 10.0 (region RJ.  In 

this case there is no region R1 because explosions attain no values not also attained by earth- 

quakes. 

Having established these regions for one pair of reference populations, one would like to 

test them on a second pair. Given only the reference population itself, we can only establish 

the four regions and see how many earthquakes fall in R„ and how many explosions fall in R.. 

The corresponding percentages can then be interpreted as estimated performance character- 

istics. In other words we can only say, on the basis of regions established on one pair of popu- 

lations, that a certain percentage of the earthquakes and another percentage of the explosions 

of a second very similar pair of populations would be correctly identified. It is in this sense 

that the discriminants are evaluated, singly and in combination, in the next section. 

It would be desirable to have a definition of what constitutes satisfactory discrimination 

performance.  Since perfect separation is clearly desirable, one is really asking how useful 

imperfect separation is, and this in turn depends upon the political ground rules. If one fails 

to identify an explosion, then the entire system has simply failed to function.  If this happens 

only rarely, then such an error may be tolerable, since one can still gauge the level of testing 

activity of the countries being monitored. However, in most discussions it is assumed that this 

error is unacceptable, and that all events are explosions until proven to be earthquakes.  The 

error of failure to identify an earthquake as such may now lead to an inspection and the per- 

missible rate of falsely triggered inspections, while no doubt very small, is totally dependent 

on the terms of a treaty.  It is therefore, beyond the scope of this report to give a numerical 

definition of satisfactory discriminant performance and we shall let the reader judge the re- 

sults for himself. It must be kept in mind that our performance percentages refer to various 

discriminant combinations as applied at a single station. We do not suggest that discrimination 

be performed, in actual operation, using data from one station if it is at all possible to obtain 

measurements at other stations of a network. 

V.   DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE 

We have already described, as an example in section IV, how complexity would be used 

alone as a discriminant.  A threshold complexity is chosen, slightly higher than that of the 

most complex explosion, and events having larger values are classed as earthquakes, i.e., as 

being in the R, region.  There is no classification of events as explosions (no R   region), 

since there is no evidence that explosions attain values lower than those ever attained by earth- 

quakes.  Identification percentages, based on our populations themselves, are given in table II. 

The use of spectral ratio alone as a discrimination procedure is closely analogous, except 

that now high values are associated with explosions. A threshold near 0.425 (the lowest spec- 

tral ratio observed for explosions) is chosen to form the boundary of the R- region, and events 

with smaller values are classed as earthquakes.  Again, no really unique values are attained 
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by explosions, except when compared only with our screened population of apparently shallow 

events, in which case nearly all the explosions have higher values than any earthquake.  Al- 

though spectral ratio shows promise of providing positive identification of explosions as such, 

we would rather not quote performance figures of this type based on our present data, since 

they would depend heavily on our single-station screening for depth based on pP.  Earthquake 

identification percentages are given in table II. 

When we plot complexity against body-wave magnitude, we find a much better separation 

than when complexity is used alone. Figures 14 and 15 show such scatter diagrams for two 

populations:  all earthquakes and shallow earthquakes, respectively.  The inadequacy of our 

data with respect to overlap in magnitude is clearly evident in figure 15.  According to this 

plot, we could easily establish an earthquake-free region which also contains nearly all the 

explosions (type R- region), but it is clear that we would merely be discriminating on the basis 

of magnitude!  However, R- regions can be defined which seem not to be entirely functions of 

magnitude, and they are shown on figure 14 and 15 as the regions to the left of the dashed 

curves.  The behavior of these curves below magnitude 4.9 is rather arbitrary, in view of our 

lack of explosion data, and we have drawn them in a way which is perhaps unjustifiably favor- 

able to the performance of complexity as a discriminant.  The performance figures in table II 

are just the percentages of the various earthquake populations lying within these R» regions. 

When spectral ratio is plotted versus magnitude, a real separation begins to appear. Fig- 

ures 16 and 17 are analogous to 14 and 15 with respect to populations. Again we refrain from 

defining an Retype region and the associated explosion identification percentage, although the 

data is very encouraging that such a region exists.  Rg-type regions are again outlined by 

dashed curves, and earthquake identification percentages are given in table II.  Note that the 

separation is perfect when our shallow population is used.  Using the total population, four 

earthquakes cannot be distinguished from explosions. However, all four of these were reported 

Table II 
EARTHQUAKE IDENTIFICATION PERCENTAGES 

Conditions Defining Earthquake 
Population 

Size of Earthquake Population 

Earthquake Identification 
Percentages Using: 

Complexity Alone 

Spectral Ratio Alone 

Complexity vs. Magnitude 

Spectral Ratio vs. Magnitude 

Spectral Ratio vs. Complexity 
vs. Magnitude 

All 
Data 

85 

Magnitude 
2 4.8 

32 

Shallow 
Events 

48 

Shallow and 
Magnitude 

S 4.8 

12 

36.5% 43.4% 22.9% 16.7% 

57.6% 65.6% 62.5% 66.7% 

84.7% 59.4% 87.5% 50.0% 

95.2% 90.6% 100.0% 100.0% 

98.8% 96.9% 100.0% 100.0% 
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by USCGS and assigned depths in excess of 50 km.   Events o( this kind would probably have 

been screened out as deep by a network of stations on the basis of P-arrival times alone, and 

these four events in particular were Judged to be deep from our single-station data on the basis 

of pP identification. 

We have also plotted dominant period versus magnitude in order to assess the dlsrrtmlna- 

tlon potential of this simple discriminant.   Figure 18 is such a plot for the shallow earthquakes. 

A fairly good separation is shown here, but we are reluctant to claim performance figures be- 

cause of the coarse quantization of the data (0.1 second Increments) and the sub)ecttvity of the 

measurement process itself.  A very favorable interpretation of figure 18 would credit (his 

display with correctly Identifying 41 of the 48 earthquakes, i.e., firi.4 , , while the corresponding 

percentage for the total earthquake population (not shown) is about 70 , . 

With our population of shallow events, there is no point in considering three dimensional 

discrimination, based on plotting spectral ratio versus complexity versus magnitude, since 

perfect separation Is found in "wo dimensions.  Since the separation is Imperfect on the total 

population (because of the presence of deep events), it makes sense to try the three-dimensional 

plot In this case.   The simplest way to use the three-dimensional data is to see if an event Is 

identified as an earthquake by either the complexity versus magnitude or the spectral ratio 

versus magnitude criterion. Geometrically, this corresponds to extending both of the two- 

dimensional R- regions into the corresponding third dimension and then taking the union o( the 

resulting three-dimensional regions.  In general one could do better than this in three dimen- 

sions, but with our data base it is unnecessary, since three of the four earthquakes which are 

ambiguous on the spectral ratio versus magnitude criterion are clearly rejected on the com- 

plexity versus magnitude criterion, and the fourth is hopelessly embedded in the explosion 

swarm ol points.   The reason these three events are rejected by complexity is that they all 

have a phase (picked as pP) in the second time window used for the complexity measurement, 

thus raising the value of that parameter.   The fourth event is from Rumania, reported by 

USCGS at a depth of 158 km.  Itc pP phase is visible on our data at 38 seconds after V, )u*t loo 

late to Influence the complexity.   The three-dimensional discrimination percentages tivrn in 

the first two columns of table II represent identification of all but this one earthquake. 

It is interesting to note that a set of five earthqu. >ves, lying roughly on a line paiallrl to 

the dashed curve on our spectral ratio versus magnitude plot (figure 16) and very close to that 

line, are all rejected by the complexity versus magnitude criterion.   All had pP piuv s on our 

data, and three were reported by USCGS at depths 26, 28 and 33 (R) km.  One needs to be wary 

of the effect of PcP on complexity, but it appears that complexity of P waveform may be a use- 

ful adjunct to spectral ratio, even If It Is only responding to pP. 

We have not tried to derive a quantitative regional dependence of discrimination perfor- 

mance because the only well-defined region in our data Is the Kurtle-Kamchatka group ol 

earthquakes and only Longshot represents an explosion In a similar kind of region.   The non- 
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Kurtle-IUmchaUui earthquakes are all continental In origin, but are very widely distributed in 

loratton.  However, we have aeen from the histograms that these continental earthquakes have 

lowe.   .pectral ratios, as a group, and this is reflected in an even wider separation of the earth- 

quake and explosion populations on a spectral ratio —magnitude plot.   The elimination of 

Kurtle-Kamchatka events has little effect on the performance of complexity, decreasing the 

87.5'i figure (fur shallow events using a complexity — magnitude plot) to about 70', . 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

We summarize our conclusions here in terms of the objectives outlined in the Introduction. 

We hesitate to draw any really firm conclusions from a study based upon such limited, unbal- 

anced populations as is this one, but we feel that the following statements are justified by the 

tarts. 

A.  General Effectiveness of the Short- Period Discriminants 

Waveform complexity appears to be a discriminant of rather limited usefulness.   Used 

alone it is pmbably not a satisfactory discriminant, in the sense discussed In section IV.   The 

results «a the present study on this point are in remarkable agreement with earlier published 

results (4 ours, |8| on a different population, where an idet.Slflcation percentage of 15.6"; was 

found.   The complexity was defined differently In this earlier study, being an average value of 

the complexities measured on individual single-sensor waveforms from a number of subarrays. 

In that M p ti, undue attention was perhaps drawn to the performance that would result (87%) 

if we ignored the Sovaya Zemlya event.   The analogous figure (oi our present population of 

»hallow events is 62.V(.   Since Novaya Zemlya is probably not the only source of complex 

rxploslons, it dues not seem prudent to treat this event as an anomaly and forget It.  Complexity 

louks much belter when displayed as a function of magnitude, !nit our data Is severely limited 

by the magnitude disparity and the scatter diagrams (figures 14 and 15) do not suggest that 

»eparation would be as good as (he table II values for a population including larger earthquakes 

and smaller rxploslons. 

Spri tral ratio, used alone, wmild nut provide really useful separation by a single station, 

bul whrn plotted against magnitude the results are most encouraging.   The separation found 

■. i<   is complete, after screening for depth, and very nearly so for the total population.   More- 

over, the scatter diagrams (figures 16 and 171 suggest that the separation will persist with 

larger earthquakes and smaller explosions.   Regional effects, if real, seem to work in our 

lavut, by inrreasing the separation.   We plan to pursue the study of this discriminant, extend- 

ing the populations and varying the type of preprocessing used.  We also plan to try variations 

and simplifications in the definition of spectral ratio. 

II.   Magnitude Thresholds for Short-Period Discriminants 

In section III we quoted Ihr magnitude 4.3 as a threshold (or reliable measurement of either 

of the short-period discriminants studied here.   This is a strictly qualitative number, based 

on studying the waveforms and spectra of all the marginal events in our data base, and making 
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a judgment on the degree to which the measure»    a seemed to be affected by the noise.  Since 

the measurement quality is hardly determined by magnitude alone and is in any case very diffi- 

cult to measure quantitatively, we feel that 4.5 is a reasonable threshold magnitude for discrim- 

inant measurement on Sino-Soviet earthquakes by LASA. It has been conservatively estimated 

[4] that surface waves are reliably detected at and above magnitude 4.9 for shallow Sino-Soviet 

earthquakes by LASA, hence we conclude that short-period discrimination by means of spectral 

ratio is potentially a very valuable supplement to the established long-period technique.  The 

average distance for earthquakes used in this study was 68°, while nearly all the explosions 

were at 83°. A station with the sensitivity of the Montana LASA at an average distance of 30° 

from its sources of events would have nearly a half-magnitude advantage in signal strength, 

and hence could push the measuremenf threshold down near 4.0.   However, we do not know what 

to expect for the spectral ratios of explosions of that size, since this represents an extrapola- 

tion of our present data by a whole magnitude unit. 

C.  The Contribution of the Large Array to Short-Period Discrimination 

In this study the large array was used only to form a preprocessed waveform of enhanced 

signal-to-noise ratio on which the discriminant measurements were made.  The fact that we 

also used the resolving power of the array to provide epicenters is irrelevant to the evaluation 

of the array as an element in a world-wide network, since location (and to some extent depth) 

is determined by the network as a whole. Other ways of using the array in the discriminant- 

measuring process, such as measuring complexity and spectral ratio on subarray outputs and 

combining these, have not been considered here. Thus the discussion reduces to the character- 

istics of the single waveform produced by the array. 

This waveform differs from the waveform produced by a single sensor or small array 

(such as a LASA subarray) in two ways.  First, the slgnal-to-nolse ratio is higher, by the 

equivalent of about three-quarters of a magnitude unit, oi. the array output due to the noise re- 

duction resulting from the averaging of subarray waveforms.  Second, the signal component of 

the waveform is the average of the time-aligned signal waveforms from individual subarrays, 

and is therefore representative of that part of the signal waveform which is common to all 

these subarrays. 

From the point of view of signal-to-noise ratio alone, the array can be thought of as a 

means of providing a single output trace of unusually low noise level.  While preserving the 

signal level of a typical LASA single sensor, which is comparable to or slightly higher than 

other western U. S. stations (in one study, [6] LASA magnitudes averaged 0.2 units higher than 
fi 

USCGS magnitudes), the LASA beam output has a noise level of about   0.2 to 0.3 mji (r.m.s. 

value in the 0.6 to 2.0 Hz band).  It is natural to compare the array to other techniques for ob- 

taining high signal-to-noise ratios, such as the development of especially remote, quiet sites, 

deep holes or vertical arrays.  It is important to compare the LASA to other such stations on 

the basis of signal-to-noise ratio, not signal or noise levels alone, after which it becomes a 

matter of how much signal-to-noise gain is obtained as a function of station cost, a comparison 

which is equally relevant to the detection problem, as well as the discrimination problem. 



-T— 

The second factor, however, relates specifically to the large geometrical aperture of the 

array.  It Is well known that event waveforms vary greatly from subarray to subarray within 

LASA, presumably since each waveform is influenced by different parts of the earth's crust 

and upper mantle under the array. We would like to think that the beam waveform is closer 

to that portion of the source waveform that survives the long propagation path through the earth 

than is a single-sensor or subarray waveform.  If this is so, then the beam waveform should 

be a more reliable one on which to measure discriminants than a waveform of comparable 

signal-to-noise ratio obtained from a single site.  This conjecture can be tested only by carry- 

ing out the implied experiment, of which the present study represents one half. It would be 

very interesting to see the results of the other half, a large population study of short-period 

discriminant performance on single-station waveforms of comparable signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Fig. 1.   Geographical distribution of earthquakes (O) and explosions (X). 
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Fig. 2.   Cumulative seismicity curve for the earthquake population.   (Logarithm 
of the number of earthquakes exceeding a given magnitude vs magnitude.) 
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Fig. 3.   Cumulative histogram of epicentral distance for earthquakes. 
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Fig. 4.   Cumulative hiKtograma of measured magnitude (or earthquakes 
and explosions. 
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Fig. 5.   Example of a waveform illustrating 
the complexity measurement. 
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Fig. 6.   Cumulative histogram of quadratic complexity for earthquakes. 
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Fig, 7.   Cumulative histogram of linear complexity for earthquakes. 
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Fig. 10.   Example of a sonogram illustrating 
the spectral ratio measurement. 
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Fig.  11.   Cumulative histograms of spectral ratio for explosions and 
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APPENDIX 

The following Is a list of the earthquakes used In this study. If a PDE number Is given, 

then all data Is taken from the PDE card (card 80/43 refers to the forty-third event on card 

80 of the year in question). Otherwise the data Is obtained from the LASA recording, as de- 

scribed In the text. 

Origin Lat. Long. Depth 
Date (GMT) (N) (E) (km) Mag. PDE 

1966 
12 Nov 12 49 43.6 41.7 144.1 33 (R) 5.8 80/43 
12 Nov 13 28 23* 41.5 143.8 54 4.1 88/2 
16 Nov 14 57 18.1 56.0 169.0 106 4.3 
17 Nov 19 27 05* 46.1 153.6 33 (R) 4.4 81/34 

18 Nov 08 46 11.7 50.0 157.0 33 4.0 
19 Nov 02 02 52.9 48.1 148.7 33 4.6 
19 Nov 13 19 30.6 49.2 156.5 33 4.3 
21 Nov 12 19 27.3 46.7 152.5 40 (R) 5.6 88/6 
22 Nov 06 29 53.5 48.1 146.7 453 (R) 5.6 82/40 

24 Nov 02 56 36,6 42.9 146.0 33 3.9 
25 Nov 19 32 34.9 45.9 146.0 33 4.8 
25 Nov 20 31 36* 41.5 72.6 33 (R) 5.1 88/10 
26 Nov 17 05 08* 42.6 144.5 54 3.9 89/10 
27 Nov 00 20 18.6 52.0 153.0 33 4.6 

27 Nov 1101 10* 49.5 155.8 40 4.9 85/41 
27 Nov 12 48 02* 48.1 155.0 28 4.5 84/42 
27 Nov 18 00 55.8 45.0 144.0 33 4.7 
29 Nov 08 09 39.9 55.0 160.0 33 4.4 
29 Nov 14 08 13.8 42.1 143.4 33 4.1 86/54 

30 Nov 00 04 36* 46.9 152.7 33 (R) 4.4 88/11 
30 Nov 08 49 57.5 46.8 154.1 33 4.1 

1 Dec 11 38 43.8 47.1 147.5 33 4.2 
2 Dec 01 39 49.2 54.4 158.2 33 3.9 
3 Dec 05 21 05.9 43.8 148.0 33 4.2 

4 Dec 11 06 17.7 55.5 161.7 33 4.3 
5 Dec 05 13 31.4 45.4 142.6 33 4.4 
6 Dec 07 18 40* 50.1 159.8 27 5.4 85/56 
6 Dec 10 45 02.0 41.8 141.1 127 4.3 85/57 
7 Dec 04 15 22* 46.8 153.6 49 4.5 92/17 

7 Dec 15 12 44.5 49.0 157.0 33 4.7 
7 Dec 17 17 42.0 44.2 151.7 26 5.8 85/59 
8 Dec 05 51 18.1 45.0 148.0 33 4.1 
8 Dec 13 02 46.0 43.0 148.2 33 4.0 
9 Dec 05 56 33.0 52.0 154.0 33 4.8 

11 Dec 19 47 34.2 42.9 144.5 57 4.8 87/43 
12 Dec 10 35 57.1 47.0 151.8 33 4.5 
14 Dec 14 49 59.8 45.6 26.3 158 4.8 87/46 
18 Dec 07 42 18.8 35.1 27.1 33 (R) 4.7 90/32 
21 Dec 02 30 11.4 47.0 148.0 
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Date 

21 Dec 
22 Dec 
22 Dec 
22 Dec 
23 Dec 

23 Dec 
23 Dec 
30 Dec 
30 Dec 
31 Dec 

31 Dec 
31 Dec 
31 Dec 

1967 
5 Jan 
5 Jan 
5 Jan 
7 Jan 

8 Jan 
11 Jan 
18 Jan 
18 Jan 
18 Jan 

20 Jan 
20 Jan 
22 Jan 
22 Jan 
27 Jan 

1 Feb 
22 Feb 
24 Feb 

5 Mar 
10 Mar 

19 Mar 
29 Mar 
30 Mar 

1 Apr 
5 Apr 

7 Apr 
7 Apr 
7 Apr 
8 Apr 

22 Apr 

22 Apr 
26 Apr 
28 Apr 
28 Apr 

Origin 
(GMT) 

11 41 50.1 
12 10 06* 
17 26 32* 
19 24 06.5 
14 05 54.3 

23 37 39.5 
23 49 27* 
01 57 09.7 
04 40 07* 
00 29 14.0 

00 30 08.6 
04 53 56.6 
06 51 25.5 

02 10 00.4 
04 54 22.4 
10 07 58.3 
10 49 16.7 

18 31 59.7 
06 56 42.4 
06 21 27.0 
08 29 03.4 
11 17 44.7 

03 27 13.9 
06 23 16.3 
12 01 49.0 
12 16 02* 
06 22 29.5 

09 18 50.5 
14 50 33.1 
04 32 21.6 
09 55 15* 
09 02 20.5 

03 36 49.8 
10 01 10* 
15 32 24.8 
14 00 33.8 
08 08 49.5 

17 07 16.2 
17 39 47.7 
19 39 13* 
08 55 40* 
05 18 53.8 

23 00 32* 
16 47 06.1 
03 07 20.2 
08 56 41.1 

lat. 
(N) 

33.0 
52.3 
48.8 
48.6 
47.0 

53.8 
54.7 
40.0 
52.8 
48.0 

56.0 
49.0 
51.0 

49.0 
44.0 
39.4 
59.0 

56.2 
46.9 
45.3 
42.0 
48.0 

48.0 
47.8 
48.0 
48.0 
52.0 

55.8 
48.3 
53.0 
46.8 
45.0 

45.0 
44.4 
45.9 
45.8 
52.0 

37.4 
37.4 
47.0 
47.3 
45.0 

46.8 
53.0 
49.0 
54.0 

Long. 
(E) 

24.0 
158.5 
147.2 
154.3 
150.0 

160.0 
162.5 
29.0 

160.3 
130.0 

118.0 
122.4 
160.0 

105.0 
108.0 
72.9 

115.0 

162.7 
101.8 
150.6 
142.4 
156.0 

103.0 
103.1 
102.1 
102.8 
154.0 

160.7 
154.7 
151.0 
152.7 
146.7 

149.0 
148.4 
146.0 
151.7 
152.0 

36.1 
36.1 

146.0 
153.4 
88.0 

151.6 
153.0 
151.0 
141.0 

Depth 
(km) 

33 
61 
38 
77 (R) 
33 

26 
28 
33 
33 (R) 
31 

33 
33 

33 
13 
11 
33 

24 
33 
33 (R) 
65 
33 

33 (R) 
33 (R) 
33 (R) 
33 (R) 
65 

140 (R) 
45 
20 
33 (R) 
33 

47 
26 
33 
23 
33 

49 
33 

296 
60 (R) 
17 

73 
33 
33 
33 

Mag. 

4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
5.2 
4.7 

4.4 
4.9 
4.3 
4.8 
4.5 

4.6 
4,5 
4.3 

3.8 
4.5 
5.3 
4.7 

4.9 
4.1 
4.3 
4.8 
4.8 

5.0 
5.0 
5.1 
5.0 
4.5 

4.4 
4.7 
4.5 
4.4 
4.5 

4.2 
4.4 
5.1 
5.4 
4.5 

4.8 
4.5 
5.0 
4.6 
4.6 

4.4 
4.4 
3.8 
4.4 

PDE 

93/14 
93/15 
90/41 
90/41 

91/33 

96/24 

l/U 

3/18 

7/31 
4/31 

7/36 
6/17 
6/21 
7/43 

10/47 
12/57 

16/36 

26/22 

21/60 

27/23 

28/22 
31/6 

31/26 
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IMPLICATIONS OF SOURCE PARAMETERS ON 

SEISMIC SYSTEM STUDIES 

Joseph T. Beardwood, m 
General Atronics Corporation 

1200 East Mermaid Lane 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 

ABSTRACT 

Seismic system studies have been concerned with the ability of net
works of stations to detect, locate, and identify seismic events. The em
phasis in our studies to date has been on the detectior. problem. The 
source and propagation models used to formulate this problem are dis
cussed, and the relation between detection sensitivity and source spec
trum is considered, Assuming a source spectrum corresponding to 
detonation in tuff, it is tentatively concluded that changes with yield in 
the source spectrum are not important (in the context of the complete 
detection system) for yields less than 50 kt. This result is a consequence 
of the increasing •. · severe attenuation of the propagation medium with in
creasing frequency and the limited frequency response of the seismometer. 
Similar results are expected for different source media. Finally, the im
plications of source parameters on the discrimination problem are briefly 
discussed. 

In attempting to evaluate the detection sensitivity and identification capability of a hypo

thetical network of seismic stations it is necessary to make several assumptions concerning 

the characteristics of the seismic source, the propagation path, the seismometer, and the sig

nal processing to be performed on the outputs of the seismometers. In this paper we are con

cerned with lndicatl.ng what properties of the source are and are not important in the context 

of seismic system studies. To do this we shall have to briefly consider the other components 

of the problem, principally the attenuaticn associated with propagation. It will be concluded 

that only a very limited region of the source spectrum is relevant to ~his problem. 

The seismic networkfl under consideration typically consist of a collection of stations 

distributed around the world. Geographi\lal and political considerations make it quite unlikely 

that any of the stations can be located very close to potential test sites. For this reason, we 

shall assume that ali stations are at teleseismic ranges from the epicenters of interest, As 

will be illustrated below, this assumption will assure sufficient attenuation at higher frequen

cies that only a relatively narrow frequency region of the source spectrum influences the re

ceived signal at the network station. 

The frequency bands of interest are those immediately on either side of the principal mi

croseismic noise band, 0.025 - 0.05 Hz and 0.4 - 4.0 Hz. The lower frequency band is useful 
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primarily for discriminating between earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions.   This 

discrimination is based on the general tendency for earthquakes to couple relatively more 

energy into surface waves than explosions.  The upper frequency band provides a superior 

means of detecting and locating seismic events as well as some additional discriminants.  In 

the remainder of this paper we shall be concerned primarily with the detection problem and, 

therefore with the upper band. 

In considering the detection problem it is normally assumed that the detector is an energy 

detector with an integration interval of 1-1.5 sec, and only direct P-wave arrivals are con- 

sidered.  More sophisticated detectors (e.g., matched filters) are excluded because multipath 

propagation in the crust in the vicinity of both receiver and source, and other factors, make it 

impossible to predict completely the received waveform.  In addition, these factors prevent 

reliable estimates of signal level after 1-1.5 sec, and reduce the correlations of this portion 

of the signals across distances as small as 10 km sufficiently to hinder any useful array pro- 

cessing for signal-to-noise ratio enhancement. 

In summary, we are interested in predicting the energy In the output of a short-period 

seismometer as a function of the range and yield of the event.   To do this we shall consider 

the properties of the source and the propagation medium and Illustrate these In the frequency 

domain. 

FREE FIELD SOURCE FUNCTION 

According to Latter, et al. [1] "It Is easily shown that the Fourier transform of the dis- 

placement at a distance r is, in general 

A A      i      • 2 

iS i     pa   1 . Iw c ,. > 

o        o 4/Lt 

where a is the (unknown) radius at which the medium begins to behave elastically, p is the (un- 

known) Fourier transform of the pressure that acts at a, and where w   = c/a . . ." 

Based on the Ranler explosion (1.7 kt) Latter, et al., observe that u)   scales to 

u)o =25(1.7/Wkt)
1/3sec"1 (2) 

Following Latter, et al.'s formulation for concealing an underground shot, we assume a 

step-function pressure proportional to the yield divided by the cavity volume, 

p ~ -jp- (3) 
a ia> 

The frequency dependence Implied by Eq. 3 appears to be consistent with the Ranler data pre- 

sented by Werth and Herbst [2].   It will turn out that moderate changes in the frequency de- 

pendence of Eq. 3 will not significantly affect the results of this paper.  For this reason we 
A 

Shall not here consider alternate assumptions for p. 
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PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Equations 1-3 can be combined to yield the Fourier transform for the displacement at a 

distance.   These equations, however, neglect the frequency dependent attenuation of the earth 

as a propagation medium.  Following Knopoff and MacDonald [3], we have assumed a "constant 

Q" attenuation characteristic. 

A(r,u))=exp[-^] = exP   -^ (4) 

The path has been approximated by two segments, two passes through the crust (each with 

distance D and Q of Q ), and one through the mantle (distance r and Q of QJ.   These assump- 

tions are, of course, only a '" <xh approximation to reality.   The Q of the crust varies 

greatly with geographic pos    on, .      "he thickness of the crust is highly variable.  The parti- 

tioning of energy into the va   ous  nultipath signals and reverberations within the crust is also 

difficult to account for quantitatively.  This partitioning clearly depends on both the absolute 

and relative locations of source and receiver. One consequence of this partitioning Is that an 

arbitrary gain factor must be determined for each station, either by measurement on actual 

data from that station, or by assumption. 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN ILLUSTRATIONS 

Equations 1-4 can be combined to give the Fourier transform of the displacement at tele- 

seismic range 

la,+  1  KW 
i re    ^2   iw exp |h)|f2D ,   r (5) 

J      v 

source attenuation 

1/3 where u   = 25(1.7Wkt) 
2 

For the ranges of Interest we can neglect the 1/r   term compared to the l/r term in the first 

factor. 

We assume the fi : parameter values 

c = 8 km/sec 

A = M 

D = 50 km 

Q   = 200 

Qj =2000 

and plot the resulting magnitude-squared of the Fourier transform (the energy denslfy spec- 

trum). 

Figure 1 shows the energy density spectrum for the source function for several values of 

yield.  These und all subsequent curves are normalized to the same peak value In plotting. 
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From the figure it Is apparent that the shape of the spectrum Is highly dependent on the yield; 

the smaller the yield, the higher in frequency will be the peak of the spectrum.  Within 0.5 Hz 

of 1.0 Hz, the dominant frequency of teleseismic signals, the spectrum level does not vary 

more than a few dB.  This appears to be independent of the medium in which the shot is 

detonated [21. 

Figure 2 illustrates the magnitude-squared of the attenuation factor for each of four 

ranges.   The Increasingly severe attenuation with Increasing range and frequency is» apparent 

In this figure.   The energy density spectrum of the combined expression is plotted in Figure 3 

for a range of 20° and In Figure 4 for a range of 90°.   Figure 3 indicates that the change in 

spectral shape with yield can be observed at a range of 20°.   Figure 4 shows that it is negligi- 

ble at 90° since, at this range, the attenuation term completely dominates the shape of the 

spectrum. 

The multlpath signals due to reverberations at the receiver were mentioned earlier wh^n 

we confined our attention to the first 1-1.5 sec of the P-wave In order to avoid the multlpath 

contribution.   An additional multlpath contribution that cannot be avoided is that due to the sur- 

face reflection near the source, which corresponds to the pP phase for earthquakes.   The addi- 

tion of this reflected signal (which has the opposite polarity of the original signal) produces a 

marked effect on the spectrum.  Specifically, zeros are Introduced (assuming unity gain In the 

reflection) at zero frequency and at frequencies which are Integer multiples of the reciprocal 

time delay between the direct and reflected signals.  This effect Is Illustrated In Figure 5 for 

explosions with yields from 1 to 100 kt.  In calculating these energy density spectra, it was 

assumed that the depth was 2000 feet.  As before, the spectra are about identical In shape; 

however, they now peak between 0.5 - 1.0 Hz which Is consistent with observed seismic data. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For the discussion above, we have used a very simplified model of the seismic source 

function of an underground explosion, and an approximate modtl for the propagation path from 

the explosion to receivers at teleseismic ranges.  It Is apparent that only a very limited por- 

tion of the spectrum of the explosion signal is of Interest, and this would be the case even with 

a more refined model.   This spectral region lies roughly between 0.5 and 2.5 Hz.   Further- 

more, only the first 1-1.5 sec of the signal are of interest in the network problem.  Clearly 

much more remains to be known concerning the pressure function at the beginning of elastic 

propagation and the propagation models could certainly be refined.  In pursuing this effort, 

however. It Is appropriate to bear in mind the limited region of time and frequency that is 

relevant to the system problem. 
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF SEISMIC COUPUNG 

G. Simmons 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

and 

E. Herrin 
Southern Methodist University 

Dallas, Texas 

Our ability to detect, identify, and locate underground nuclear explosions has been im- 

proved considerably during the last five years.  From the seismic signal, location, and rough 

knowledge of the attenuation of the earth, we are able also to obtain estimate:: of the seismic 

magnitude of the event. The accurate determination of nuclear yield from seismic magnitude 

is by no means perfected. In fact, the weakest link in the underground nuclear detection pro- 

gram, at present, is the determination of nuclear yields from observed seismic signals.  For 

well-observed events in the magnitude range 5 to 6, the scatter of magnitude estimates among 

the stations is often as great as 1 magnitude unit.  For explosions in tuff below 10 KT, magni- 

tude and the logarithm of the yield are, to a first approximation, linearly related.   Thus a 

scatter of 1 magnitude unit implies an uncertainty of an order of magnitude in yield.  Above 

10 KT, because magnitude is more closely proportional .o log yield to the 2/3 power, the scat- 

ter in the yield estimates is even greater.   Thus we must consider two sources of error in 

yield determinations from seismic data:   (1) uncertainties in the estimate of seismic magni- 

tude and (2) uncertainties in the yield - magnitude relation (scaling law) for vnrious media.  In 

this conference we have concentrated on the second source of error. 

The basic problem in relating yield to magnitude is our lack of understanding of the 

phenomena that occur in materials under shock conditions in the pressure range 0 - 300 kb. 

Specifically, we need not only better data on physical properties in this pressure range, but 

also an improved understanding of the physics of the phenomena in this pressure region due 

to dynamic loading. The weakest link in the CODE calculations is the statement of physical 

properties (i.e., the stress and strain and strain rate) in the zone corresponding to this pres- 

sure range. In this short discussion, it is our purpose to point out some of the areas of re- 

search in which our needs are greatest and in which additional work can be expected to con- 

tribute towards the solution of the present problem of estimating nuclear yields. 

The presence of cracks in . gic media affects the physical properties.   The behavior 

of "cracked media' under the t'   .amir loading imposed by shock waves, seems anomalous. 
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Relatively little is known about the physics of materials containing cracks,   Handin, (Paper 11, 

this symposium) in a slightly different way, points out the need to select the best criteria of 

yielding for the various geologic media that best fits the observational data on nuclear explo- 

sions. 

The changes of properties with pressure, anisotropic loading, and, especially, the changes 

with pressure that occur under the conditions of dynamic loading that obtain in the plastic- 

elastic region of a nuclear explosion must be understood in order to predict the behavior of the 

materials in this region.  An understanding of the behavior of materials under these conditions, 

and in this zone is absolutely necessary for the estimation of the nuclear yield of an event with 

a given seismic magnitude.   The present state of our knowledge of the strength of materials 

at pressures of only a few tens of kilobars is inadequate.   As Anderson and Linde (Paper 3, 

this symposium) and Ahrens (Paper 4, this symposium) show, the finite strength of some ma- 

terials that persist at pressures near, or even exceeding, the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) can 

cause significant departures from the normal Hugoniot relations.  Thus, in some materials it 

would seem necessary to take into account the added factor of this strength. 

Most materials of geophysical interest that have been studied with shock wave techniques 

exhibit phase transitions in the pressure range 0 - 300 kb.  At pressures above that of the 

first phase transition, the experimental data obtained with shock waves fit very well the equa- 

tions of state obtained from fairly simple theory.   There is a general consensus that the equa- 

tions of state of matter under shock conditions, on the high pressure side of these first phase 

transitions, are quite satisfactory (McQueen, Paper 5, Cherry, Paper 12, Ahrens, Paper 4, 

all this symposium).   Indeed, the fit between experimental data at very high pressure and the 

various theoretical equations of state is extraordinary.   Furthermore, as McQueen shows, our 

ability to predict the equation of state for new materials, above the transition point, based on 

the presently available results for a number of oxides, seems to be adequate. Our predictive 

techniques fail completely though in the low pressure region from zero to a few hundred kilo- 

bars. 

Observational data obtained from underground nuclear explosions, as well as indications 

from CODE calculations, clearly show changes in wave form with both distance and time.   The 

energy spectrum near the cavity contains considerable high frequency energy; however, in the 

far-field practically all of the energy is contained in the spectral window of 0.3 to 3 ops.  The 

material of the earth, as a transmission medium, rapidly attenuates energy of higher frequen- 

cies.   These observations imply to us that the properties of materials at frequencies around 

1 cps are the lactors that most affect the seismic signatures of events obtained at stations at 

distances greater than a few hundred kilometers from the source, yet practically all of the 

data on the dynamic properties of rocks are obtained at much higher strain rates.   The only 

signals that are available for analysis by seismic means in underground nuclear detection are 

those in the spectral window of about 0.3 to 3 cps.   These signals have been shaped by a filter 

with properties that correspond to a relatively slow strain rate.  It seems to us particularly 
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Important at the present time to investigate the physical properties of materials at strain 

rates that correspond to the seismic frequencies.  It is also desirable to extend the CODE 

calculations to distances and times sufficient fo? the displacements to become infinitesimal. 

It is especially important that the CODE calculations provide good estimates of the energy 

spectra at these distances. 

The chief use in the surveillance of underground nuclear explosions, of the CODE calcula- 

tions, as well as an understanding of the basic physics of the behavior of matter at high pres- 

sures and temperatures under shock conditions, is the enhancement of our predictive abilities. 

It seems to us impractical, though perhaps noc impossible, tu obtain calibration data for every 

possible area, and every geologic medium, potentially available on earth. Clearly, it is possi- 

ble to obtain tho equations of state for all materials of possible Interest to the Vela Program, 

Including porous and cracked materials.  However, the task is not small and the development 

of our ability to predict accurately the equations of state for materials not yet measured ex- 

perimentally, and especially for porous materials, Is desirable at the present time in the 

VELA UNIFORM PROGRAM. 

Trulio discusses the results obtained on the behavior of granite in the SHOAL, HARDHAT, 

and PILE DRIVER experiments, and notes that the calculated and measured displacements in 

the near-field differ by an order of magnitude.  Cherry (Paper 12, this symposium) notes the 

same discrepancy for granite.   The large differences are attributed to a difference in the 

physical properties that existed in situ and the values of the properties that were measured in 

the laboratory.  The present data indicate clearly that the propagation of waves in media with 

cracks is very poorly understood. 

G. D. Anderson and R. K. Linde (Paper 3, this symposium) report work on foams with 

shock waves.  The experimental data obey a very different equation of state of the matrix ma- 

terial.  Their results Indicate a real need for additional work on fluid-filled porous media. 

The results of the symposium may be summarized in the following way. Our present 

ability to detect. Identify, and locate underground nuclear explosions far exceeds our ability 

to estimate reliably the nuclear yield of the device.  The improvement of our ability to esti- 

mate reliably the nuclear yield, will require that a considerable effort be expended to gather 

data, develop concepts, and understand the basic behavior of geologic materials under shock 

conditions at pressures to 200 or 300 kb so that the yield-magnitude relationship can be es- 

tablished for a variety of media and to find more accurate methods for estimating the seismic 

magnitude of underground explosions. 
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